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PL. I .

. PLANK DRAG.

SPLIT-LOG ORAG.

TWO PLANS
FOR A

ROAD-DRAG
Directions for using the split log drag:
After each rain drive along earh wheel track at least once, with the drag in position to
throw t.he dirt to the center of the road. Put a cleated platform over the connecting bars
and ride on the drag, shifting your ,,-eight as needed to leave the dirt in the low places,
Haul at an angle of 45 degrees. GradUally" iden the strip dragged as the road improves.
Read the text on this in the chapter on maintenance.
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FREFACB.

The improvement of the rural highways of this state is ~
,>l'oblem whose proper solution is of the highest importance t<.
; he people. It is becoming quite generally rooof,rnized that roan
.)uilding and maintenance are as much special vocations ft,
I uiring special training ad are any other engineering (){"
,mplltions. This volume makes no pretense of being anything
but the most preliminary statement of problems that exist
md no attempt is made to give detai.ad directions for build
ing roads in any particular localities Such directioJ16 mUSi
he to 8 large extent valueless booause of the infinite variet~
.)£ local conditions with reference to which the materials mUBt
he treated. Rather the purpose has been to give a few of tht'
'!lost fundamental principles and leave the working out of thf
local details to later opportunity or to local road officials.
The first part is a summary of the principles of making
roads. In this free use has been made of the publications of
the highway departments of the various states, and credit if:.
'~iven in each case
Those which have been especially helpful
,ire the reports of the highway commissioners of Maine, N e,'
Jersey, Ohio, and Iowa.
The second part is a summary of highway conditions in thl~
;tate, and a digest of the laws of those states having the most
progressive road legislation. Credit is given in the text or foot
'lOtes wherever it is possible to do so. The thesis of Professor
P. q. Young and Bulletin No.4 of the Ohio Highway Com,dsF!ion deserve special mention as sources of information 1'&
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garding the laws of the various states. In the most importall'
cases, however, the laws themselves were referred to.
. Since the magnitude of the subject of roads must necessaril.)
limit a discussion which attempts to cover a wide range and
eompel it to be incomplete and elementary in its character, it
is felt that no apologies are necessary for such defects in thi"
volume. The logical following up of this subject by my stpte
department demallds special recognition of the work and special funds appropriated for the purpose. The present vohune
is to be regarded as simply an initial expression of t.a.e importance of the subject and of the considerable interest ill 0QIlntry
roads which has recently been awakened.
The Geological and N atura.l History Survey ia perhaps
the best situated at present of any department of the state
government to take up this matter, as it is directly concerned
with all ruad materials and has already published a bulletin
(Bulletin X. E. R. Buckley, 1903) entitled "Highway Construction in Wisconsin," which deals chiefly with pavements.
The people of the State need for the bettering of the rural
highways information regarding methods of road conlitruction
and educution in their use, which can best be provided lbrough
";he organization furnished by the Suney
In the preparation of this report the assistance and valuable
suggestions of the Director of the Survey, Dr. E ~~. Birge, and
of President Van Rise, have been of the greates,t assistance.

"It was by the highways that both travelers and good.<I gen!:rally passed from place to place. A nd these highways appear
to hc,ve been far worse than m'ight have been expected from the
degree of wealth and civilization which the nab ·on had even
then obtained.. ...... .
"One chief cause of the badness of the roads seems to have
/J!len the defecti·ve state of the law. Every parish was bo_
to repair the highway which passed through it. The peasantry
were forced to give their, gratuitous labor six days in the year.
If this was not sufficient hired labor was employed, and the
expense met by a parochial rate. That a route ~~mnecting two
great towns, which have large and thriving trade with each
other, should be maintained at the cost of the rural population
scattered between them is obvicusl'!J unjust and this injU8ti~
was particularly glaring in the case of the great North road
which traversed very poor and thinly inhabited districts, and
j 1ined t "ry rich and populous dihtricts.... This grievanct
attracted the attention of Parliamenb, and an act, the first 07
mawy lurnpike acts, was passed.... This innovation, however, excited many murmurs. A cham,ge was at length effected.
but not without much difficulty. Fa;· unjust and absurd ta:JJfklion to which men are accustomed is often borne more W1.1lingly than the most reasonable -impost which is new." ....
Macaulay's History of England.-Roads in 1685.
J
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RURAL HIGH'VAYS OF WISCONSIN.

INTRODUCTION.

The fundamental purpose of a highway is to provide a ready
means of intercourse between various points along its length,
both to permit the people to enjoy social and educational privileges, and to permit the marketing of produce. Oonditions
are gradually becoming such in our state that the use of roads
for the purpOSie of hauling heavy loads of produce to market
is much less than their use for hauling light loads and making
quick trips for pleasure or business.
The permanent improvement of a road must be regarded as
an investment of public funds. On th!e one side of the account we find that there is interest to pay on the cost of such
III road.
There is also the increased cost of maintenance which
a permanent road requires. To balance this must be set off
the actual saving in heavy hauling, the interest on the increased
value of land along the road, and the value to the farmer of
the increased accessibility of chureh, school and other social
and educational advantages. In the form of a ledger a:ecount
it is as follows:
PERMANENT ROADS.

Dl!btor to
Interest on Investment
Increased cost of Maintenance

Oreditor by
Saving in heavy Hauling.
Increase in land Values.
More easy access to market,
church, school and social advantages.
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It is evident at once from an inspection of this balance that
as 81 commercial proposition only the more heavily travelled
of tIm roads in the state of Wisconsin will at the present time
justify permanent improvement by the construction of macadam.
The factors on the credit side of this account are very difficult to estimate, for instance, the actus:l saving in heavy hauling. If the average man is asked how much saving in heavy
hauling a good road will permit him to make, he will figure
the number of days time for team and man which could be
saved and multiply it by the rate of wages per day. If he is
asked if he would be really willing to pay this, he hesitates because he realizes at once that his heavy hauling on the roads
is a minor part of his time and is frequently done when teams
would otherwise be idle and himself and men without particular employment. The factor of the increased value of land
should probably in part be included under the value of the increased accessibility of church, school, and such interests, as
the increased value is partly due to the greater desirs:bility of
the location on account of such accessibility.
From the foregoing statements thle value of a permanently
improved road is seen to depend. very largely upon the means
of rea:dy intercourse which it furnishes at all seasons of the
year for light traveling, and the eonsequent enjoyment of the
advantages of church, schools, etc. Many portions of the
state are thickly lenough settled to make permanent improvement of the roads an economic necessity, particuls:rly along the
more traveled routes, but the majority must continue to be dirt
roads for a long time. As a consequence, the present problem
before the people of the rural communities is not so much the
construction of permanent roads as the construction of earth
roads in the best possible and chieapest manner. At the present time there is enough money being spent by the rural districts to have the best earth roads it is possible to construct,
if the money we're only wisely expended, and still have a good
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part of their highway funds to put into building permanent
roads.
In the past the 'good roads movement' won for itself considerable opposition because it went ahead of conditions and
advocated the construction of permanent highways without considering whether the local situation warranted such expenditures or not. Owing to this ffiet it becomes advisable to state
that it is not the purpose of this little volume to urge the building of permanent roads by all rural communities in the state.
It is urged that they be built where conditions warrant, but
also urged that they be 'Mt built where conditions do not warrant. The main idea which it is hoped will be gained from
itll pages is that incomparably better roads than we have can
be built for money at present being spent, and that it is the
duty of the state to do aU in its power to aid rural districts in
constructing these better roads that they are already paying
for. It is not proposed to advocate any scheme for unnecessary
expensive road building, or anything thr.t will cause an unwarranted increase in the taxes which are already regarded as
too high in manv towns.

PART 1

ROAD BUILDING AND MAINTENANCE.

WHAT CONSTITUTES

~

GOOD ROAD.

CHAPTER I.

WHAT CONSTITUTES A GOOD ROAD.
In this chapter are presented in a general way the essentials of a good
road. These essentials are taken up later on in a specific manner, showing how they may be obtained.

The definition of a good road is in no essential part different from the definition of any other good structure which a
man may build. If a man desires to build a home he considers
first the matter of a good location, next h'e considers its proper
construction upon approved plans, Mld third, he takes up the
matter of maintaining it in good condition so long as he
chooses to live there. The same elements may be taken a.s the
foundation for the definition of a good road. A good road is
first, properly located; second, well constructed; and third,
maintained in good condition.
Proper Location for a road consists in putting it in such a
po~ition that people using it can reach their destinations with
the least time and effort. The general direction of the road
should therefore be as straight as possible consistent with proper grades. To secure a good grade will often necessitate bending very much from a straight line between the points it is
desired to connect, but the road should be fin:;;lly located so
that when it is completed the length and grade will be balanced
so well that a minimum of effort will be required to go from
one end to the other. The two chief factors of a good location
are therefore proper grades and proper direction.
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Proper Oonstruction of &i road can be secured only by considering the fundamental principles which govern it.
The
first necessity in proper construction is a good foundation.
This may consist, and practically always does consist, of firm,
well drained earth.
Above this foundation the road must
ha.ve sufficient crown, or rounding up in the middle, to readily
carry the water off the surface into the side ditches. The surface should be composed of as impervious material c.s can be
obtained, in order that when given sufficient crown it may
carry the water off to the sides instead of allowing it to seep
down into the foundation. In short, the function of the surface of the road" is primarily that of a roof. Besides the fou'llr
dation, crown, and surface of the road there must be also proper drainage. In most places roads are sufficiently drained by
proper ditches along the side, but where these are not sufficient to keep the water out of the road they must be supplement.ed by drains laid under the road. These four factors of proper
construction are c()lIlsidered in detail in chapter III.
Maintenance is &i term which, in its application to dirt
roads, is understood by comparatively few of those who have
charge of such highways. This is the common term which,
on a railway, is used to include all work that is necessary to
keep the road-bed in first class shape, and is always looked
after in railroa:d organization by a department separate from
the one which does the construction. In relation to country
roads maintenance may be defined 8$ continuous care which
does not permit the formation of ruts and pitch holes, or other
damage to the condition of the rOli:d. The one thing which
Wisconsin roads need most at present is some attempt at maintaining them.
The maintenance of a road is, as is n&turally to be expected,
much cheaper than its construction in the first instance. At
present most dirt roads are reconstructed every few years and
no attempt made to do anything with them between these times
of reconstruction. The difference in cost is quite fairly represented by what is at present being paid for earth roads in
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this state and the cost of maintaining them, as shown by experience in other states. In Wisconsin the people are spending
on country roads an average of more than thirty dollars per
mile every year. Where proper methods of maintenance are
used, as in parts of some other states, dirt roads are readily
kept in excellent condition for from three to ten dollars per
mile per year, depending upon the nature of the road. This
difference between three-to-ten dollars and thirty dollars is
approximately representative of the cost of roads according to
the two systems :-construction with no mli:intenance averaging thirty dollars a year for every mile of road, as in this state,
and whlere maintenance is practiced after tli.e roads are once
constructed, the cost being from three to ten dollars per year.

10
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CHAPTER ll.

LOCAnON OF ROADS.
There are seV'eral things which must be consideroo in the location of a roa:d. The :first of these is the length of the road
necessary to accomplish a given air lin:e distance.
In a :flat
prairie country the best location is a strr.dght line between the
two points it is desired to COD.JmCt. When it is desiroo. to locate
a road in hilly country the problea becomes one in which
many factors are concerned, chief of which are the increased
cost of construction, steeper grades, fi!Ild the difficulty of maintaining roads where tliese steep grades exist.
The proplem of the primary location of roads is not an important one in this state, as roads a:re to a large extent already
located. Only in the unsettled northern portions of the state
are new roads being laid out to any extent. For this reason
the subject of locativn becomes rli.ther one of relocation. When
permanent improvement of a road is contemplated the profitableness of relocation must be considered. Roads at present are to fiI
large extent located on land division lines, chiefly section lines.
In case a main traveled road goes about two sides of a level
square section of llilld it may be ecoD.ominal to relocate the road
so that it passes in a diagonal direction through the section.
A four-rod road on two sides of a section of land occupies
sixteen acres, while a road four rods wide in a diagonal direction through the section occupies approximately eleven acres
of lwd. The diagonal road, therefore, will result in a saving
of about five acres. The length of the diagonal road is only
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about one and four tenths miles as compared with the length
of two miles of the road on the two sides of the section.
To the saving in land and the swving in distance thus effected must bd added the saving of the cost of constructing six-tenths of a mile, which is made by relocating the
road on the diagonal. If the road were to cost two thousand dollars a mile this saving would be twelve hundred
dolla:rs. The saving in land would vary from five to one
hundred and fifty dollars an acre. The final factor, which
should usually be the determining one, would be the value to
the community of the convenience of having a shorter distance
to travel, and must depend upon twe amount of traffic which
goes over the road.
Relocation in rolling or hilly country. In any but flat
country the problem in loca.ting a road becomes more complicated than the preceding case. In a hilly country the length
of the road must be adjusted to four principal considerations;
length, cost of construction, location of suitable bridge sites,
and the securing of proper grades.
In planning fiJ road the amount of earth work required in
cutting down the hills and filling the depressions should be
madle to cost a sum proportional to the cost of constructing the
greater length which would be required to go around hills and
depressions in order to avoid the necessity of cuts. In many
towns in the state expensive cuts and fills have been made to
secure suitable gra:des 8.Iong section lines where a new right
of way not many rods distant could be bought and a good
round sum paid for it, and then a practically level road con~tructed at a total cost less than. the sum paid for the present
cuts and fills.
In caSt" it is necessary to cross streams suitable bridge sites
will ofte::;. d,terruine the proper location of the rOlJd, as the 10c:;.tion of a bridge a few hundred. feet up or down stream from
any point in a valley may effect a saving of a considerable percentage in the cost of a bridge. If the cost of the bridge cannot be cut down by such a change it might often occur that a
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site fa:r more suitable could be obtained in which the security
of the bridge from wash-outs. would be much greater. If
possible the stream course should be straight above the bridge.
A bridge should not be located on a bend in a stream if it is
possible to avoid doing so.
Grades. The grade of a road is commonly expressed in the
number of feet of rise in one hundred feet 01 horizontal dista:nce. A road with one foot of rise in one hundred feet of
length is said to have a grade of one per cent j a road of two
feet of rise a grade of two per cent j a road of ten feet of rise
in one hundred a grade of ten per cent, and so on.
"The horizontail. pull which a horse can exert depends upon its weight, its fonr or build, the method of hitching, the
foothold afforded by the surface, the speed, the length or
duration of the effort, the rest time between efforts, and the
tax upon the future efficiency of the horse. The chief of
these are th3 weight, '~he speed, and the length of the effort.
With reasonably good footing a horse can exert a pull equal
to one-tenth of his weight at a speed of 2% miles an hour
(3% feet per second) for ten hours per day for six days
per week and keep in condition. This is a co::nmon ~'ate
of exertion by farm horses in pulling nlows, mowerJ, and
other ao~icultural implements. Most horses can exert a
tractiv, power equal to hali their weight, at a slow walk
for about one hundred feet. On the road in emergencies,
as in starting the load or in overcoming obstacles, a horse
may be expected to exert a pull equal to half his weight, but
at this rate he would develope a day's energy in about two
hours j and ~onsequently if he is expected to work all day,
he should not be called upon to exert his maximum power
except for a short time.
Similarly, a horse can exert a
draft equal to one quarter of his weight for a: longer time.
The working tractive power of a horse may be taken as one
tenth of its weight, with an ordinary maximum of one
quarter, and in great emergencies a: maximum of one half
its weight."*
*Roads

anlj

Pavements, Baker, 1903, pp. 31-32.
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The Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station has made a
number of very practical experiments on the amount of pull
exerted in drawing a load of constant weight over various kinds
and conditions of roads and fields. The following table is a
portion of that given in their Bulletin No. 52. In the experi.
ments they used the same load upon two different sets of
wheels :-standard size with 44 inch front wheels and 55 inch
rear wheels, and the low size with 24 inch front wheels and 28
inch rear wheels. The wheels were of steel construction with six·
inch tires, and the difference in weight was such that the total
weight of wagon and load with the high wheels was 3762
pounds and with the low wheels 3362 pounds.
TABLE

1.
NUMBER OF POUNDS PULL.

CONDITION OF ROAD.

KIND OF ROAD.

High wheels. Low wheels.
Gravel road....... ........ Level, dry, with one inch of sand
and some loose gra Vdi.
.

158.9

185.8

Macadam street.. .... .... Clean and in fair condition ...... .

108.0

117.4

Cinder track.. . . . . .. .. .. . . Dry and not firm .. " ......... , .. ..

113.1

120.0

Dirt road ..... " ..... , .. . . Frozen solid, 70 inch stkky mud
on top.

189.2

2a3.8

I

Dry and hard, in good condition.

130.0

132.0

'X'imothy & bluegrass sod. D. y and firm, level ............... .

248.1

300.6

Wet and spongy ................. ..

325.2

472.6

Corn stnbble .............. \ Dry, with small ridges .... · ........ 1

835.7

445.6

l'lowed ground •......... , Freshly plowed and dry ......... "

475.0

628.0

.-.

----

-

.-.

This table gives the pull necessary to draw the wagon and a
net load of two thousand pounds over the surfaces named.
If the pull be taken as one-tenth the weight of the team, ac·
cording to the above quotation from Baker, to pull the loads
used in these experiments on gravel rOll:ds would require a team
weighing 1589 pounds with the standard wheels and 1853
pounds with low wheels. On macadam the team would only
need to weight 1080 pounds. On the plowed ground, however,
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with standard wheels it would take a team. weighing 4750
pounds to pull this load with the ordinary effort which should
be required of a horse.
Even supposing the team were to
exert for a short distanoe a pull equal to one qu~r of its
weight, it would nOOd. to weigh 1900 pounds.
The results in the above ta:ble were obtained from experiments conducted on level ground. If it were desired to pull
these loads up grade the pull would, of course, be much greater. According to Baker, if a horse can pull 1000 pounds on
a muddy level road, it can pull
2000 pounds in spongy earth roads,
3000 pounds on best earth roads,
6000 pounds on macada:m roads,
10,000 pounds on asphalt,
20,000 pounds on iron rails.
Table II, which is arrangled. from Baker, gives the percentage of the load for level ground which a horse can pull up
grades of different degrees of steepness.
II.
Load which a horsc oan draw on a gradc in t8l"fflS of perocntagc
ofthc load on the level, when excrting a t/,nif"rm force
equal to onc-tenth of its weig At.
TABLE

Rate of
grade,
per cent.

0
1

..

Per cent.
100
lID
16

:I
3

10

4

7

5
6
7
8

43

9
10

-

Iron raUs.

Sheet
asphalt.

Broken
stone.

Per cent.
100

Per cent.
100

45

56

%1
18
12
8
6

36
25
17

12
8

Earth Road.
Best.

Spongy.

Muddy.

Per cent.
100

Per cent.
100

Per cent.
100

62
50
37

75

III

5'1

27

33
25

67
54
43
33

U

18

25

20

«

....1.. . . . ...1.1.) . . [. . . '11 .. J···1··IL

A very important fact appears in this table. That is, the
smoother and harder a road is the more gentle the grades must
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be. For instance, on a muddy earth road of one percent grade
a horse can draw 91% of what he could dra.w on a level road
of the same kind. On the best earth road he could draw 62%
and on macadam only 56%. This is due to the fact that the
greatest parl of the effort in drawing a load over a muddy road
is consumed in squeezing the mud out from under the wheels
in order to secure a solid bottom for the wheel to roll upon.
The resistance which a load offers to being drawn is divided
into (1) roZZiing resi8tance, which is that just mentioned,
and is due to the sinking of the' wheel in the surface of the
road, causing the load to be continually drawn up an incline,
as it were; .< 2) axle friction; (3) resistance of the air. It
is evident from this that axle friction and resistance of the air
are but a very small part of the resistance to overcome on a
muddy road, and the rolling resistance is nearly all of it.
Consequently the Il.dded draft in pulling a load up a slight incline on a muddy road is not so great in proportion to the draft
on a level stretch as it is on a hard surfaced road. On a macadam surface the rolling resistance is decrell.'8ed very decidedly
and the other fl!-Ctors make up a proportionately larger amount.
A road is only as good as its poorest part. II a team
is able to haul three tons on the level part of the road
and only one ton up a certain grade at the end, their load is
limiJted to one ton. Consequently, as far as heavy hauling is
concerned, the expense necessary to put the level part in shape
so that more than three tons could be hauled is of no use until
the hill is put in shape so that the three tons C8IR be hauled over
that also. It is poor economy, therefore, to build a level portion of a road in good shape without making the grade such
that the loa:d ha.uled on the level can be pulled up the hills
with the extra effort which a team is capable of exerting for
a short space of time.
It appears from the foregoing that the maximum grade that
should be permitted in the location of a. road must depend upon
the nature of the surface the road is to have. The maximum
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grades established in different countries and states are of inter·
est in this connection:"In France the standard is; On national roads, not exceeding 3 per cent; department roads, not exceEding 4 per
cent; and subordinate roads, not exceeding 6 per cent. On
the great Alpine road over the Simplon Pass, built under
the' direction of Napoleon Bonaparte, the grades average 1
in 22 (41h%) on the Italian side, and 1 in 17 (5.9ro) on
the Swiss side, and in only one case become IlS steep as 1 in
13 (7.7%).
"In great Britain, the celebJ'ated Holyhead Road, built by
Tel£ord through the very mountainous district of North
WaJ.es, has an ordinary maximum of 1 in 30 (3-1-3%),
with one piece of 1 in 22 (41h %) and a. very short piooe of
1 in 17 (5.9%), on both of which pieces special care was
taken to make the surface harder and smoother than on thi..
remainder of the road. m
New York maximum grade is 5 or 6%.
New Jersey maximum grade is 6%.
Michigan maximum grade is 6%.
On steep grades the velocity and consequent cutting pmver
of the water which must be taken care of in storms is greatly
increased. For this reason, also, grades must be kept as low
as J.?ossible. The maintenance of roads becomes too e:q.ensive to be practicable after a certain Emit is reaclted.
"In such a climate as that of OHo and with material of
the character of that of the limestone occurring in Ohio, the
limit of grade (,>ll which a fair macadam su'·:.':ace may be
maintained is about eight and three-fourths per cent, cr in
other words :five degrees. In approaching this limit the cost
of maintenance increases very rapidly, ane abovB that limit
a fair macadam surface of limestone cannot be maintained
at a reasonable oost. The washing of violent rains, the actum of horses' hoofs in drawing up hill, and the effect of
1

Baker, page

Ga.
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locked wheels on a down grade C:isturb the bond of the surface. Anyone c_n see the loosening of the constituent p~rts
of. the surface Dn heavier grades, as evidenced by the loose
and rounded stones occurrin~ on the heavier gr;'rJes of any
well constructed road." 1
From what has prooeded in this chapter it will readily appear that the proper location or relocation of a road is a problem in. which a careful account of many factors must be taken.
When such a thing is contemplated the services of the most
pl'aetical highway engineer obtainable should be secured without fail. In many states where they have such an officer this
illiILtter is considered of such vital importance that all locations
must by law be made according to directions of the state en
ginoor in charge of highways, and only after careful surveys
have been made.
t

State of Ohio, Highway Deparment, Bulletin No.2, p. 4.
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CHAPTER III.

METHODS OF CONSTRUCTION AS APPLIED TO
DIFFERENT KINDS OF SOILS.
.Any road may be regarded as composed of two principal
parts, the foundation and the surface. Either of these parts
may be composed of several members acoording to the design
of the road which is being constructed. The bottom foundation
of all roads must be of earth or of bed rock; providing that is
cloSf) enough to the surface.
The fundamental principle of
Macadam was that any ordinary soil if properly compacted
and drained would sustain any amount of traffic put upon it,
and he laid great emphasis, therefore, upon proper drainage.
The methods of construction applied to roads built of various
kinds of materials are dependant almost entirely upon the
necessity for securing the right kind of drainage for the material used. Most of the dirt roads in Wisconsin are sufficiently
well drained by ordinary side ditches, if these are kept clean
so as to offer free passage for the water. In many cases, however,particularly in clay country where springs abound, and
often where bed rock is near the surface, it is necessary to use
underground drains in order to keep the foundation of the road
sufficiently dry. It is impossible with any sort of a road covering, unless it is built strong enough to act as a bridge, to
The importance of
keep a proper surfs:ce over wet ground.
this matter of drainage cannot be over"'€Illphasized. Water
must be kept out of the foundation of the road or no good surface of any kind will be possible.
.

f,
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- Fig. 1. ; . Sand road showinl\ effect of removal of trees and brush and consequent drying
out of the road.

Fig. 2.

Sand road freshly covered Nith straw
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FOUNDA,TION lUTElUALS.

The common road materials in use in Wisconsin may for
the purpose of this discussion be conveniently divided into
founds:tion materials and surface materials. In discussing
the foundation it is sufficiently accurate to divide soils into
sand, loam and clay, which materials need no definition for
the purpo,,,e of this discussion. The surface, materialt are
these common soils, with shale, gravel, crushed stone md a
few miscellaneous materials used in particular localities such
as shells, slag, cinders, etc. Of these materials shale may possibly require definition. In common usage, Wisconsin shales
are the clayey layers which are found in practically all of the
great sand-stone areas in the south oontral and western parts.
of the state. These materials are here considered as foundation material and later as surfacing material, on pages 23 to
32.
Band. Sand is the best foundation material for a road because of its porous nature Ii!Ild easy drainage, but it is not good
for both surface and foundation. In districts where the soil
is very sandy the only way to secure a really passable road is
to co~r the sand with some other material, such Ii:8 clay or
shale for an earth road, and gravel or crushed stone for a permanent road. But this is impossible to accomplish at once in
any town possessing many miles of sandy road, and as a consequence the sand roads must be treated in the best manner
possible to keep them haTd. Since sand is always harder
when it is damp, sand roads should be so constructed as to prevent their rapid drainage, and if possible to keep them moist
all the time. For this purpose the growth of bushes, grass
and trees close to the roadway should be encouraged wherever
possible.
The grading, if li!Ily at all is necessary, should be
just barely sufficient to prevent puddles forming.
On plate
II figure 1, a photograph of n sandy road in Trempacleau
County is shown. In the foreground is a wide expanse of barren
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sand, which shows very well the almost bottomless nature
of this road in dry weather.
In the middle distance at
the right side of the picture where the weeds and grass have
grown closer to the road it is much less cut up than the more
traveled track in the center which is not in any way protected
by the grass.
In many parts of the state a temporary makeshift is employed whiclt gives quite good satisfaction. This is to cover
the road with straw, marsh hay, sawdust, or some such material. The photographs shown in plate II figure 2, and plate
III figure 1, give a fairly good idea of the appearance of roads
that have been thus treated.
Clay. In building a road of clay an entirely different method
must be used from that necessary in sandy country; one might
almost say a method whiclt is just the reverse of that used in
sandy country. The one desirable thing for a clay road is to
get the water off, and to get it off f.:S quickly and as completely
as possible. For this purpose the road must be given a high
crown in the middle and provided with deep wide ditches at
the side. The trees, brush and grass should be kept well cut
away from the sides in order to permit the surface to dry up
s;s quickly as possible after a rain. It may be merntioned here
tltat this clearing away of the brush and weeds is advantageous
also in prevernting the accumulation of snow drifts un the road
in the winter time. The best thing possible for all cllliJ roads
would be '1. liberal use of the split log drag, shown in the frontpiece and described on pages 43 to 45.
Cross-sections of the proper forms of grade for clay and
loam roads are shown in figures 1 and 2, plate IV. As commonly constructed with the road machine, roads in clay country are left in the form shown in figures 3 and 4. Grass and
weeds readily start to grow along the side of the wheel tracks,
whiclt are soon deepened by the travel. The grass catches and
holds the dust Iilld mud, soon forming with the sides of the rut
an effectu 1 dam which prevents the water reac~ing the sid~
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Fig. 1. I, Sandy road in Trempealeau county.
about a year before the photograph was taken
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This road was covered with straw

Fig. 2. Crushed stone road which has been compacted by.. the travel.
loose character of the stones outside the beaten track.
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()f the road. The ruts thus become nothing more than water
channels or puddles which hold the water and soften the
The side
ground up so that the wheels readily cut deeper.
ditches are quickly filled by the giving in of the steep sides
left by the road machine, and the whole form of the road be-comes that shown in figure 5. A round or two with the road
machine to turn back this steep wall of the ditch toward the
side of the rOli:d, giving it a gentle slope, is all that is necessar)'
to keep the ditch well formed, as shown in figure 1. If, after
forming the road as in figure 4, where the last position of the
blade of the grader is shown a.t A, a steeper cut is made with
the blade at B, two good results will be attained; the beat dirt
thrown up on the surface where it should be, and a good ditch
made.
A less common form of cross section given to the roads is
that shown in figure 6. By this method the road is given a fllii
top with deep, steep walled ditches at each side of the roadway.
This flat top is soon cut up by the travel and hollowed out so
that it simply serves Ii.S a third ditch along which the water
runs just as readily as it does along the side ditches, and the
road is cut up almost as easily as though no attempt had been
made to drain it. Figures 7 and 8 show other forms of cross
-section which are poorly made.
In most districts ditches such are shown in figures 1 and 2
are sufficient to keep the foundation of the road properly dried
outt but in many cases under-drains are necessary.
These
under-drains should be laid with relation to the surfa,ee. If
the road is along a hillside and is kept damp by seepage from
above the road a single drli:in along the damp place on the uphill side of the road will often be sufficient to keep the road
firm and solid. In rare cases it may be necessary to use a line
of drain pipe at each side of the roadway where the soil is very
,damp and spOllo"y. The figures on plate V show the positions of
tiling for various conditions and the way the drains caTry the
water out of the soil. The foRowing extract is taken from a
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bulletin of the Wisconsin AgrieilturBA Experiment Station
written by Professor King. '*
Depth of under drainage. "Where under drainage is
needed the drain should not be lees than three to four feet
deep, and this is especially true if heavy traffic is to be m8lintained over it.
No one thinks of walking on the yielding sunace of the
water of a lake or stream, but let it be covered with a. sufficiently thick layer of ice and it then makes the best kind of a
roadbed. The drained ground beneath the road surface must
be sufficiently thick to float on the soft soil beneath amy
load which may be driven along it, just as the iee floats its
burden."
Fall of the drain.. "The fall of the drain will usually
conform somewhat ne8ll'l;y to the grade of the readbed, but
should not be less than two inches in 100 feet, if this can be
secured. It will, how~r, be necessary sometimes to lay
the drain on a slope less than this, even as low as % inch in
100 feet. In all cases care should be exercised to lay the
tile on a trade, not allowing them to drop anywhere belo~
or rise above a rigidly maintained grade line. If they are
not laid in this manner water will stand in the sags and be-'
hind the bends, and in these places the tile may become filled
with silt." (See figure 5, pl&.te V).
Outlet of the drain. "The drain should be turned out to
the side of the road whenever there is an opportunity for
doing 80, that is, whenever there is a natural line of drainage
leading across the roaid which will answer .for the purpose.
The free end of the drain is best made of one length of cast
iron sewer pipe eight feet long, because this will not be injured by freerzing nor easily broken. There should be a
free fall at the end of the tile and it is better that the opening should be protected by some sort of metal graJting or
screen to prevent animals from running in in dry times."
.University of Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Sta.tion. Bulletin No. 79, pages 19-21.
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Size of tile. "Tile three inches in diameter is the best
to use for the reason that, in case the grade is very small,
slight errors in laying the line cannot carry the eB.tire opening of the tile above or below the grade line and hence permit the drain to be entirely closed by ailtll'
Kind of tile. "Where the tile can be laid two foot or
more below the surface of the road ordinary drain tile which
are well burned, straight, smooth inside and having the ends
cut squarely off so that they may iit closely together are best.
Great care should be· taken in placing the tile to turn them
until the ends iit very closely all the way around, and then
to fix them rigidly there. This care is needed in order to
prevent silt from being washed in at the joints.
Where the tile must come less than two foot below the Burfaoo it will be safe either to use the vitrified drain tile or
else second quality sewer tile not likely to be disintegrated
by frost."
Loam. Loamy soils are intermediate in character between
Band and clay, and may be passed over with a bare mention.
As a rule loamy soil must be treated more nearly .like clay soil
than like sand. The proper eross section for a row in loamy
soil is shown in figure 1, PI'3.te IV.
Swamp Soils. It is difficult to build a satisfactory road from
the muck l'I~d peat which axe the soils found in the numerous
SW8Jll'p8 of Wisconsin.
The only way to secure a passlOible
:<oad is, as in the case of sand, to cover the road with some
other material. If it can be properly drained, clay, gravel or
crushed rock mi.y be used. to form a. very satisfactory: surface.
Otherwise, corduroy must be used.
SURFACE MATERIALS.

The materials used for road surfaces in country districts are
the common soils, sand, loam and clll.Y, with shale, gravel md
crushed rock.
Sand. As a surface material sand is of value as a thin covering for clay rOl1:ds. The sand mixes quite thoroughly with
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the clay and prevents the absorption of as much water as clay
alone will absorb, thus serving to turn more of the storm wat€r
into the ditches and prevent its seeping through the road surface. Olay is composed of very fine grains which, when mixed
with sand in proper proportions,:fill up the tiny spaces existing
between the sand grains. Olay will sometimes absorb as much
as 60% of its volume of water; sand will absorb from 25% to
40%. A proper mixture of the two, however, will not absorb
nearly as much as the sand alone. A clay road treated in this
manner is harder and less dusty than one without sand.
Clay and Shale. These two materials a:re only different in
tha.t shale, as commonly used on the roads, is nothing more
than clay mixed with a little sandstone. For the same reason
that sand is 6: valuable material to put on clay roads, clay or
shale is valuable to put on sand roads. Clay on sand roads is
also beneficial in that it makes a firmer surfa:ce for the road
when it is dry than sand does.
The proper thickness to which clay or shale should be put
on a sand road in order to give good results must depend to
a large extent on local conditions. In some cases three inches
of firmly packed clay or shale on sand will wear for a long
time, but if there comes any lengthy period of damp weather
the wheels a:re almost certain to cut through into the sand and
ruin the usefulness of the clay as a covering. The bP.-st results
are usually given by covering the sand with about six incht-"l of
clay and then putting an inch or two of sand over this. Thi&
thin covering of sand aids in turning the ws,wr off the roads
into the ditches in just the same way as it does on a road made
entirely of clay, and serves to prevent the softening and consequent cutting up of the road by the wheels of the wagons passing over it.
Gravel. The gravels of Wisconsin may be conveniently divieded into two classes, river gravel and pit gravel. The river:
gravels, as a rule, lack a proper amount of clay necessary to
fill the spaces between the pebbles and form with them a com-,
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pact, impervious surfli:ce capable of shedding water. The pebbles have been rolled and washed by the stream until all the
finer material has been earried away. 1£ stream gravel is all
ths.t is available a proper amount of clay must be mixed with
it to make it pack well in the road. If it can be obtained, low
grade iron ore makes a much better cementing material than
clay for mixing with gravel.
The pit gravels are mixed with smd, or clay, or both. They
are usually, also, more angular than the rounded stream gravels
and so wedge together better in the road under the roller and
the wagon wheels and ma:ke a more solid surface. Care should
be taken to pick out all large stones at the pit, to see that all
sand pockets are rejected, and to be sure that the gra:vel contains the proper amount of clay for binding material. If thert"
is too much clay the road will soften in wet weather, and if too
little the road will "ravel," i. e., the pebbles will be kicked out
of the surface by the horses on li:Ccount of the lack of sufficient
binding material to fill the spaces between the pebbles and hold
them tightly. The road will thus be reduced to a useless mass
of pebbles. The amount of binding material necessary will
vary. If the pebbles are all about the S50me size 25% of the
mass should be binding material, but as the pebbles are almost
always of assorted sizes, and the smaller help fill the spaces between the larger, an ordinary gravel should not have more than
about 15% of clay and sand. If more than this is present it
should be removed by screening. Oftentimes by testing different parts of a pit, gravel of the pr.:>per c'Jmp -:.sitivn can be
found, and screening made unnecessary. If gravel is compact
enough to stand in straight walls in the pit and requires loosening with a pick it is usually all right.
Orushed Rock. In the larger part of Wisconsin there is
pleuty of rock available for crushing. There is limestone in
plenty in the eastern md southern parts, granite in the central
and northern parts and hardheads over almost the whole state.
The relative values of different kinds of rock for road metal
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has been tested in several ways. The two tests of most practic6:l
value are the wearing test and the cementation test. In the
wearing test a certain number of pieces of standard size are
rotated for Ii: definite time in a steel cylinder and the amount
of dust worn off the pieces weighed. In the cementation test
the powdered rock is moistened and made into a little cylinder.
This cylinder is then broken by the blows of a hammer .falling
the same distance for each blow, and the cementing power of
the rock measured by the number of blows the rock is able to
I'Bsist without breaking. The resistance to wear offered by
many Wisconsin rocks has been tested by the State Geological
and Natural History Survey under the supervision of E. R.
Buckley. The following table from his report on Highway
Oonstruction gives the relative wearing qualities of some
Wisconsin rocks when used for road metal.
TABLE

III.

Report oj wearing tests on cru8hed rock.
Name of setlder.
Montello Granite Co .........................
Wisoousiu Grauite Co................ ........
F. Powell ...................................
Horlick's L. & S. Co .........................
G. H. Chaffee, Sparta.... .... .... .... .... .. ..
Richwood Crushod Stone Co., Watertown ..
Waupaca Crushed Granite & Stone Co.. ..
Sheboygan Lime Works............. ........
M. Maxon, Waukesha .......................
C. F. Smith, Al'pleton ........................
Menom. Falls-Lannon Stone Co., Lannon,
Wis ........................................
Marblehead Lime Co..... ....................
Sheboygan L. & S. Co... .......... ..........
Rice Lake.... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ....

Per oent.
of wear,

Rank.

Granite ............ ..
Quartzite .......... ..
Limestone .......... .
Limestone....... ..
Flint..... .. ......... .
Limestone ......... ..
Granite ............ ..
Limestone ........... .
Trap ............... ..
Limestone ......... ..

2.16
3.50
9.86
7.02
2.10
3.90

3
8
16
15

2
12

6.46
2.90
3.46

l4.
6
9

Limestone .......... .
Limestone ......... ..
Fieldstone ......... ..
Quartzite ......... ..

4.04
3.90
3.88
2.36
3.04
2.76

18
11
10
7

Kind of stone.

R!~rl":' .::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::.: :::: :::: :::: :::: ~~;~m::

:::: :::: ::::

1.80

1

4
5

Wisconsin Geol. and Nat. Rist. Survey, Bulletin X., 1903.. Bnckley, p. 294.

The cementing property is important because it is this which
causes a road made of crushed rock to become hard and smooth
upon being travelled. The cementing property is duE' to the
Rbility of the nne dust, into which rock is worn by the wheel-s,
to set like cement into a more or less solid mass upon heing
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moistened &.nd packed. As this fine dust is continually being
washed off the road by the rain and blown away by the wind
it must be replaced by the new dust worn off the stones by the
wheels. If a very hard surface material, such as trap rock
or granite, is put on a: road which is comparatively little travelled, the result is that there is not enough dust formed to replace that blown and washed away and the surface "ravels"
and becomes a mass of loose stones. On the other hand if a
soft stone, such as some lime stones, is used for the surface of a
heavily travelled road more dust is formed than is carried
away, so that it forms a: layer over the surface and makes disagreeable dust or mud, according as the weather is dry or
damp. The kind of rock used on the surface of a road must
accordingly be determined to a considerable extent by the
amount of travel.
The cementing tests on the powder of different Wisconsin
rocks have not been very sa.tisfactory, as they do not agree
among themselves. A table of their relative merits is therefore
not given. In general it may be said that limestone, flint, and
dark igneous rocks have good cemooting qualities, while quartz
ita and light colored igneous rocks, such as granites, have
poorer cementing qualities. These last two are very hard and
may do well as surface material where trli:vel is heavy. Many
granites, however, have fairly high cementing qualities.
The proper size of crushed stone to 101Be for a macadam surface depends partly upon the strength of the rock used. Each
stone in the surface should be strong enough to support, without breaking, the weight which the wheel of a loaded wagon
will put upon it. If the stones are too small to do this they
will grind up rapidly under the traffic. If a relatively weak
stone such as a soft limestone is used, the smaller stones should
be at the bottom and the larger ones at the top. If a hard stone
is used, the lllTger ones should be at the bottom and the smaller
at the top, as the smaller stones make a more even surface and
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should be used there when they are strong enough to bell;r the
weight put upon thBm.
The usual sizes to which crushed stone is separatBd are 2%
inch, 1 inch, and V2 inch, or screenings. If soft limestone is
used the 1 inch pieces should go on the bottom and the 2V2
inch pieces should be used for the surface; if hard rock, either
granite or trap or hard limEJston{l, is used the one inch pieces
should go on the top. In both cases the screenings are spn-ad
over the top in a thin layer to fill the spaces between the larger
stones.
BUILDING GRA.VEL

~ND

CRUSHED STONE ROADS.

In making Ili gravel or crushed stone road the fundamental
parts of a road must not be forgotten-the foundation and th$
surface. Oare must be taken to se6l that the foundation is solid
and well drained, and the surface must be well compacted so
tha.t it will act as a roof. It is a wast{l of good money to attempt to make a solid surface over a damp place in the road
by dumping gravel or crushed rock on it, as it quickly pounds
into the mud which is V{lry shortly ready to swallow up more.
The methods of applying gravel or crushed stone to secure this
good roof a.re essentially the same and are therefore described
together.
Both gravel and crushed stone may be spread upon a well
drained, well crowned earth road without any further preparation and in time will be beaten down by the traffic into a fairly
good surface.
This packing process is hard on teams and
vehicles, however, as well as wasteful of the material, which is
kicked to one side by the horses. It is more economical in the
long run to exercise a little more care and spend a little more
money in the preparation.
Mter the roadbed is properly drained and graded a trench
should be prepared as deep and wide as the surface material is
to be applied. The material from the trench should be placed
1I1ong the side to form straight verticll;l shoulders, as shown in
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figure 1, plate VI. The bott0m of this trench should be tlloroughly rolled in order to be sure the dirt is well packed and
will not settle after the gravel or crushed stone is put on. The
roadbed is then ready for the surface material.
The gravel or crushed stone is usually hli:uled on an ordinary
wagon provided with dump boards· and dumped in heaps.
On a country road where the width surfaced is comparatively
narrow the loads li:re dumped into a continuous ridge and for
the most part spread with shovels when spread at all. This
can often be done more quickly and cheaply by running a road
machine over it, using shovel work only to trim up the surf::..ce
after the machine has done what it can.
The materials are
also applied in automatic spre::..der wagons, of which there are
various types. These wagons leave an even layer of rock of
any desired thickness.
After the layer of rock or gravel is spread evenly it is ready
to roll. It is best to attempt to roll only a thin layer-3 to 5
inches-at one time, as it is impossible to thoroughly compact
a thick layer with any ordinary roller.
If the layer is too
thick only the top will be compacted, and when the road gets
older it will settle more or less unevenly. The rock should be
properly wet during the rolling in order to get the best results.
This wetting prevents crushing and grinding the rock by the
roller, and washes the screenings into the open spaces between
the larger stones so a.s to make a solid mass.
When the first layer is rolled down solid the second layer
can be dumped upon it, spread as before, and rolled. 1£ the
material is crushed rock, after the surface layer is packed a
half inch or so of screenings should be spread and rolled, so as
to pack the small pieces into the openings between the larger
stones.
H no roller is available and it is necessary to depend on the
travel to pack the surface, the material should be spread in
layers as stated above and sufficient time allowed for each
layer to be thoroughly compacted before the next is added.
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The people should be compelled to drive over all the surface
and not allowed to travel in a single track. This can be done
by placing obstructions, such as logs or boulders, in suitable
positions to enforce their taking a new track after one is beaten
down. These obstructions should be moved as often as necessary in order to compel the teams to pack the whole width of
the roadbed. After one layer is beaten down in this way the
second can be added and packed in the same manner. A road
built without the use of a roller is shown in fig. 2, plate III.
After rolling the road should present a crowned surface, as
shown in figure 2, plate VI, somewhat more flat than for an
earth road, in the slightly arched center of which is a strip of
well compacted crushed rock or gravel. On each side of the
crown should be good slopes into the ditches, and good clean
ditches to quickly carry the water away. Under this crown
should be a thickness of earth which is well protected from
moisture, so that it will always be firm. It should be protected
from moisture from below-if there is my likelihood of water
reaching it from that direction-by dralln tile lao d deep enough
to be effective; and from moisture from above by a hard compact surface of gravel or macadam. A good gravel road such
as is common in the eastern part of the state is shown in figure
1, plate XVI.
Oost of Gravel and Macadam. The cost of these roads depends upon the price of labor and material, and the distance
the material must be hauled. From the replies to the list of
questions sent to town clerks, table XVI on page 79 is made
showing the average cost of gravel and macadam roads by counties from which reports came. In many of these cases excessive
prices are paid for the gravel. Some owners of gravel pits are reported to be charging 20 cents and even 25 cents per load.
Considering the small loads that most farm wagons are equipped to carry in working road tsx, it is not to be wondered at
that gra.vel roads are reported costing as high as ten dollars
per rod. With gravel costing 30 cents to 35 cents per cubic
yard delivered on the road which is being constructed the cos~
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Fig. 1. Cross section of road graded and tre ncheu read y fo r the i::tying of gra v el or
macadam. Notice the sq uare shoulders raised above the finl shf'Cl ~urfa ce.

Fig. 2.

Cross section of finished gravel or macadam road .
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of a well constructed grayel road should be about $300 to
$350 per mile, aside from the grading. This is evident from
the number of yards necessary for a 6' road 6" thick, as given
in the following table taken from the 1902 report of the New
Jersey Highway Oommission.
TABLE IV.
TABLII IV.-Showing number of cubic yards of gravel required In the con8tructlon
of one' mile Of gravel road, of widths varying from 6 teet to 20 teet, and depth
from 6 to 12 Inches. The8e within quantitieB should be mu!tip~ed by 1% to
give the number at oo/).io yards Of !00S8 gravel required to make the uithin
depths of cOmpact gravel.

Road
6 inohes
deep.

Feet
wid.e.

Road

7 inches

deep.

Road
8 inches
deep.

9 inches

Road

782
912
1,042
1,173
1,303
1,434
1,564

880
1,026
1,173
1,320
1,466
1, tl29
1,792

deep.

Road

10 inohes

deep.

Road
11 inches
deep.

Boad
12 inches
deep.

1,075
1,2M

1,173
1,368
1,564
1,760
1,955
Z,151
!,864.

-- Cubic yds. Cnbic yds. Cnbic yda. Cubic yda. Cubic yds. Cubic
------yd9. Cubic yds.
II.....
1.....
8 .....
9.....

10
.. · ..
11 .....
12 .....

586
684
782

1

880
977
1,075
1,173

684

798
912
1,026
1,140
1,254
1,363

I

I

977
1,140
1,303
1,466
1, tl29
1,792
1,955

1,~

1,613
' 1,792
1,971
2,151

I

Since the cost of roads depends mainly upon the looal price
for material, it is impossible to give a general statement that
could be applied to any locality. ' A fair price for crushed
stone at the quarry is from 60 to 90 cents per cubic yard for
limestone. The city of Madison owns ita quarry wd makes its
own crushed rock at a cost of 60 cents per yard. The rock
used is a medium hard limestono. For rocks that are harder
and more difficult to crush, such as granite and trap, a considerably highe!' price must be paid. As such rocks are not so
widely distributed as limestone the freight rates will be greater
in the average.
To such a price, which should include
loading on cars at quarry, must be added freight and unloading
charges and cost of hauling. In a favorable location a mile
of limestone macadam 6 feet wide and 6 inches thick can be
built for $800. Twelve hundred dollars is probably nearer the
avera:ge cost of such roads in country districts, however.
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MISCELLANEOUS ROAD COVERINGS.

Experiments have been tried in several states with tar as a
road material. It has been very successful when used on a
clean crushed rock surface. Its use on country roa;ds is still
rather too experimental in nature to warrant any extended description and the interested reader is referred to Circular No.
47 of the Office of Public Roads Inquiry, U. S. Department
of Agriculture at Washington. It is suggested that tar may
be a valuable material to use in some districts where the roads
are very sandy and clay is not to be obtained within an economical hauling distance. If anyone desires to try it in this
state the writer will be glad to assist in every way posJible, and
would like to hear of any such experiments that are being made
orhave been made in the past.
Corduroy. In the SWS;lllp lands of the state there are many
soft springy places which cannot be avoided in laying out a
road. These have usually been crossed by the use of corduroy,
and it would be hard to devise a better method which would bo
cheap enough to be useful. A few suggestions in regard to its
construction may be of assistance, however. The logs used
should not be large. If they are, too much timber is required.
Three to five inch poles are usually just as serviceable as larger
ones. These should be laid on stringers placed lengthwise of
the road. The stringers serve to keep them even, as one log
cannot sink below its neighbors without depressing the stringer,
in which cs;se all the logs will sink to the same depth. If possible the logs should be laid so that they will be under water
all the time. It is a well known fact that logs in the bottom
of a marsh are preserved perfectly for hundreds and probably
thousands of years. The wood will not deca:y nearly so readily
as when exposed so that the air gets at it. If the logs cannot
be laid low enough so as to keep them under water, they should
at least be burried completely, ends and all, by a covering of
dirt preferably sand.
This serves to keep out the air and
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much better thm to leave part of the logs exposed aooording to
the usual custom.
Other Surface Materials. There are many materials which
are suitable for a rO!i:d surface which are obtainable only in
particular localities. These are applied in much the same way
as gravel or crushed stone, but ordinarily do not give as good
results. Such materials a.re slag, cinders, shells and mine
tailings. Oinders are usually too soft and too dusty for use
on an ordinary road which has any considerable amount of
travel. Mine tailings are usually very :fine and are objectionable on account of the dust they make, but their cheapness
makes them valuable in the mining districts. Aside '[from
these, low grade iron ore makes a most excellent covering, being much the same fiI9. clay in its behavior. There are iron
ore deposits in many parts of the state which are too low grade
to use for smelting which would make excellent roads if used
for this purpose.

3
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CHAPTER IV.

ROAD MACHINERY.
Graders. In the use of road machines the importance of
having men to run them who are thoroughly familiar with
their use, and know the form in which the surface of the grade
should be left, cannot be emphasized too strongly. The custom,
alt~gether too common, of having three teams with a driver for
each one, and two men to control the blade is llJbout as wasteful
as could be devised. Each driver is afraid his team will pull
more than its proper share and the result is that the six horses
do not accomplish the work that four should do. 1£ aJ traction engine could be rented to pull the grader the cost of the
work would usually be veI7 decidedly decreased.
The longeT a man handles a road machine the more proficient he becomes and the more valuable his services. The
same rule is applicable to teams. Where teams are continually being changed and new ones unfamiliar with the work
take the place of those that drop out on account of having finished working their tax, no team has a chamce to become thoroughly familiar with the work and either accomplishes only a
small part of what it should or is worried and fretted. out of
all proportion to the work liccomplished.
"The common custom of grading only the width of the
traveled track and leaving a shoulder of earth on the outside
which prevents the water from leaving the roadway (See
fig. 3 plate IV), or of working this shoulder of sod and weeds
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up into the road to be turned into soft mud under the influence of rain and travel, cannot be too strongly condemned,
and any foreman or road overseer who persists in such prac
tice should be kept entirely away from repair work. The
grader should be run the full width of the roadway so as
to provide a continuous slope from the middle of the road
to the ditch on the side, li.'lld if this shoulder of earth has
been scraped into the ditches by being thrown outward it
must be hauled away and the ditches properly cleaned.
* * * It is much better and more economical to msintain one experienced crew in a township than half a dozen'
crews made up of men and teams picked up at random to
work out the statute labor tfilx. One season's work with the
same force under competent direction will convince any
thoughtful supervisor of the wisdom of keeping up one regular repair crew under the control of a competent road
builder." *
The only time a road machine should be used is in the spring
or summer. If, as in many towns, the road is tumpiked in
the fall, the dirt does not hs:ve time to pack down before it
freezes. As a consequence it is porous and full of water and
when the frost comes out in the spring the newly made road
becomes a sea of mud which is speedily tramped out to the
sides. The grading is then ready to be done over again. One
thing that should be csxefully guarded against is the formation
of secondary ditches as shown in figure 3 plate IV. The
right side of the figure shows the proper way to leave the grade
and the left shows the way many roads are left.
The prices on road machines sxe widely different. The
Highway Oommissioner of Maine gives the following table of
prices paid by the towns in his state for different makes of machines. A large part of the variation in price is due to different sizes, weights, etc., of the machines, but some of the difference is doubtless due to difference in bargs.ins•
• Bull., 1 Minn. Highway Commission, p. 16.
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TABLB

V.
!'BlOB.

No. used.
Lowest.

------------~

American Champ~on •••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••
Western Reversible .•••• '" ••••..•.••••.•••••••
Austin·Western .................................. .
Austin ...•.•••.••••••••••••.•.••••....••••.•••••••
Climax ..••••••••••••.••••••••.•••.••••••••••••••.
Victor ..•.••••••••••••••••••.•.•..••••••••••••••••

t:~:;;~·R;,ni;,;tj,ie·Ol·F.;~'"Wa;;;e:: :::: :::: ::::

National Reversible ............................ ..
Bnckeye ........................................ .
Anrora .......................................... ..
Eureka ......................................... .
Great Western ................................... .
M.cCormick ...................................... .
Penrock •.. " .................................... .
Patten .......................................... .
M.achin... DO name reported.. • •• ;.......... ••••

Highe.t.

- - - - - - - ----32'l
U

$1.25

110

$376
350

57

210
125
150

275

200

5
12

16
10

200
165
100

,
7

250
210
150

Z
2

1
1
1
1
1
&

I

200

Z35

350

8;;0

235
250
Z05
.... "'235' ..
.•.•.•••••••••

:::::::

~
250
; •••••••••••..
............................

One town reports "price conftdentiaL"

The cost of running a road machine is given by the :Maine
Commissioner as varying from $2.00 to $35.00 per day with
an average of $10.42 for 373 replies to his question. The
average length of road turnpikedper day was .:842 of a mile~
ThEIle £gures will give the careful highway supervisor some
idea of the work he is getting done in comparison to what is
done in other districts.
Scrapers. The scrapers in common use are the "wheeler"
and the "slip" or drag scraper. The wheeler holds from 9
to ;t. 7 cubic feet, and the slip from 5 to 7 feet. This smwll
capacity-about % of a yard-limits the efficient use. of the
slip to hauls of very short length, UBU~y not much greater
than the width of the road. Where the haul is greater the
wheeler should be used as it is almost as quickly loaded and
carries from 1-3 to 1~2 cubic yard; or, stated differently, from
50 to 100 per cent more work can be done with this than with
the slip at not appreciably greater cost. The wheeler also luis
the advantage of giving a better grade as it spreads the dirt and
does not leave it all in a heap like the slip. Up to hMils of
300 feet the' wheeler is usually cheaper than wagon haulage
because of tlte quickness with which it is loaded, but beyond
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that wagons should be used. The slip is often used to load
wagons by providing a slide up which it can be run on to the
box and using a long evener so that the horses can walk on each
side of the wagon. If any considerable amount of dirt is to
be moved it is cheaper to provide one of these and load with a
team than it is to load with shovels.
The relative cost of earth work when built with wheelers and
slips is given in the following tables from Baker's "Roads &
Pavements."
VI.

TABLlI:

(J08t

0/

moving earth with drag scoop-scraper.
Per cubic yard.

ITIUlII.
Character of earth.

Z5 FT. HAUL. 150FT. HA.UL.

100 FT. HAUL.

1200 FT. HA.UL.

Loose. Hard.

Loose. Hard.

Loose. Hard.

Loose. Hard.

- - - -- - - - - - Loosening earth •..•••
Filling scrapers ......
Hauling ...............
Leveling ............
Superintendence ......
Wear and tear ........
Water boy.... ........
Total cost... ....

Cents. Cents.
2.50
1.25
1.25
1.50
6.50
5.83
O.W
O.W
0.69
0.69
0.38
0.25
0.16
0.16
9.83

j

Cents. Cents.
1.25
2.50
1.50
1.00
7.00
7.70
O.W
0.40
0.69
0.69
0.33
0.50
0.16
0.16

II

----------lZ.lS

10.83. 12.95

TABLB

(J08t

II

Cents. Cents.
1.25
Via
1.00
1.25
8.75
9.62
O..a
0.40
0.69
0.69
0,42
0.68
0.16
0.16
12.67

15.25

I

---

Cents. Cents.
1.2.~
Z.50
1.00
1.00
10.00 11.00
O..a
0.40
0.69
0.69
0.53
0.80
0.16
0.16
U,03

16.55

VII.

0/ moving earth with wheel 8crapers.
Per cubic Yard.
LENGTH OF HAT:'L IN FIIBT.

InD.

Usin/{ scraper No.1.
9 CUbIC f~. capacity.
100

200

--

500 I 600
700
400
800
- - - - - - -- - - -BOO

Cents. Cents. Cents.
Loosening .............
Filling scrapers ......
Hauling ...............
Leveling.... .... .......
Snperintendenee ......
Wear and tear.. .......
Water boy.. ..... ......

1.25
1.25
5.83
0040
0.69
0.41
0.16

1.25
1.00
7.00
0.40
0.69
0.58
0.16

Totaleost...........

9.99

11.08

I

Using soraper No. 3.
16 cnbic ft. oapacity.

1.25
].00
8.00
O.W
o 69
0.75
0.16

Cents. Cents. Cents. Cents. Cents.
1.25
1.80
7.77
0.40
0.69
0.531
0.10

1.25
1.80
8.77
0.40
0.69
0.64
0.16

-----12.25

12.60

13.71

1.25

1.80

9.77
O.W
0.69
0.75
0.16

1.25
1.80
10.77
O.W
0.00
O.BtI
0.16

14.82 115.93

1.25
1.80

1I.'M

0.40
0.69
0.97
0.16

17.04
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Rollers. These are little used on earth roads in Wisconsin
and their value is little appreciated. It is just as important
in the construction of a good earth road that it should be left
in a hard compact condition as it is in making a gravel or
stone road. If the dirt is rolled thoroughly it is much less
subject to rutting than if left loose. The roller packs the
soft spots and shows them up so that more mf..ierial can be
added and the road left even surfaced and evenly hard in all
places. The usefulness of the roller in building stone and
gravel roads is better understood, but it may be mentioned that
for these ha:rder surfaces the rolling should begin at the shoulders and progress inward toward the center.
Harrows. One implement that should be more used than at
present is the common steel toothed harrow. It aids in smoothing the rough surface left by the grader or scrapers and is
also useful in filling the ruts that m@y form in the newly made
surface. For this last purpose it is not so good as the split-log
drag which is described in the chapter on maintenance, but it is
very useful if the split-log drag is not at hand.
Other Implements. Plows, wagons, shovels, wheelbarrows,
etc.~ need no description. :Many forms of pr.:tent spreading
dump-wagons are on the market and are particularly useful in
spreading gravel or crushed stone.
The elevating grr.:der is used in some states where they have
long stretches of level or slightly rolling country in which they
wish to throw up grades of some considerable height, but it is
too expensive a machine to be used under the system of road
work existing in Wisconsin.

.,
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CHAPTER V.

ROAD MAINTENANCE.
One of the causes for the high cost of and poor results sh.own
for the money spent on Wisconsin roads is the almost total
lack of any idea of the necessity of maintaining the road after
once constructed. The valuable old maxim, 'a stitch in time
saves nine,' is altogether too rarely applied, either by cities
with reference to their streets and pavements, or by towns and
counties with reference to their roa:ds. Anyone who is familiar with conditions can tell numerous instances of where
a few shovels of dirt or a few hour's work applied in time
would have prevented a serious washout or the destruction of a
road almost beyond repair which later cost much time a:nd
effort to replace. If the truth could be ascertained it is highly
probable that it would appear that the greater part of the gre&.i
sum of over two millions, which roads are at present costing
the people, is spent in rebuilding roads that could have been
kept in good shape by a much smaller amount if the work had
been done in time.
Section System. The ideal way of maintaining a road is
that used by the railroads-the seotion system-in which a man
is given charge of a certain stretch and required to keep it in
first class shape. The more progressive parts of the country
are already beginning to care for their roads in this way. The
follQwing letter, quoted by the Highway Commissioner of
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Yame, gives &I good account of how one man carried out this
principle and the success he met.
"Ordinarily.. the chief work done by country people. on
highwa.ys is repairing the damage consequent upon neglect.
Why this neglect ¥ Simply because the people are trying to
follow old, obsolete methods poorly adapted to these times of
intense business energy and economy.
Much may be learned from the methods employed in maint&Jining the railroads. The means adopted to keep up our
highways would. be considered extravagant for them. The
principle of economy foroos them to a better system-one of
constant and continuous work of repairing.
In the spring of 1894, with the purpose of adopting bettel'
methods for road management, I asked the people of my
town for the office of road eommissioner, 8lI1d being elected
to that office I proceeded to institute a system of continuous
inspection and repairs, Being familiar with all the roads
of the town and the uses to which they were put, I divided
them into sections and made choice of the men who should
have charge of md keep each section. My next task was to
see other men and endeavor to enthuse each with some spirit
of improving. They were reminded that the value of their
farms depended upon the condition of the road. They were
assured that the roads were to be improved, and urged to use
their best end~vors in inwgurathig reform in our method
of road management.
.
Each man was furnished with a good new shovel and a
pass book in which to charge for each and every hour he
spent upon the road. He was instructed to go over each
section as soon as the ground was bare of snow, or as soon
as the water began to flow to 800 to it that the water was kept
off the road; to go over the road every day if necess&Jry while
the snow was going and during the rainy season, for it is then
that the most damage is· done; and that when so passing over
the road he should remedy 6111 slight defects where a few
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shoveIfulls of earth or gravel would prevent a bad mud-hole
later on. These men were told that th~ old way of working
the roads once a year had been abandoned, fiIIld that it was
expected that a few hours work each week, when it would
not; seriously interfere with their farm work, would accomplish aU that was expected.
The main road through the town, six miles long, not only
takes the travel of the other roads, but is the thoroughfare by
which the inhabitants of other towns reach the city with their
produce, lumber, wood, and a great deal of heavy trucking.
The best farmers live along this road and have enough business of their own without caring for a section of the road.
Because of this, and for various other reasons, I conceived
the idea of employing one man to keep this road, and therefore engaged IIJ faithful man with his horse, the town furnishing a cart.
He was employed from spring till fall, and his instru..
tions were to begin at one end and work one mile each. day,
COTering the entire route each week, and fixing the worst
mud-holes (8ID.d there were many), using the best road material at hand; and at the close of each day to pass over the
mile worked, gathering the loose stones, putting them where
they would give no more trouble.
I will say here that the maintenance of this road wa:s and
had been a great burden to the town, and its condition was
far from satisfactory 10 the traveling public. When the m&.n
employed learned what was expected of him he shrank from
the task, saying, "What can I do to keep this road when a
1&.Tg6 gang of men with great expense failed to Jooep it W"
He was only persuaded to make the attempt by the assurance
that the responsibility and any bad results would rest on the
commissioner.
There was much ridicule and prejudice against this IJY8tern of management for a time. The man employed was in·
structed not to participate in any discussion of the subject,
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not to answer questions relative to the road or his work upon
it, md to refrain from talking about the matter generally
on penalty of being discharged. Other people talked and
ridiculed, but the work went on, and after a few weeks the
condition of the road improved and people noticed the fact.
They also discovered that the expense was not large; thr.:t all
the work done was remedying defects and at the same time
{lreventing greater ones. And so the work went on and the
prejudice died out. At the next annual town meeting the
people without opposition continued the system, and at the
l~st town meeting elected the road commissioner for three
years with the same system of road management.
The general results are that much better roads are seeured
at less expense, and the tax rate for highw~s has been reduced each year, as the roads grew better, and as we learned
to maintain them free from damlige at less cost.
I will say that we do something more for the roads than
is here indicated. What we do is for maintaining or holding them, imd at the same time improving. But these ror.:ds
should be built according to modern ideas of road construction; so we set apart a portion of the road fund for permanent improvement, building up for each year a piece or sec·
tion of the mtiiin road in a thorough manner and of good
material, and constructing culverts of stone in a permanent
way. After the road is put in good condition one man can
easily keep and care for a long stretch.
Very truly yours,
(Signed) J. O. SANFORD,
Vermont Board of Agriculture.
St~mford, Vt., November 10~ 1896."
A few general principles as to the care of roads are here
given. They are all dependent on the fact that water is the
one great foe to good roads of any kind except sand, lind a sand
road is not properly to be classed with good roads.
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Keep ruts and pitch-holes filled, always with the same kind
of material as that of which the road is composed, in order to
force the water to run quickly into the ditches.
Keep weeds,grass and brush cut away from the sides to permit rapid drying.
:Keep the ditches and culverts free from obstruction by dead
weeds, etc., to permit the water to run away before it has time
to soak into the foundation and soften it.
Keep loose stones, etc., off the surface.
Split-log drag. One of the best and cheapest methods of
maintaining a clay or grs.'Vel road is to use the split-log drag.
This implement is :figured as the frontpiece to this volume as
it is one of the most important single factors in the betterment
of our dirt road conditions. Its construction is evident from
the illustration. The principle on which it works is familiar to
anyone who has ever ms.de mud pies. It depends upon the
fact that clay which has been thoroughly mixed with water will
bake into a hard compact mass on drying. The drag is used
right after Iii rain when the ground is full of water, and it
works up about half an inch of well puddled clay toward the
center of the roads. The back log, not being shod, acts as a sort
of p'acker to press down the puddled surface left by the front
log. The ruts are thus filled with wet pli:Cked material which
is further packed by the wheels and eventually baked on drying
into a hard compact mass.
The following suggegstions for using the drag are taken from
the monthly bulletin of the Missouri Board of Agriculture for
April, 1906.
1st. "The length of the chain, which is regulated by slipping it backward or forward through the hole in ditch end .
of drag. The length of the chain regulates the hold taken
on the earth. To make the chain longer is equivalent to
putting weight on the drag. If your drag is too heavy
shorten the chain." ,
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2d. tiThe position of the snatch hook, which attaehu the
dcYuble-trees. To move much dirt or cut small weeds hitch
the hook close to the ditch end of the drag and stand as
nearly on the end of the front slab as is safe. Drive very
slowly when thus hitched. This one hitch 8eems to be the
hardest to learn. The others suggest themselves."
3d. "Position of the driver Oft, the drag. To move dirt
see above. In a soft spot st&nd on rear slab. On a hard
spot stand on front slab and drive slowly. If the drag clogs
with straw, weeds, sod or mud, step to a point 18 far as you
can get from ditch end of the drag. To drop dirt in a low
place step quickly from ditch end to other extreme. To fill
a low place or mud hole nicely is the severest test of skill
with a drag."
"I suspect you will beeQme thoroughly disgusted when you
first make the effort. But remember it will not be the fault
of the drag if you faiL"
4th. "Presence or absence and sharpness or dullness of the
steel. The steel may project half· an inch below the wood at
the ditch end of the steel, but should come up flush. with the
wood at other end of the steel. Mter a clay or gumbo road
has been dragged four or five years the soil becomes 80 tough
and putty-like that one must study it closely to know what
to do. Some times I use shimp edge of steel; sometimes dull
~e (holes are bored in both edges of steel so that I can
turn it up side down and use same bolt holes), and some
times the plain wood."
"This can be learned only by experience and you have several years in which to study the problem."
"1 hope these details and fancy points will discourage no
one. Never forget that the poorest drag used in the poorest
manner by a man who wants to learn will surely improve the
highway."
The effect of proper use of the roa.d dra.,;; is shown in plates
~I an.] VIII.
The ·second road (plate IX) is located in

.
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Fig.1. Road in Waupaca county. Low place which has
not yet been graded and dragged with the "split·log."

BULLETIN NO. XVIII . PL. VII .

Fig. 2. Same road show,,,;; th e e !l' JJt of
log" drag.

m )

of the "split-
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BULLETIN NO. XVIII .• PL. VIII .

A trench dug across a road which had been cared for wit.h 8 "split-log drag." The original surface with the deep
ruts is shown at C; the old surface before the "split-log drag" was u.ed is shown at Bi and the present surface\ showing
the amount of dirt hrought in by the "split-log drag." at A. The middle of the rosa is at the farther end of tne trench
at the right side of the picture. Photograph used by courte.y of the Iowa Highway Commission.
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Waupaca county and was one of the worst stretches in the
C' mtry round about.
It was low and almoSt always wet and
soft.
The road supervisor, Yr. Chas. W. Gibson, believed
that he could better it and so grad£d it up with his road maThe
chine and conscientiously dragged it after every ram.
cost • f putt:ng a very bad stretch of road in this shape may
be of interest to other road supervisors and is here given.
The road was a single wagon track with brush growing right
to the ruts to begin with. This brush was cut out and the ros.d
plowed. When the sods had dried they were shaken out and
thrown to one side. Three teams and four men then took a
grader and turnpiked the % mile that was to be fixed. It took
them one day and SI half to do all this. Mter each rain, Yr.
Gibson himself took three horses and a split-log drag and went
over it several times. He estimated that he had spent a total
of about three days time drsgging. From this record it is
evident that the total cost of making three-quarters of a mile
of the best dirt road to be seen in the state was only about
$25.00. Mter this the dragging alone will keep it in good
shape and will cost not to exceed $6.00 per mile per year.
When it is considered that the average road tax available
throughout the state is over $30.00 per year for every mile,
it is evident that our roads should be in far better condition .
th:an they are now. The way such a road stands heavy traffio is
indicated in the following extract from a letter from ::Mr. Gibson received late in October.
"The road is in as good shape as when you saw it in July.
Although there is much heavy traffic continually p8B8ing over
it which together with the heavy rams of late caused me some
uneasiness, nevertheless it stands the wear. It has been subjected to a severe test in that practically all the heavy hauling of potatoes to market from below our plaoo to the amount
of'many loads a day has gone over it. Yet it stands the wear
nicely."
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Mud and Dust. Besides providing a smooth hard surface
for the road, the use of some system of maintenance obviates,
to a large extent, the mud and dust nuisances. Roads are
muddy because ruts are allowed to form and hold water. This
water softens the track, lets the wheels cut deeper and
m!i!ke ruts that can hold more water and thus make more mud.
This mud is carried up by the wheels in chunks and dries in
this form. After the road dries out the travel mashes these dry
chunks and the sides of the ruts into fine dust. If the road
is kept in good shape so that no water can stay on its surface,
this altern!i:te formation of mud and dust cannot take place.
Wide tires. The following statement regarding wide tires
is taken from Bulletin No.3 of the Ohio Highway Oommission.
"A housewife that purchases a fine and costly gown, and
then without any attempt at protection to the same, eng!i:ges
in kitchen or dairy work, will by all be considered very extravagant and foolish. This mistreatment is no more unwise or foolish than to subject a costly and well constructed
macadam road to the destructive agency of heavily weighted,
narrow tires.
Tests have agmn and again been made that prove, without
a doubt, that wide tired wagons are of lighter traction or
draft than those equipped with narrow tires. There is no
disputing the fact that a wide tired wagon on bliJd roads,
rutted by narrow tires, will be of heavy draft, for the reason
that the wide tires require force to overcome the condition
-due to the action of narrow tires. Part of the expenditure
of force required in moving loads on wide tired wagons over
roads rutted by the use of narrow tires is due to the corrective effect of the broad tires on the bad conditions resultant
from use of narrow tires and is properly a credit entry on
the side of good roads.
The action of the wide tire, in a measure, takes the place
o£ the improvement resultant from the use of the road roller.
Narrow tires on heavily loaded wagons are road destroyers.
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Rolling snow roads.
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BULLETIN NO.

From report of Maine Highway Commissioner.

XVIII .
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Pl. IX.
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The same loads carried on wide tires are road improvers."
Relative to the proper relation of size of load to width of tire
the Pennsylvania Department Agriculture gives the following
rule.
"The maxiurn weight that should be allowed per inch o£
width of tire should be 550 pounds. The width o£ tire
should be increased proportionately with the increase in
weight of load. It must be understood that the width of
tires do not affect the traction on hard roads, only the condition of their surface and cost of maintenance."*
Snow Roads. The greatest trouble with winter roads is the
difficulty that drifting snow pres~)llts. The most common
method of breaking a road after fiJ heavy storm is to go over it
with the pointed snow plow made of two pl&.nks set in the
shape of a letter V. Good results are also obtained with a
common steel toothed harrow or disc.
In many places they are using with marked success a la:rge
roller to pack the snow. One of these rollers is shown in plate
IX from a plate in the 1905 report of the Maine Highway
Commissioner. The cost ,0£ rolling is from 25 to 50 cents
per mile. "The rolling must begin when there is from eight
inches to a foot of snow on the road and each additional eight
to twelve inches must be rolled. If side drifts are encountered they must be leveled. The rollers are ordinarily built
twelve feet wide, thus making a douUe track road on any
part of which teams can turn out for passing. After being
compacted the snow freezes and becomes very solid and in
conSequence does not melt a~ay as rapidly in the spring as
does the loose snow along the side o£ the road. On this a'?count the traveled part o£ the road lasts longer than the sides
and therefore it is not necessary to drive in the ditches in
the spring. AI!. the snow melts over the ditches first, they
are ready to take care o£ the surface drainage instead o£ the
middle of the road acting as the gutter.

*Penn. Dept. of Agriculture, Bull. 69, p. 19.
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The snow must drift less, too, on a rolled road than on one
broken out by shoveling and piling on the sides. By the latter method each storm drifts the road full to the height of
the snow which has been thrown out on either side. By rolling the road no snow is thrown out and consequently the
drifting is loos."*
-Report at Ma.ine Highway Commission. 1905.
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CHAPTER VI.

CULVERTS AND BRIDGES.
In a short pamphlet of this nature it is impossible to take
up in my complete way the subject of country highway
bridges and culverts. The ~ubject of bridge and culvert
construction is a very imllortant one, however, and a few
. statements lI.S to the general principles which may be of benefit
to town officers are here given in a very preliminary manner.
Later on the Engineering Oollege of the State University intends to take up this matter definitely and prepare and publish
standard plans and sROOifications for short span bridges and
culverts, particularly those built of reinforced concrete.
At present it is very difficult for town officers to know whether
or not the prices which they aTe paying for such structures
are excessive; they are necessarily unfamiliar with such a
complicated engineering subject as bridge construction and are
therefore usually at the mercy of the bridge agents and other
interested parties. The str.te should by all means have a highway officer whose duty it would be to aid towns and counties
in such technical matters.
Size of Opening. Size of opening is the only difference
between a bridge and a culvert. Some states have adopted a
classification, naming as culverts all structures with an opening
of less than 4 feet. An important feature in the planning of
a bridge or culvert is a careful estimate of the amount of water
for the passage of which it is necessary to provide. This is
4
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always done by railroad companies in planning their structures and should be done for every highway structure as well.
At present, however, this point is little appreciated by those
who have the deciding power in determining the size and kind
of structure to be built.
The amount of water that will come from a certain drainage
area and florw through any culvert or under an) bridge ill a
given amount of time is not to be determined with any high degree orf accuracy, as it depends upon too many factors. HoweV3,r it can be determined sufficiently close to prevent such
common occurrences as putting in a bridge of forty foot span
where a ten foot span would be sufficient, or putting in
a ten foot span where forty is needed. The factors upon which
the quantity of water depends are (1) area of drainage basin,
(2) maximum rainfall per hour, (3) slope of the surface, (4)
character of the soil-porous or compact. It is evident that
some of the more important of these factors are practically
unknown. Even the most carefully kept weather records give
the rainfall per day and not for each shower, which is the
IXlint of importance in determ'ning the amount of water to be
provided for. The amount of water which the soil will absorb
may vary from a small percentage to almost the whole amount
of the rainfall, depending upon its state of porosity at the
time of the shower.
However, certain satisfactory rules
are used by the railroads, an .:j any town or county, const ."Ucting a bridge of any large size should secure, if possible, the estimate of a competent engineer who is familiar
with rules. concerning the size of opening required. Oftentimes this may be unnecessary, particularly for streams which
are spanned by railroad bridges, as the highway bridge can be
made to correspond to that of the railroad in size of opening.
If the services of an engineer cannot be obtained some idea
of the amount of water can be obtained by noting the high
water mark as given by those who have lived longest in the
locality and measuring the area of the cross section of the
water in the valley at this place. This should be done where
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the valley is narrow and the banks steep, so as to be fIlS nearly
as possible like the opening under a bridge.
Location of Bridges and Culverts. Although tIie location
of bridges and culverts which are at present in use cannot
profitably be changed, these structures are being almost continually replaced, and the structures with which they are being
replaced are quite often of a better and more permanent character. In replacing any such structure the matter of securing
II: better location should be considered.
A bridge which is correctly located will be more stable and less likely to settle or
be washed out. The factors to be considered in choosing a location are:
1. The providing of a good solid foundation for the abutments.
2. Securing a place where the stream channel is as little subject to change as possible.
3. Placing the bridge or culvert so that the water can go
through it without any change in direction.
The first fac:;or is satisfied in most cases by a simple shifting of a few yards up or down stream in order to a'Void quicksands. The second factor of a good location is secured by placing the bridge in such a position that the water comes to it in a
channel which is straight for at least fifty yards up stream. Acco ding to this a bridge should not be located on a bend if it is
possible to avoid it. H it ia located so that the water has to
change its direction the bridge or culvert is exposed to the eddies or washing of water where it turns to go through and is
much more subject to washing out than one which is located
prqperly. For this reason it is often advantageous to locate culverts in a diagonal direction across the road in case it is necessary to permit the water to flow alongside of the road for any
distance.
CULVlIRTS.

Culvert Materials.-The common materia:ls which are used
for culverts are wood, vitrified tile, steel or cast iron tubing,
concrete and stone. Wood is hardly worthy of consideration as
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ordinarily used without any treatment to preserve it. The
life of the ordinary wooden culvert is too short and it must be
replaced so often that when the cost of its maintenance is con·
sidered it is more expensive than the more permanent forms.
Tile Oulverts.-Double strength vitrified pipe i" very satisiact,ory for small culverts, providing it can be laid deep
enough so that it will not be crushed by traction engines
and other heavy loads. This depth will, of course, vary in
different circumstll.'llces. 1£ the road is of macadam or gravel
construction and does not rut, twelve inches between the top
of the pipe and the surface of the road will be sufficient-if
too heavy engines or rollers are not used. In the case of a
clay" road, which ruts deeply and is poorly cared for, there
should be at least two feet of earth over the top of the pipes.
The failure of tile culverts is due also to the fact that they
are so often laid improperly" The following rules should be
followed. carefully in laying tile culverts: (1) The trench
should be cut rounding on the bottom so that pipes rest solidly
at all points along their length on the undisturbed earth. (2)
The joints should be filled with cement mortar to prevent the
escape of water through them, which might wash away the
ea.Tth surrounding the pipe; (3) The ends of the tile where
they project at the sides of the road should be protected with
a wall of some sort, at least of plank or loose stones placed
around them, but preferably of masonry or concrete. 1£ built
in this manner a tile culvert is a good permanent improvement to the roa:d and not one which will have to be renewed
every few years.
Steel and Iron Oulverts.-Stool pipe culverts are of less
value than cast iron because they are much more subject to
rust. Another objection to steel culverts is that they are
usually made of very light steel and although they are well
a:ble to support the load upon them when they are new, they
are so reduced in strength by the rust of a few years that they
must be r"llplaced. Cast iron culverts rust out much more
slowly and uSllally give very good service. The cost of these
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cast iron culverts, however, is in almost all localities higher
than that of carefully built tile or concrete culverts. In case.~
where careless methods of construction of tile or concrete culverts are the rule the cast iron culverts will probably give
much better satisfaction. Where tile culverts are properly constructed they are more permanent and cheaper in first cost than
the cast iron.
The ca:st iron culverts are made in two general forms: The
solid cast tubes and the sectional three-piece forms which usually have a triangular cross section. Of these triangular forms
the ones which nearest approximate a circular cross section are
the best, since it is undesir51ble to have the section of the cul.vert grow smaller as the water rises higher In it. The triangular form will accommodate a large amount of water w~en
the wate:r is low, and as the water rises the SpliCe becomes narrower and the water is held back, instead of having provided
for it a wider channel of flow as it rises. The prices given
by the manufacturers of the rounding forms and the tria.ngular
forms are given on page 66. The rounding forms must be
made heavier to stand the same weight and are therefore more
expensiTe, but the same size will carry more water than the
corresponding size in a: triangular form.
Stone Oulverts.-In many parts of the state where large flat
stones are available stone culverts can be constructed at a relatively low cost and make Ii: good permanent feature of the road.
They should ordinarily be provided with a stone Roor and an
apron wall at each end extending down into the soil at the
side of the road to prevent them from under-mining and washing out. In the eastern and southern parts of the state are
many limestone quarries from which large flagstones can be
secured to make the tops, thus doing away with the necessity
of constructing an arch.
Oonc1'ete Oulverts.-Concrete culverts are probably the best
and most permanant that can be constructed. They are easily
made by any intelligent road supervisor after a little instruc-
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tion from one who is familiar with concrete work. If properly
made they are better the older they get.
It has been found that by imbedding steel "reinforcing bars"
iR the lower part of a flat sheet or beam of concrete where
cracks first develop in breaking, that such beams can be made
much stronger. This principle is used very extensively and
large structures are made of this "reinforced concrete."
In building culverts or bridges of concrete they can either
be built with arched tops without reinforcing or with flat
tops using reinforced bars. In smaller types of culverts it
is cheapest and most satisfa:ctory to make them of the arched
type, as this does away with the extra expense of putting in
the reinforcing bars. The small extra amount df concrete
which is necesss:ry is not sufficiently great to offset the extra
labor and cost of putting in reinforcing bars. For the larger
types-those with an opening of over two feet-it is often
more economical to use the flat topped forms and the reinforced construction.
Plate X shows one of the standard
forms of flat topped reinforced concrete culverts prepared by
the Iowa Highway Oommission. They have made standard
pLns for various sizes of these culverts up to '>,4 foot span,
which show, as in this particular plate, the amount of reinforcement required and just where it is placed. The Oollege
of Engineering of the State University plans to make stlilldard designs for such culverts and bridges for use in this state.
For the small arched top culverts forms may be made quite
cheaply in the manner described on page 68. The best form
for small culverts which I have seen, however, is one which
Wll:S exhibited at the road school held at Ames by the Iowa
State Highway Oommission. The makers of this mould, O. W.
Overturf & 00., of Dumont, Iowa, have very kindly furnished
the accompanying cut, figure 1, and the table of sizes, amounts
of materials needed, and price of mould.
The mould is
composed of a sheet of heavy galvanized steel bent into cylindrical shape and held together along the edges by bolts which
are removed after the concrete has set, the steel being then
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rolled into a more compact form to separate it from the walls
so that it can be easily pulled out. This makes practically a
ooncrete pipe culvert in a single piece.

JI'~.

1.-Overturf steel mold tor concrete culvertll.

TABLE VIII.
MATBIUALS REQUIRED POR DII'J'ERENT SIZED OULvBBTS MADE WITH THE
OVEBTUBJ/ MOLD.

"T1t.eae fl,gv/I'u are made 0" the basi. of 18·ft. culvert•• with eoping to eztena two fee'
(rom 1IIGter1IJGJI through culvert. ana concrete m proportion of one J)art cement _a
.e"." part. gravel or .and."
Diameter
of culvert.
3-inch ...........
ll-inch ............
IS-inch ............
15-inch ............
19-inch ............ ,
22'-inch. . . . .. .. .. ..
57-inch ............

of
Thickness Thlckness Thickness Amt.
sand
of top.
of bottom. of .ides.
requirsd.
inches
inches
inches
4. inches
4." inches
41i inches
5 inch.s
3

8
1\

4,
4,

inches '" inches
inches 5 inohes

,5

.......[ 6
'
inches

Ii~ ioches ~
5" inches 6
6 inches 1

36
cu.
M_.
4.8 en.
.....M
inches
59 en.
inches 85 en.
inches 90 cu.
inches 12icu.

I

Amt. of
cement
reqnired.

ft1-~'

Width'
tod'

tren~.

0_.

5581bs.. 19 mches.
ft.
74.Ubs.. 25 inches.
ft
9151bs.. 25 inches.
ft. 1,3171bs.. SO inches.
ft. 1, S951bs.. 33 inches.
ft.
.. 149inches.
ft.

1.~lbs

"Under ordinary conditions, with cement at S5c. per hundred
pounds, the cost of this kind of concrete work is close to 140.
per cubic foot of concrete used, and as cement in the proportions mentioned does not increase the bulk of gravel, to estimate the cost of any sized culvert, completed, multiply the
estimated amount of gravel in cubic feet by .1S-this will give
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the cost completed. Multiply by .11 to get the cost of material,
by .14 for ®at of material on ground, and by .04 to get coat of
labor."
TABLE IX.
DIAMETJiR, WEIGHT AND PRICE OF 'OVERTURF MOLDIJ.

Gan<re of
steel.

Diameter of mold.

Weight
per toot.

Price
per #eot.

-------------------- ---lIicht

inch .......................... , ... .

meTeD

inoh ....................... " .....

E

Twenty-two

'l'w.enty-~even

'l'lllrty,slx

'1

t~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
inoh ............................... 1
!nch .............................. .
mch . . ........................... .

20

20
20
18
16
16

14
14

SIb.
5 lb.
6 lb.
9 lb.
13 lb.
nIb.
25 lb.
40 lb.

$0. 'IIi
.85

1.05
1.25

1.55
1. 75
2.65
S.40

For culverts over two feet in diameter the use of these collapsible moulds is less advantageous than the use of the square
wooden moulds, with which stool reiniorcing bars can be applied, and with which therefore less concrete is needed..
CONCRETE.

A matter of fundamental importance in concrete work is
the kind of cement used. Cements are ordinarily classed as
portland and natural. The portland cement is made by burning and grinding together certain definite proportions of pure
limestone and clay. This results in a product of uniform
strength. The natural cements are made by burning and grinding certain naturally impure limestones which are approximately of the proper composition. As these natural cement
rocks are never even in their composition, the cement manufactured from them is for this reason never as even in its qualities as the portland cement.
Consequently portland cement is
the only kind which can be depended upon to give sufficiently
uniform results to make it worth while using it in bridge and
culvert work.
Concrete is made by mixing together cement and crushed
rock; or cement, sand and gravel. There is so little advantage
in using crushed rock in place of gravel that in ordinary cases
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the one which is most easily obtainable should be used. If
either can be had at the same price the crushed rock shoull be
used. The gravel or crushed rock should have enough of small
particles or of sand so that the spaue between the larger pieces
will be completely filled.. If they are not completely filled
there will be vacant spaces left which will weaken the concrete.
The custom is to use about one part of small material to two
parts of corurse.
If gravel is used it is very important that all clay and loamy
material be screened out. This can be done on an ordinary
plaster's screen at an expense which will be well repaid by
the better character of the concrete produced. This screening
also enables sand to be mixed with the gravel in more exact
proportions.
Mixing.-Concrete may be mixed either by machinery or
by hand. In mixing by hand a tight board platform is used
to spread the material on. The dry sand is laid in a long heap
and cement spread evenly over the top of it. Pairs of shovelers
working opposite then turn the sand and cement over in such a
manner 1>:8 to mix it thoroughly. This process should be gone
through with a number of times so that the cement will be
thoroughly mixed with the sand. Mter it is thoroughly
mixed the heap should be moistened and mixed again until
it is of the same' consistency throughout. The broken stone
and gravel is then put on and mixed with the mortar.
Iowa Highway Commission recommends Sl wet mixture (which
is one containing all the ~ater it will hold) for ordinary use
especially where the slab of concrete is to be thin. The forms
must be practically water light for such a wet mixture, however, or the water will escape and CSlrry with it considerable
cement.
If there is much concrete work planned it is economical and
MSO better to use a mixing ma.c.hine as the resulti:"-!l concrete is
more uniform.
Filling the Forms.-Mter it is thocoughly mixed the concrete can be shoveled into the forms. The mixing board should
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if possible be so close by the forms that the concrete can be
shoveled in directly without the necessity of using wheelbarrows. It should be deposited in layers of 6 inches inches thickness and thoroughly rammed into place so as to fill the forms
tightly and leave no open spaces in the finished work. It should
not be thrown any considerable distance as this win cause the
heavy pieces to settle and will therefore destroy the unifol'Ulity
of the mixture. When work is left unfinished over night the
surface should be left !;;s rough as possible so that the new concrete will make a good bond. At the beginning of the next
day's work the surlace should be cleaned and wet and a little
cement sprinkled over it.
The strength of concrete, lllld consequently its durability,
depends upon four factors: (1) the quality of the cement,
(2) texture, (3) tlie proportion of eement used, and (4). th.e
density of the concrete. To insure uniform quality portland
cement should be used for the reason stated above. A concrete
of the proper texture is secured by mixing the sand and gravel,
or the large and small sizes of crushed stone so that the spaces
between the larger pieces are completely filled. The proportion
of cement used is a matter of choice. The density of the concretB depoods upon the mixture used and somewhat upon the
care with which it is tamped into the mould. The fonowing
table gives the strength of portland cement mortars of various
compositions.
.
TABLE

X.

STRENGTH OF PORTLAND OEMENT MORTARS IN OOMPRESSION. A.GE

(Watertown Arsenal).
PROPORTIONS ByVOLUME.

Sand.

Cement.

1
1
1
1
1
1

Compressive
strength
pounds per
sqnare inch.

1
l!
II

I

4,

Ii
6

I

4,370
2,506
1,812
830
532
169

4

MONTHS.
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From this table it appears that the strength of a mortar of
one part of cement to three of sand-a "1:3 mixture"-is over
twice that of a mortar having one part of cement to four of
swd. If concrete of differing strength is needed for different
parts of structures, such mixtures are used as will give the
strength required. . The Iowa Highway Oommission gives the
following proportions as a guide for general practice:
For arches and flat tops for culverts;
1 part cement, 2 parts sand, 4 parts broken stone; or
1 part cement, 1313 parts sand, 4 parts screened gravel.

For wing walls, or piers or abutments:
1 part cement, 3 parts sand, 6 part. broken stone; or
1 part cement, 2 parts sand, 5 parts screened gravel.

Where a gravel concrete is used engineers ordinarily require
about ten per cent additional cement to be used over broken
stone concrete."
In determining what the cost of a concrete structure will be
it is necessary to know the amounts of material which go to
make up a cubic Yli:rd of finished concrete work. Oement
should be measured in its packed bulk, not as loose1ly poured
out. A sack of cement is just about 95 per cent of a cubic foot.
Table XI gives the proportions of cement, sand and stone
to make a cubic yard of concrete.
TABLE

XI.

QUANTITIES OF MATERIALS FOR ONE CUBIC YARD

.11'

BAMlVED OONOBETE

Cement=3.8 cubic ft. per barreL

===
PROPORTIONS BY VOLUME.

PROPORTIONS BY BBL. AND CU. YD.
~---

Cemeut.

Sand.

I-I

2

Stone.

----

2~

2

I

4-

5

•

BbI.
cement.

Cubic yards
of sand.

Cubic yards
screened
graTelor
broken stona.

0.«
0.46

9.88
0.92
0.94.

~-

1.75
1.3.
1.10

o.n

I
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In making smaJ.l culverts whm-e the mixing is done by hand
four men can work to advantage and should' mix and put in
place seven or eight cubic yards in ten hours, providing the
forms are alrea:dy built and the materials are ciose by the work.
BRID.GES.

The materials of which bridges are made are wood, steel,
stone, and concrete. A large proportion of the highway bridges
at present being erected are of steel. Lumber has been so high
.as almost to prohibit its use as a bridge material and the use
of concre"t2 has not become so common as the merits of the material warrant. It is difficult for any custom in bridge building tE> be changed because of the large number of people who
must be convinced of the value of the change. There are over
four thousa:nd town and county officers having to deal with
bridge construction and the adoption of any new method must
necessarily be slow. However, it is to be hoped that the use
·of concrete will extend more rapidly.
Causes of Failure of Bridges.-When one stops to consider
the matter it is strange what a small number of bridges can
"be named tha:t have "died a natural death" from decay. Even
the old wooden bridges that one remembers, which ordinarily
rot out in the course of fifteen years, were almost all destroyed
':by floods or by undermining before their period of usefulness
was ended by natural decay. There are three chief causes for the
failure of a bridge. These are, (1) natural decay, (2) floods
which lift the bridge bodily and carry it away, and (3} poor
abutments which are easily undermined by a moderate freshet,
letting the bridge down and destroying it. Of these three
-causes the blame for a very large portion of bridge destruction
is due to poorly constructed abutments. The common practice in building a:butments is so well stated in a letter which
'was received from a gentleman of Orfori:.ville, Wisconsin, tltat
it is here quoted:
"I enclose a table (table XIV) which I hope will give you
an idea of what we are doing in the line of bridges. I will
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say that bridge No. 1 was built in quicksand by laying a:
plank on the sand, then building cement abutments on the
plank with the expectation that they would settle into the
sand enough to give a good foundation. This answered very
well as long as we had no heavy rains, but the heavy rains
of last August undermined the abutments, they toppled ovor
and the bridge went into the ditch. Bridge No. 6 is being
built in its place.
This same rain undermined the "mud sill" at one end of
bridge No. 2 to a depth of five feet, allowing that end of
the bridge to settle about three feet. This was raised with
jack screws and the excav€l.tion filled with rock. We have
now concluded that the only practical foundation for these
small bridges when they must be built in mud or quick-sand
is the "tubular pier," consisting of steel tubing well sunk into
the soil with pile driven inside and the space :filled with thin
cement. As suggested in your former communication, the
mud sill bridges were used at the suggestion of the bridge
firm 8!Ild to the sorrow of the tax payers.
However, I wish to say before closing that I am not a
member of the town board, and never have been, consequently
have had nothing to do with these bridges, but am a taxpayer and have watched these matters quite closely,. We
know that no farmer would think of building a $600.00
building on "mud sills," especially if the building were to
span a stream., but when it comes to building bridges when
the town foots the bill, we have a different proposition."
In the same manner as strong emphasis was la:id upon the
necessity for having a solid foundation for a road, so must
strong emphasis be laid upon the necessity of having good
foundations for bridges. If the foundations of 8i bridge are
so constructed that the water can undermine them easily, or
can wash out behind them leaving the bridge standing in the
midst of a stream with no approaches, the tax-payer can figure
on the fact that taxes to the amount of the cost of this bridge
have been thrown away, as it will soon have to be replaced.
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Sted Bridges.-In letting the contract for the construction
of an ordinary steel highway bridge it is impossible for the
ordinary town board to draw up proper specifications. For
those who 8Jl'e interested in looking up this matter it is suggested
that they can refer to the specifications for highway bridges
which are issued by the American Bridge Co. These specifications are those which are used by that company in their bidding
and insure a bridge of good grade. Other bidders should be
made to furnish material and designs of an equal grade in puting in competitive bids.
It is advisable that counties and towns should adopt some
standard form for the ordinary small bridges, such as the Engineering College of the State University plans to provide at
an early date. With such standard plans it will be unnecessary to have special designs drawn for each span, and bidders
will be placed on an equal plane with regard to the material
which they must furnish.
As many bridges made of steel I beams are being erected
the following table published by the state engineer of New
York is here given in order to impart an idea of the depth
and weight of beams necessary for spans of various lengths.
If plamk :floor is used the depth need not be quite so great,
as the depths given are for concrete or stone slab :floors. The
spans are designed to support a 10 ton traction engine or road
roller.
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XII.

8HOWING SIZES AND WEIGHTS OJ' I BEAMS TO BlI: USED FOR VARIOUS LENGTHS
OJ' SPAN FOR BRIDGES OR CULVERTS, USING STONE OR CONCRETE SLABS.

LIMITING LIlINGTHS OF SPANS.

Depth of
I beam.
inches.

Width of
fiange in
inches.

Weight of
Thickness of
I beam per web of I beam.
I beams
foot of length.
Inches.
spaced 2 feet
Pounds.
between Centers.

----- ------

I beams
spaced 3 feet
between centers.

Sf
12f
uf-

0.21

ft. in.
4 6

0.36

5 0

4, 0

0.50

5 6

4 0

12t

0.23

6 6

14£

0.35

7 0

17t

0.48

7 6

7

3
sl
3/r
3/T
siT
SIT
sU

15

0.25

8 6

7 0

7

Sf

17t

0.35

9 0

7 6

5

5
5
6

6
6

ft. in •
3 6

I

5 0
5 6
6 0

7

3~

20

0,46

9 6

8

4

18

0.27

11 0

8

4iT

20l

0.36

11 6

8

4t"T

23

0.45

12 0

8

41

25t

0.54

12 6

9

4!if

21

0.29

13 6

11 0

9

4-tif

25

0.41

14 6

11 6

9

4t

30

0.57

15 6

9

4£

35

0.7S

16 6

10

di

25

0.31

16 6

I

I

I

7 6
8 6
9 0
9 6
10 0

12 6
IS 6
13 6

10

4#

30

0,46

17 6

14 0

10

41f

35

0.60

18 6

15 0

10

5t

40

0.75

19 6

16 0

12

5

Sll

0.35

21 0

12

5J\

35

0.44

21 6

/

12

51

40

0.46

22 6

15

5t

42

0.41

27 6

15

5.\

45

0.46

28 6

15

5~

50

0.56

29 6

I
I

17 6
18 0
19 0
23 0

28 6
24 6

.
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Stone Bridges.-Stone bridges are gaining in favor in the
state wherever building soone suitable for sucL purposes is obtainable. Owing to their greater cost than wooden bridges,
they have been comparatively little used up to recent years,
but the desire for permanent structures and the increased cost
of lumber have both aided in promoting the use of stone.
Stone bridges are as permanent as any structure can' be made,
if properly built. If any large sum of money is to be invested
in such an undertaking careful plans should be made and the
construction inspected in order to see that the masons are doing
their work in such a way ths.t it will last. Bridges which were
built by the Romans ne,arly two thousand years ago are still
in use, and if stone bridges are constructed carefully today
there is no limit which can be set upon their length of life.
Ooncrete Bridges.-The use of concrete as a bridge building
mruterial has been developed comparatively recently. The
whole subject of reinforced concrete is relatively new and it is
not strange, therefore, that so few highway orldges are built
of this material. A properly built concrete bridge is, as a general thing, cheaper than stone, and while more expensive than
steel, is III structure which grows better with age rather than
rusting out as steel is bound to do. Owing to the desirability
of issuing this bulletin at as early a date as possible it was found
impossible to prepare designs or to give exact information
as to proper methods of construction of concrete bridges here.
These will be given in the previously mentioned plans to be
made by the Engineering College. The concrete for use in
bridge structure is prepared as indicated on pages 58 and 59
for concrete culverts.
LIFE AND COST OF BRIDGE AND OULVERT MATERIALS.

Life of Bridges and Oulverts.-Any statement of the life
of ordinary ma:terials for bridge and culvert construction must
be largely guess work in which the factor of experience comes
in to make the guess valuable. The common practice of railroads would make the life of the ordinary wooden bridge about
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:6iteen years, providing it is not washed Qut by high water.
'Fbe ordinary highw&y wooden bridge, however, is very often
subject to destruction on account of insecure foundations which
are washed out long before the bridge has had time to decay.
Wooden culverts are subjeet to very rapid decay and are ordinarily replaced every three or four years.
Steel bridges are much more durable than wood and it is difficult to set any limit upon their life which will be even approximately accurate. Under favorable circumstances a bridg~
may last 75 years. The ordinary, light, flimsily constructed
highway bridge, is not likely to last more than fifty years even
if well cared for. The main cause of steel bridges giving away
is the fact that they are so often erected upon easily destroyed
abutments. If the abutments are secure the difficulty then
comes in keeping free from moisture the covered portion of the
bridge immediately under the floor. The floor of the bridge
provides shade and protection so that dampness is almost continuously present, and this dampness rusts the steel rapidly.
The life of the bridge tan be prolonged if it is properly painted
eTery few years. In repainting the bridge care should be takeD. to see that all the rust scale is cleaned off and the clean sur·
face exposed.
Steel culverts are much shorter lived than bridges because
of being continually surrounded by dampness. One steel· culyert company estimates the life of their steel tubing at 35 years,
!IDd this estimate is undoubtedly made as favorable to their
culvert as it could be. Cast iron culverts are longer lived and
and are often sold under a guarantee of 25 years.
Culverts and bridges constructed of tile, stone and concrete
are in the highest sense permanent. If they are properly constructed and cared for they improve in stability with age.
Oosts of Bridges and Oulverts. It is impossible to give any
general statement of the cost of wooden culverts and bridges,
as the materials and labor vary so widely in price in different
parta of the state. It was not found possibl£ during the prepar5
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ation of this bulletin to obtain detailed costs of bridges iJ:.. Wis·
oonsin. The following prices for cast i~on sootiO"la:l eu1vert~
were furnished by the manufacturers. The Ish ..m-Miller is a
rr"md form and the other is triangular.
TABLE

XIII.

The lMham Miller Co.,
Butternut, Mich.

The Beach Mfg. Co.,
Chalutte, Mich.

Diameter.

Price per foot.

Diam.

lOinch .............................. ..
15inch ............................... .
:10 inch .............................. ..
25 inch .............................. ..
110 inch .............................. .
S5inch ............................... .
45 inch .............................. ..

$lZ5
115

10 inch ........ ..

"'F

O. B. cars at factory .
Discount: not quoted.

275

4,1)1)

, 75
600
750

I Price per foot.

l41llch ....... ..
l6inch........ ..
1Sinch........ ..
25 inch ........ ..
3Oinch....... ..
36inch.......... 1
~inch........ ..

11'rO
lli!O
800

f~

1100

1100

Net F. O. B. fllctories.
Discount 50 per cent.

Tabla XIV which accompanied the letter quoted on pa_ 60
gives the cost of stool bridges of various lengths and types in
Rock County, Wisconsin. By referring to the letter on page
60 it is noticed that bridge No. 1 was washed out and is beiDg replaced by No.6. The reason for the increase of span
:from 16 feet to 38 feet is. not given, not the reason for thus
magnifying the cost from less than $200.00 to $800.00 or
$900.00. Even though the length of bridge No.1 might have
),een too small to accomodate all the water, it is doubtful if an
increase in length of nea'll 20010 was necessary.

OULVERTB
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TABLB

Bridge.

_ _I

. &..1I

Length.

Type.

BRIDGBB.

XIV.

Width.

St.eel stringers. 16 ft ...... 16 ft ...... Cemeutabutmeuts.

• 0. :il..!

SteeUruss ..... (0 It .....

,

M.. " ..
1(0.

$M.25 for steel aIm..

1S ft ...... Stepl legB reet- $575.00 including
on "mud plank but no back!ng at end nor gradlUg.

!iiI. ..

ft.. .... 16 It ...... Tubular pien .. $6115.00 including

plank but no backlng nor grading.

Steel trus8 ..... 110 ft ...... 10 ft ...... Tubular piers .. $695.00 includingstee;
~cking and steel

I

11"1 Steel trn ...... 80 ft ...... , 111 It...... Cemen' abu~
menta.

kt~_·····

11(0.

(0

CoR.

Foundation.

No.

.... I. . ~-. .

..7

7.. SteelLrnIIII .....

n ......

Tubular pia ••• .. •.,.00 for the two
bridges including
_ 1 backing and
ft ...... 111 ft ...... Tubular pieW'''1 wincfr,; no plank or
8l'Il . g. These Jut
two brid(fCS are UDder c. nstmction at
the prasenttime.

III ft ...... 111
(8

WIngs.

t435.00 for eteel alone;
~9.00 for abutments.

I

"They are all warranted to carry 100 lbs. per square foot or
1,600 lbs. per running foot. Our township buys its plank by
the carload at $25.00 per M; this is oak plank known as 'swamp
oak.' "
The cost of two steel bridges in Marquette County is here
lly Mr. W. W.•Tohnson of Packwaukre:-

~ve.

Nine stringers of 8 inch I beams, spaced 22
inches; span 26 feet; no truss; cost of bridge
delivered including railing .......••..••.
<h«t .•f abutments .......•...••..•..•••...•.
. . . . inch plank for flooring and extra plank for
engines

$92.00
'6.00

. Total •..••..•.....•....•.......

$210.00

1.

42.00

68
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Stringers, 'l inch I beams; 9 foot span.; cost
of bridge delivered including railing ••....
Cost of stone abutments pointed with cement and
caps to retain embankments ....•.••......
Plank ........•.................•.••......

2.

Total •.......................

$8' . (to
68.00
18 . 00
$146.06

The following figures for som~ Wisconsin concrete culverts
are also given by Mr. Johnson.
Oulvert No.1 Stone walls, laid dry, pointed with mortn.r
made of one part portland cement and three parts sand; the
arch immediately over the form composed of two inches of the
seme mixture, and then filled up with a. mixture of 7 gravel
and sand to 1 portland cement. Finished with two inches 8£
a mixture composed of two parts coarse sand to 1 of cement.
Reta.ining wa:lls on each end of the same proportion.
Oost of stone ........................
5 barrels cement.....................
Sand and Gra.vel .....•...•......•...
Work...................... •........

$ 6. 00
10.00

Total ....................•..

$28 . 00

2 . 00
10.00

This culvert was then covered with three inches of sand
and six inches of clay. The form on which this was built was
ma.de of 6 inch lengths sawed from a log and halved these half
rounds being covered with two-by-fours. The whole was supported. on legs und~r which blocks were placed to be knocked
out when. the -cement had set. A larger sized culvert of the
same plan is being built in the same town on a form made by
using felloes of a wagon wh$l covered with plank. This size
of culvert will cost about $18.00 more than. the smsller size
built on l~ The width of the larger is 4: feet 8 inches. Mr.
Johnson did not give the length of the culverts or the size of
opening of the smaller one.
These costs are not so detailed and therefore not so valuable

«
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as the following tables from the 1906 Manual of the Iowa
Highway Commission.
1'ABLE

•

XV•

FLAT TOP OULVERTS OR BRIDGES.

Span.

No.

Reinforcement.

Coat.

Blaolrhawk ....... 4 bridges .. 26 It.clear ..............................••.•...••. .,150 00
2 bridges.. 23 ft. clear.. . . 1 per cent X sec. alea· ......•••. 2,4BO 00
460 00
1 bridge. 20ft. clear.... 1 ver "..nt. &eO. area ..•......•••
21100
l ' ft. clear .... , ;000 lb. I beams, H. 8 ........ ..
Bremer...... .. ••.. 'bridges.. 12 to 16 ft .... It. R. raUs and ~ in. to 1~ ia.
,
steel roda aTe. 5 ft. span ..... .
J!ll00
(()(J 00
Greeue •••. ...• .. .• ........... I 18 ft .............................................. .
15ft ........... f 66 lb. R. R. rail................. .
11&00
DickinBOll. ••.•••.. ............ W ft ..... '" .' Top" in. round roda 2 in. II. to
C Cll. yd. ..................... .
.00
Rumbold' ...• .••. •••• •••• .••. 4 It ........... 30 ft.lon« ...................... .
teIIl»
Hamilton...... .••• •••• •••. •••. hZ... .••. .... 3& ft-Ion«, barbed wire••••••••••
1640
2d . .... .. .... (8 ft. 10n«, barbed wire. ••••••••.
'1190
Po_shiel:.. •••• • .. •••..•.•.•• 4 ft. .•••••.••. 60 It. long, ateel barB concrete
$'1.511 per Jard ..•.••.•••....•••.
10000
tIOO 00
Stor:r.. . .••. •••• •••
be ......... 16
ft. roadwaJ •••••••••••••••••••
WasJoington •.•••• •••• .•••.••• 8
8 inolraa pipe 18 ill.,. •••. . •...
lUOOO
Woodbur, ..•••... .•••••••.•.• 8 ft.... .. .. .. .. eo ft. tona', bars aDd win mMh.
eoo 00
ing •••••••••••••••••.••••••••••

Boo-...... .... .... ............'1

.-

I

··.···.··1

ft...... .. ....'1

*This meana that the cro....section of the reinforcing bars is ODe per . .t. cI tile kRIll
area of the crc_don of the reinforoecl concrete uab.
TABLlI

XVI.

AROBBD TOP OULVBB'1'S OB BIUDGBS.

(',gunt;r.

I

No.

I

Span.

Costs.

Beinforcement.

- - - - - - --------1----------1'--Blackhawk... ........ 17.5 feet.. ........
P.remer.... ••••
6
Hamilton. •••• •••••••

•• 1 per cent sec. area, Thatclle!
bare •..•. •••. •• •. .• ••.. •••• ••••
&-8feet •.•••••••••..•. , Barbed wire ave..... ...
••••
6:rHeet 8 ill •••••.... 40 feet long, 200 lb. barbed wire
b6 feet 4in.... •••••. 40 feet Ion", barbed wire ..... ••

.,3lO

I

7
18
110

00

Ator;r ..•••••••••••.•• g~::~~.~.~::::::::::J.~.~~~~~:.~~~ ~~~~~ ~~
00
Tama .•.•• •••• ••..••.• 3-6........... .... .... $.(5 PM n. yd ........................... .
Woodbur7 •••. .•••••.. 12 feet8~ ill. s 2Z ft.
6 ill ............ .... Johnson ................................ ..
20 ~ in. x 14 feet. •. •. Johnson..... .... .... •••• ........
100 00
Worth.... ••.• •...••.. 16 feet .•. ' .•••.• •••. None .••• •••• •••• •••• .... .••• ....
110 GO
8 feet ••••••••.••.•••• None................ .... •••• ••••
'11\ 00

...

I

TABLB

::0

XVII.

BRICK AND STOllB ARCHES.

CnDt7.

I

I

&0De •••••••• Brick arch,ll ft. 8paD, 50 ft. long.... .... •••• •••• .... •••• ••••
StoDe arcb,ll ft. 8pan, 30 ft. lonl\" ............. '" •••• .... ••••
Union ••••••.. Brick arcb, S"I-20ft. long, ~18 00 pel" It ••••••• '" ......
Brick arch, 6:r6-aI ft. long, $13.00 per ft.... •••• .... ...

~
~

00
Iii 00
260 00
_ 110

fO
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"Cost of Ooncrete Work. Particular attention is 0aned t.
the range in prices as given for the different counties. This
may be accounted for in a measure by the variation in price 01
the materials delivered, wd also the relative difficulty of pursuing the work under conditions imposed by the location of the
structures. However, these reasons are not altogether satisfactory when the range of prices is so wide. For instance,
one county reports the work to cost 35c per cubic foot, which
means $9.45 per cubic yard. A good example of the reasonable cost of concrete work under favorable circumstanceb
is the reinforced concrete bridge reported from Boone county.
The abutments and wing walls are about seven feet high and
eighteen inches wide on top, with a batter of about ¥2" to the
foot on the outside. The top is a 14" slab of concrete with a
clear span of fourteen feet reinforced with seven 6" I beams
having their ends imbedded in either abutment. There is .a
16 foot roadway with a 10" felloe-rail on either side and a tworail gas pipe railing. Sand and gravel cost $1.00 per cubic
yard and eement $2.00 per barrel plus haulage. The structure
completed cost $27'1.00."
"The following itemized statements of concrete work are
taken from a paper read before the Iowa Good Roada Association by HenI7 Haag, supervisor of Greene County:-~
TABLB OJ!' lTBMIZED COSTS.

11 ft. b,. 8 ft. Reinforced Concrete Culvert.
Poundatioo require<t pUinl\' and three feet of ~xcavation below bed of streaIL
(() yards river graTel hauled 3" miles at 750.... ...... ............. . ............ .
40 bbJ. Portland cement at $2.00 .................................... , .............. ..
7 pes. 7-inch r beams, 1,O'JOlbs. at $t.00 ................................ "" ...... ..
800 lbs. old junk, rods and bars at 6()c per hundred. .... ........ . ................ ..
28 Stub piling, 10 feet, at 5Oc. each ............................................... .
S men and team two days driTiog piling at$S.OO .................................. ..
4 men excavating two days at $1.50 ...... '" ..................................... .
Use of lomber and was~age informs ........ '" ................................ ''''
Hauling piles, pile driver, lumber, cement and t.ools ............................ _
Filling in brirlge and completion •. Z men and team one da,. ....................... .
2 men 1 day taking oJ! forms and falsa work at $1.50 ............................. <.

$:lO.~

so. 00
10.70
4.80
14.00
12.00
4.50
15.00
B.OO
4.50
B.OO

t22i.i8
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"The C()st of the concrete in this bridge was $6.00 per yard,
there hf'ing 33 yards of concrete in the bridge as follows:FOIIOdations contained ..••••••••••.•••..... , •.•.•••••..••.... 232 cu. U.
Walls and wings .........•...•.••••.••••.....••.••....•••....... 393 Ci. ft.
Sla" lloor .....•••....••••••••••••..•••••..••••••••••••••••...•.. 220 cn. ft.
Wheel guard .. , •...• ' ••...••..•••••.......••...•.....•••........ (3 cu. ft.
887 cu. ft. or 33 yds.

"The following is the cost of different items per yard:Cement ......................................................................... $2,(0
Ioabor... •••• ........ ............ .... .... •••. ...... ............................ 1.75
SteeL... ................ .... ........ ........................ .... .... ... ........
.45
6ravel. ................................ '" ........ ..................... .....
.90

1.runbu .......••... ........ ........................ ................ .... ........

.50

$6.00
TABLE OF ITEMIZED COST.

7 ft. by 8 ft. Reinforced Coucrete Culvert.
Foundation on blue cla7 three feet below bed of stream.
8b>ds. pit gravel donated and used in tOWldatioUB.
50 yda. river gravel at $1.00 ......................................................... . ..,.00
IfS bbla. portland camelot at $2.00.... ............ •••• ••••. . • ••••••••••••••••••••••• 130.00
Kahn truaaed bare for r"inforcinl!' slab 1100r ....................................... . 50.00
2.400 lbs. old junk rods, bar. and angles at 6Oc. .................................... . u.to
Excavation, Z teams, 3 men, 3 da78 at $8.00 ........................................ . 2!.00
Lumber, use of, wastage for forms.. ........ .... .... .••• .••• .••• ...... . ......... . 20.00
Considerable bridge lnmber that _ had on han<i .,.. 1I88d, joists, etc., not dam·
aged and no oiliarp was made against the work.
Building forms .•. ............. . .... .••• •••• •.•. •••• ....... ....... ........ •••• .... 10.00
, men, 6 days, at t'Z.OO, minng couc..te ..... .... .... .•.• .... .... .. .. .... ........ .. 48.00
Han and team at ~ 00 hauling water, gravel and cement to mixing board, 6 daYB 18.00
! men 1 day, taking off forms.... .... .... .... ...• ..•• ...• .... .... .... .... .... ..••.•..
(.00
Tell.mhauliDg lumber and tools back ..• •.•• .... .... ...... .... .... ••.• ............
3.00
Filling in dirt on and around bridge after completion. II teams oue day at $3.00..
6.00
Total cost .....................................................................

~AO

"The cost of the concrete in this bridge was $7.30 per ya.rd,
llhere being 53 yards of concrete in the bridge, as follows:Foundations contained .................................. .
Walls and wIngs ......................................... .
Whedguard .......................................... .
Rand rail ......................................... ' ...•.
Slab flour ............................................... .

220 cn. ft.
612 cn. It.
S;; cn. I ..
100 en. It.
S96 cu. ft.
1,413 cn. ft. or 51 c.. 7da.

"'The following is the cost of the different items per yard:-.:.
Cement ...... .... ... ........ .......................
. ............ ~.85 per ,a1'd
Gravel ......................
.. .. .. •• .... .. ...... .... 1.00
Labor. .. .... ........ .... " ................ ....................... 2.30
StAle!.
................ " ............ ... ........... .. . ...
1.15
Lumbe................... .. ........................ ............ .... .50
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W'hile it was not possible to obtain mllch information as to
the cost of bridges in Wisconsin each town board will know
what their structures are costing them and can compare costs
with the figures given here for these Iowa bridges and culvel'1s
In making such comparisons the length of life of the structUNl!
whose costs are compared must be continually kept in mind.
CONTOURS.

In dealing with bridges, culverts and general dra:inage problems as well as in location of roads, the lay of the 8urfaee of
the country is of such great importance that a short explanation is given to show the common method of indicating the i:rregularities of the surface. The accompanying cut, fig. U,
is taken from one used by the United States Geological Survey
in explaining the use of contour lines. The figure includes
an ordinary view as seen by the eye and II! map of the same
object. The contours which are shown on the map are lines on
the surface which are dra.wn so that all points on a single line
are at an equal distance a:bove some level surface, which is
usually taken as sea level, as indicated in the figure by the level
of the water. A conception of the way these lines appear can
be obtained if the water in the bay were imagined to rise by fit)
ft. intervals, stopping long enough at each interval to enable the
shore line to be traced. All points in this shore line would evidently be at the same level. A succession of lines thus drawn
covering the country as closely as desired enables one who understands such a map to tell at once the slope of the ground,
whether it is stoop or gentle, and the extent of the drainage area
of any stream. It is evident that where the surface of the land
is steep, as on the face of the hill, the water would not go shoreward much in rising the 60 feet between contours and the contours would consequently be close together. While in plaooe
where the slope of the land is gentle the water would move shoreward a much longer distance in rising the 50 feet and the contoU1'8 would be til much greater distance apart on the mat.
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Therefore in reading a contour map it is evident that widely
spaced contours indicate gentle slopes while closely spaced con·
tours indicate steep slopes.

Fig. 2.-Cut showing a view of hills and a IItream Talley with a cont_ -11 below. From U. S. Geolol:lcal Survey.

Such maps have been made of a considerable area in the
southern part of the state by the United States Geological Sur\'ey, and it is hoped for the purpose of aiding in good road
work that they may be extended rapidly to cover the whole
state. They are usually made, however, only on condition that
the state appropriate money to pay for half the expeD.\le.

PART II.
CO~DITIONS

IN WISCONSIN AND ROAD
LAWS IN OTHER STATES.

CHAPTER I.

PRBSENT HIGHWAY CONDITIONS IN WISCONSIN.
1a tile beginning of the present study of the road situation
in Wisconsin the fact was taken into consideration that the
largest part of the roads of the state must continue to be mad!of the ordinary soU of the districts through which they pas!'.
As a oonsequence the first thing to be undertaken was to find
out the m.ethods of construction which were being --sed and the
cOliditiOBS ot the roads which were the results of these methods.
For the purpose of actually seeing the roads, a trip was made
OTS" a considerable part of the central llnd southern portions
of the state and the roads and methods of construction inspected.
As r.JT such trip must necessarily be very limited as to the
llllI.ount of territory covered, and as the knowledge desired was
&f. a: ...ore general nature than could be obtained on Buell trip,
lettenJ were sent out to various persons.
':n.e 1irst letter sent out was addressed to every town clerk in
the Btate, and enclosed a list of eighteen questions. Replies were
reooi.,.ed on first request from 700 of the town clerks. On the
seoond. request practically all of the remainder replied, giving
r6pQri8 from all but 167 of the 1135 town clerks. AB these
replies were sent in, for the most part, without even being
furnished return postage, a strong· indication is given. of the
intarest of the town clerks in road conditions in the state and
in BSl¥ movement towards bettering th~ conditions.
Qae 01 the requests sent to the town clerks was that they
r&t... names of the prominent farmers in their town who
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....ould be able to give information as to the effect of roads upon
1a.nd values, etc. Later on letters were sent out to 2000 of the
persons whose names were thus turned. in. On a single request replies were received from r.bout half of these.
. A request was sent to the Fourth Assiptant Postmaster Genwal, Yr. DeGraw, who very kindly furnished a list of the
nr.mes and addresses of all rural free delivery carriers in the
state, and also sent out a circular letter to them requesting that
they answer promptly the questions sent to them concerning
roads. Of the 1450 carriers in the state only 316 have not replied.
The answers to these questions sent ont, aggregating in
J/.umber some 3000 letters, have been carefully worked over
and totals, averages, r.nd generalizations made in so far as was
possible. Where a question is omitted in the following statement it is dne to the fact that the question is of such a nature
Ihat answers to it can not be tabulated or any average or general results taken from them, suchu questiolli! regarding the
location of roads, materials, etc.

.

1

QUESTIONS ADDRESSED TO TOWN CLERKS•

1. How many miles of public roads in your town'
Of those a:nswering, 896 replied to this question. The total
mileage given was 49,061, an average of 54.7 miles per town.
At this average the total road mileage of the state would be
about 63,.000.
2. What are the most heavily traveled roads If
The answers to this question cannot be averaged or ~y ge.eral statement made from the~.
8. (a) How many miles of earth roads have been graded'
A total mileage of 25,895 was given by the replies to this
,uestion.
(b) How many miles have been surfaced with gra1'{1,'"
'l,06~ miles are reported to have been ~avel(>rl
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(c) How many miles have been surfaced with crushed stone'
The 94 towns reporting macadam roads give a tota:! of
359.. miles. It will be noticed. that this mileage of macadam
road is less than that given later in the replies to the R. F. D.
';arriers' questions. It:8 possible that some gravel roads were
returned as macadam by the carriers but the discrepancy is
probably dUie to the few answers from town clerks, as compared to the number received from carriers. The following
table gives the average cost per rod of gravel and macadam in
each clJunty reporting.
TABLE

XVI.

..

County.

..

Average Avera~e
cost
cost
Gravel, Macadam,
per rod. per rod.

County.

-- --

,-

Average Average
cost
cost
Gravel, Macadam,
per rod.
per rod.

,I 221

Adams .....•• .......... ...... ....
Manitowoc ..
~OO
Ashland ••....
$3 62
$.'3 25 I Marinette ...
200 .. ..................
Barron........
50 ...... ....
M.arquette ...
908 .........
Bayfield ....... .... ......
200
Milwaukee ..
63
Brown .•...•.•
1 42
3 81
625
Monroe
106
Buffalo.......
129
850
135 .. ..................
Oconto •.....
Burnett._ .••.
1 66 ...... .... Oneida ......
8t ..........
Calumet ......
266
7 66
1 51
1 25
Outagamie ..
Chippewa .•..
75
6 25
Pepin .......
16 ..........
Clark ......•.
1 35 .......... I Pierce ....•..
25o
1 39
Oolumbia ....
1 75
81 . .........
202
Polk ........
4, 08
Crawford..... ...... .. . . . . ...... ....
Portage .....
100
Daile.........
1 5.1
4 7o
655
Ozaukee
69
Dodge
129
75 ..· .. is·i·
375
Price ........
Door ..........
2 07
7
150
1 82
Racine ......
Douglas ••.••.
....
91
375
1 40
Richland ....
Dunn ......•.
393
94
1000
2 07
Rock ........
Eau Claire....
1 08
57 ..........
107
Rusk ........
Florpnce.
6 06
...... .... ...... .... Sauk ........
300
Fond duLac..
..........
......
Sawyer
Forest
1 50
95
Shawano ....
1
Grant. ........
2 50
2 20
Sheboygan ..
Green ..•......
~.~~.
gA~ St. Croix ....
100 . .......
Green Lake ..
129 . ...... .. .. .... . . Taylor ......
2 08 .. ................
Iowa..........
...... ....
6 83
2 46
Trempealeau•
Iron . ....
500 .
671)
Vernon ......
366
Jackson ......
45
Vilas ........
..
...
Jefferson .....
05
3 17 .... 'S'd()
Walworth ... .... 'i'i6'
Juneau
6 25 .................... Washburn
....
'i'43'
....
"6"
Kenosha': ::::
00
1 49 .................... J Washington.
Kewaunee ..•.
157 . ...... .. .. .... . . Waukesha ..
125 1.........
La Crosse ....
250 .... ....... Waupaca ....
97 .........
Lafayette ....
1000 . .. .... ........ .. . Waushara ...
79 .........
Langlade .....
88 . .. .. .. .... .... . . Winnebago .. .. ........ \
1 50
Lincoln
1 25 .... ......
Wood ....... ....................
Maratho~ : : : :
1 21
106

.

o •••••••••

I

..

......

I

.....

.... ....

ig

I"..•.<Jl. I
......

.........

.....

I
I

-'--C

--

--~-,.,-

....

~

so
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These averages are of course for all different styles, thicknesses and widths of roads that are built, but they are indicative of the amount of money which the people of different
counties put into permanent roads when they once start to
build them.

4. Is the general character of the roads of your town level,
rolling or hilly?
No generalizations possible.
5. Is the soil upon which your roads are built clay, sand or
loam'!
No generalization possible.
6. List road machinery owned by the town.
Sta:te totals are:
Stea.m ):oad rollers ................................. .
Horse road rollers ..••... , .................... " .•..
Stone crushers ...•...............................••
Road machines ...•.................................
Wheel scrapers ..•......•••.........................
Drag scrapers ..•......•..••............•.••••...•••
Patent dump wagons .............. '................ .

1

16
33
2,,154
1,813
10,,149
22

'1. What road rollers or stone crushers are owned by private
ptU'ties, cities or villages in your boundaries'
Replies to this question were too meager to be of any significance.
8. What material exists in your town suitable for surfacing
roadsf
No generalizations were possible from the answers to this
question.
9. (a) During what months of the year is most road work
donef

629 towns do their road work before the end of July. 20
towns do all their road work after the end of July. 234 town
distribute their work throughout all the working months of
the year.
Q
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(b) What are the usual methods of· building or r~
dirt roads'!
No generalizations were possible from the answer to this
qaestion.
(c) A.re dirt roads ever rolled after working'
Of the 867 replies to this, 81 were yes and 788 no.
(d) What do you think has been the general effect of using
• ~oad r.nachine?
Of the 800 answers to this question 745 reported "Good"
and 55 "Bad."
(e) Has anyone in your town used the "split log dragf"
Only 56 towns reported the use of the drag.
to. How r.nuch r.noney did your town receive from, the
M'Unty for road purposes in 1905'1
The towns answering this question reported $37,368 as beiag received from the county.
For bridge purposes in 1905'
I'he total reported under this was $175,355 .•
ll. (a) What Was the totaZ highway tQ4; levied itt. your
tOWn in 1905'
The replies to this question were not sufficiently definite
and complete to admit their tabulation, so the records in the
office ,of the Secretary of State were examined and the total
highway tax reported there by the county clerks found to be
$2,028,683. This amount divided by the number of miles as
given in the answers to question 1, gives an average of $32.20.
10. addition to this regular highway tax there was available
for road work in 1905 the poll tsx and considerable sums
which were appropriated out of the town general fund and
which were therefore not reported as highws.y tax to the Secretary of State. The poll tax was paid as follows. By cities,
$9,508; by villages, $10,957; by towns, $143,209; a total of
$163,674. According to the census of 1900 the population
J. the cities was 875,868; of villages, 94,466; of towns, 1,098708 j a total of 2,069,042. The proportion of voters by this
6
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censUs was given as,27%. According to this the num\er of
rural voters in 1900 wa:s about 296,000. Hence, it appears
that 296,000 rural voters pay $143,209 poll tax, or in. other
words, at one dollar each about one-half of the voters M nwaJ
communities pay 87% of the poll taxes of the state.
(b) How much was spent in building stone or gravel roads
in 1905'
(c) How much was spent for bridges f
(d) What proportion of the highway taxes is paid directly
in labor'
. The replies to these three questions were so incomplete and
the records in the possession of town clerks evidently so scanty,
that nothing could be determined from them as to the amount
for the whole state. The record of highway expenditures is
evidently kept in only the most general mliIiller.
(e) A.re highway expenditures concentrated on heaviest
traveled roads or distributed so that every man gets his own
road fixedf
Replies to this question indicated that 662 towns of the 879
reporting distributed the work, while only 217 made any attempt to concentrate the work in places where most needed.
12. Would yo·u· favor the formation of a highway division
in the Geological Survey to furnish free of charge to towns refJ.uesting it expert advice and supervision in the matter of
building and maintaining permanent roads.
Of the 734 replies to this question 642 were favorable and
92 unfavorable.
13. What proportion of wagons in your town have three
inch tires or wider f
The average of the replies sent in gave 62% of the wagons
of the state as having wide tires.
14. Ha·ve you ever tried harrowing Or rolling snow in your
town'
Of the 880 reporting 62 towns hlWe tried this and find it a
very good plan, while 818 have not tried it.
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QUESTIONS ADDRESSED TO RURAL FREE DELIVERY CARRIERS.

11. Name.

2. Location of route.
S. Length of route.
By the 1,117 replies to this question a total length of l'oute
of 27,552 miles was reported, an average of 24.66 miles Afl.
there are 1450 R. F. D. Carriers in the Rtate according to thi8
averap.:e, the total length of road travelled by them would be
35,757 miles.
4. H 0111 many miles of macadam roads't
The number of miles reported by the carriers in reply to this
question was 418, which is greater than that reported by the
town clerks, but as a gTe!iter number of carriers reported on
the (f11f'stion it is evident that this number is nearer right.
GTfl1,el ronds? fl,024 miles.
Clay roads? 5,311 miles
S(lndy r()fld,~? 13,80fl miles.
Tlw Rum of these variOlls kinds of roads leave!!! 1,963 miles
of the reported total length of route unclassified.
n. Give conditions of the road at various seMans of {he
year.
No gpneralizations possible from the replies to this.
6. Ha,~ fnp "split log drag" been used on your route'
64 TPnorted that it had been used.
7. How many days in the last year were roads so bad fM to
prM)ent the coverinq of the wkole of your route'
[Do not
counf oh,~tructions from snow.]
Thf1 average for the 1,300 replies received to this question
was 1.53 days.
8. Jl 0111 many days in the last y'ear have roads been so bad
as to prevenf their use by loaded wagons'
, Of the 1,020 replies the average given was 17.02 days.
By unloaded wagons?
The averag·e of 1,020 replies was 3.8 days.
It will be noted that this question was so worded as to in-
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elude only the days in which heavy wagons and light travel
were absolutely cut off from use of the roads. The number of
days during which the roads were very bad would be much
greater than this.
;
9. Tell what parts orthe roads were worse and give re(1,8ons.
No generalizations possible from replies to this.
10. What is the general nature of the road work along your
rome'
No generalizations possible from replies to this
11. How many wooden bridges on your route'
The total of the replies received gave 9.543.
Iron bridges' 2,652.
OMtcrete culvertsf 2,291
I ron pipe culverts' 1,211.
Tik drain culverts'! 4,953.
The replies to this question indicated that there are nearly
four times as many wooden bridges as steel bridges, and that
tile as culvert material is by long odds the favorite.
12. How many teams per day pass over the first part of
your route when roads are in good condition f The average
of 800 reports was 60.4.
Over farthest part f The average of 'r28 reports was 24.4.
Whe. roads are in bad condition how many teams per day
pM8 ()Vt)r the first part of the route'l Average of 786 reports
was 25.5.
Over farthest part' Average of 'r28 was 9.95.
This question was replied to by a fairly large per(>,entage of
the carriers, but in asking the question it was recognized that
any such estimate as could be made would be only a rough eEl'
timate at best. The averages for th~ whole state, however,
are significant as agreeing in the fact that about 60% of th('
travel upon rursl highways is cut off when roads are bad. The
effect of this diminished travel upon the conditions of life
must be very considerable.
13. How long does it talee you to' cover your route when
roads Me goodf
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The average of 1,112 replies received to this question was
5.94 hours.
When. roads are bad'! The avera;ge of 1,100 replies was
7.58 hours.
'Jhe average time wasted by each carrier when the roads are
bad is 1.64 hours.
14. How much longer route do you think you cO'Uld cover
will Ihe same ease as you cover your present route if roads
were .lways in first class condition. f
The average of 1,100 replies was 2.86 miles. When it is
considered that according to this average, which is the estimate.f the carriers themselves and therefore not likely to be
exceMive, the rural mail service could be extended over routes
aggregating a total of 4,100 miles without any increased expease whatever to the government or to anybody, if the roads
WMe kept in the condition they ought to be, the importance of
keepiBg roads in good condition can be very strongly appreei-

a"kld.
15. What would you thin.lc of a plan. such as they have in
other states whereby the State Geological Survey should mai,...
tam a highway division. to give advice and instruction. in. road
building to towns free of charge '!
Of the 1108 replies to this 1106 were unquaJ.lfiedly favortible. Two replies were doubtful and might be taken unfavorable.

QUESTIONS ADDRESSED TO FABMIlBS.

1. Name.
2. Location of farm.
s. Number of acres in. farm.
1'Lere were 753 answers to this question giving an ave. .
of 181.5 acres.
4. Distance from town.
There were 738 replies giving &Ill average of 5.6 miM.
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5. How many tons per horse can you haul on your roadf
(a) In summer?
709 replied giving an average of 1.06 tons.
(b) In fall?
685 replied giving an average of 1.02 tons.
(c) In winter on sleigh?
591 replied giving an a:verage of 1.67 tons.
On wagon?
654 rerlied giving an average of 1.08 tons.
(d) In spring?
638 :eplied giving an average of .47 tons.
These averages are from a large number of replies a.nd the
amount of the load which can be hauled must be, therefore,
fairly representative. These figures show that in the winter
time about 60% more can be hauled on sleighs than can be
hauled on wagons in the other seasons of the year when road~
are good, and in lipring less than 50ro of the ordinary load can
be hauled.
6. How many days worle per year for one team and mart
does '!Jour heavy hauling on the road require?
The average of 614 replies was 39 days.
7. How much could this time be shortened if roads were 01waY$ m good condition?
The ItTerage of 461 reports was 15 da;vs.
Wkaf wOtdd be the actual cash value of this time saved?
The average of 461 reports was $42.
8. How much time in the year do you estimate you spend on
the road with a light rig, such as going to church, lectures,
fairs, children driving to schoo,l, etc.?
The Itverage of 573 reports was 59 days.
What proportion of such light driving which you would
'Jtherwise do are you compelled to forego by the bad conditio'll
'Jf the roads?
The average of 311 reports was 19 days.
9. How much would you be willing to pay to have the roads
'l.lways in good condition, so as to be able to do such light driv-
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mg at any time you choose as tar as conditions of roads are
concerned?
The average of 312 reports was $36.
10. Hew much per acre, if any, would the value of your
farm be inc·reased it you had a first class road to town?
The averhge of 438 reports was $8.
Would this be a fair average of the increase in miu.e of the
farms in your town if they were all located on first dass roads?
If not, what would be the at'eragc?
The f.:verage of 202 reports was $8.
11. How many days 1:n the year are your roads so bad &8 t.
prevent hauling loads?
The average of 530 reports was 41 days.
How many on which light driving is impracticable!
The average of 435 reports was 24 days.
Would it be to your advantage to be able to market your
produ.ce at such times?
403 yes, 118 no.
12. El as the present law remitting taxes on wide tired wagons acted as a ve'ry strong ·incentive to their use in your town'
436 yes, 270 no.
Do you think it would be more effective to have a law such
as they have in Iowa to remit one quarter of the road tax for
hauling all loads over 800 pounds on tires at least three inches
wide?
364 yes, 311 no.
13. Are road taxes in your town paid in labort
617 yes, 120 no.
14. If road taxes were paid in cash and the roads worked
by contract, what proportion of the present tax in your town
would produce as good res1Llis as the p'I'esent system f
The average of 470 replies was 58'70.
15. Do you think it WO'l1.ld be advisable to substitute few the
present office of Oounty Surveyor a Oounty Engineer, eapable
of advising town 'and county officers as to the kind and ~e of
/lridges. culverts and other pe.rmanent improvements bP.RI
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wuited for the particular localities where they were to be ,lGHe,
besides performing the duties ofa Oounty Surveyor'
528 yes, 200 no.
16. Do you favor the plan which has been adopted in. Adf
the states of the Union of having the state and county both 11M
the town in building permanent -roads, thus having the til...
and railroads pay a share of the cost'
682 yes, 53 no.
17. Would you favor turning the heavily traveled road.
over to the county to maintain, and giving the county about,..
mill as a tax to do the work with'
539 yes, 190 no.
18. Do you t~ink the road overseers of your town would ....
sire to have a two-weeks' course given in the construction
roads, concrete culverts, etc., at Madison, somewhat after 0..
plan of the two weeks' farmers course now given every wint.'
253 yes, 379 no.
Do you think any considerable portion of them would __
to aUen d it?
236 yes, 392 no.
Would you think it advisable for the town board to pay ,.,.,
of their expenses to get them to go f
342 yes, 304 no.
19. Would you be in favor of having the next 1eg181a'UH
appropriate money to have a careful study of roads made ..
every county and general plans made for their improveme1l#;
and for the purpose of instructing town officers and road Of)fl'seers in the best methods of using the funds they have to spett.ci
on roads, making standard plans for bridges, etc., and otb.toise aiding the towns by technical advice f
551 yes, 137 no.

at

BULLETHl NO . XVIII .• PL . XI
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Fig 1.

Fill. 2.
These two photographs show roads which are located along t he side. of valleys in
Southwestern Wisconsin, and the deep C'ut!"l whirb are necessary to secure good grades.
The valley at the left in both pictures would haye afforded a location \\ itL natural gentle
gracle q
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CONDITIONS OF WISOONSIN ROADS.

1'rom the information secured from the trip about the !tate,
fyom general knowledge and from the letters just previously
JIH'lIltioned, it is evident that the conditions of Wisconsin roads
vary in all degrees from good to extremely bad. In some road
districts all the principles of proper location, construction and
maintenance have been sadly violated. In most road districts
only the larger part of them have been violated. In almost no
road district in the state has all the road work been done upon
I:orreet principles. If the road is properly constructed it is
almost sure to be poorly maintained. However, conditions may
he divided for convenience of description into poor and good
conditions, the former being described first.

BAD OONDITIONS.

Poor location. As d€scribed on page 7 the first neooasity
:for a good road is proper location. This is one of the requisites which many Wisconsin roads lack. Even in very hilly
districts some attempt has been made to make the roads follow section lines. This condition of affairs is well stated in
a letter which was received from a farmer in Burnett county.
He says, "Another thing is laying out roads. This thing of
following arbitrary lines and climbing hills at run angle of
forty-five degrees will never give good roads. I have lived in
hillier counties, but never had to climb such hills 88 where
.,hey lay roads on section lines."
One of the first results of this poor location is that money
is 1ISed in attempting to cut down the steep hills rund fill up the
shaY]) depressions. In one case seen west of Richland Center,
which is shown in figs. 1 and 2, plate XI, a road followed along
the side of a valley in approximately a straight line acrose the
irregularities of the surfli.oo, which were quite sharp. This
road was in comparatively good shape so far as grade Will! oon-
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cernfld, but it had been made so by an. almost continuous series
of cuts and fills. This road was but a short distance from the
valley bottom, where a right of way coull have been purchased
and a road with less irregularity of grade constructed for a
small fraction of what the cuts and fills on the present road
must have cost.
The poor location of many Wisconsin roads also makes them
subject to being washed out during heavy showers. The roads
f.re so located with respect to drainage lines that it is almost
imr sibiL for the crdinary bridge or culvert, as too often oonstructf'd, to withstand the action of water for more than a very
few seasons.
Poor construction. In constructing a country road it is the
common practicfl to heap the dirt up in the center together witl,
such sods, weeds, and small brush as happen to be in the way,
making a windrow in the center of the road which is very care
fully avoided by all teams. The surface of the road is lefl
soft and irregulllir with a fond hope that eventually it win pad,
down into a good solid road-l ed.
This I ractice is followed
for earth roads, and for gravel 'roads as well.
The result of leaving the sod and weeds in the middle of the
road is to make the soil even more porous than it would be if
the clean earth alone were thrown up by the grader, and as a
consequence, when the teams are compelled to travel upon thi~
high portion of the road by the impassability of the other parts
it has become nothing more or less than a big sponge of decaying vegetable matter and soil. It is speedily floated to the sides
of the road Imd ruts formed which hold watflr and rapidly disintegrate the foundation.
The throwing aside of the sod and similar material and the
use of a common harrow to level the surface will benefit most
newly constructed earth roads. If a rollel is available, earth
roads can be made very good to start with without waiting for
travel to pack them down, but under present circulllstances the
iciea that a new road is alwavs a bad road is v~ dtJ6idedly
justified.
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Fig. 1. A flat-topped clay road in Clark county.
are wheel tracks in a thick layer of dust

Fig. 2.

BULLETIN NO . XVIII .• PL. XII.

The ruts appearing in t he picture

Flat-topped clay road in Clark county showing how s uch a road ruts when wet.
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BULLETIN NO . XVIII •• PL, XIII,

Clay road covered with gravel which is left just as dumped by the wagons, with no
attempt to spr~ad it, so that teams can drive over it.
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Figs. 1 and 2, plate XII, give pictures of a. road which if'
constructed so that its cross section is like that indicated in fig.
6, plate IV. This type of ('()Lstruction has altog ther too flat a
top, the result being that as soon as the road is worn a little bit
in the middle the water has no means of running to the ditch,
and the middle of the road therefore catches and holds all the
water which falls upon it and the ditches are of no use. The
same road is shown in fig. 2, after it has been wet and cut up
by the traffic.
Plate XIII, gives a icture of a gravel road which
had been constructed for about a month.
On ths day
visited it consisted of two very soft muddy tracks on either
side of r. heap of gravel about two feet high and with such
steep sides as to make it dangerous to drive across, to say
nothing of attempting to drive lengthwise over it. The teams
had traveled on both sides of this road and will continue to
do so until compelled by the absolute impassability of the rest
of the road to use the graveled way and pack it down. This
gravel could have been spread out even roughly, and at very
slight expense, and made into a much more valuable improvement of the road.
When gravel roads axe built without the use of a roller
it is customary to let the teams beat down a single traveled
way, and travel in that to the neglect of the uncompacted material outside of this traveled portion. Very much bettel· results and more permanent gravel roads can be constructed in
this way if obstructions such as logs or boulders are placedas some towns do at present-so that the travel is forced to
beat new tracks until the whole roa:d ~as been traveled upon
and compacted.
In laying culverts they are frequently built close to the
surface of the road so that they are sure to be cut by wheels
before they are a year or two old. They are left without any
protection at the ends so that sooner or later the gradual wushing awa.'Y of the soil will leave them. unsupported, to fall and
break.
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Poor drainage. Relati\'e to this subject the follo~ is
quoted from a letter from a road sup~rvisor:- "The eolltlby
in general makes roads without e\'er trying to get water .:ff
them. For instance, I was road o\'erseer on a· new pieee o:f
rOli:d this year. The town board came along and told me tfley
would let a job on a certain date on the swamp. As they were
using the funds of my district without leave I said to make
the outlet first and as much road ditch as the funds would allow, but they let the job on the road ditch and put off tOO ntlet until some other time." There are probably not many instances of such flagrant disregard of the fundamental .nnciples of drainage, but there is certainly a lack of attempt to
see that the roads are properly drained. If one were to drive
over almost any road in the state after a shower he would find
several puddles and places where the water was running across the road.
Poor drainage and the consequent soft condition of the rf)ad
are often times due to improper use of the grader in repairing
the road. Secondary ditches are often made instead of ilie
main ditches so that the water does not reach the main diteh
to flow away, but is left standing alongside of the roa.d and
near enough by, so that it can do considerable damage. A
section of such a road is shown in fig. 3, Plate IV
Lack of maintenance. Country roads aTe not alone in 81:1£fering from a lack of continuous maintenance, city streets
being almost as badly off in this regard as are the ordinary
roads. The chapter on IDa.intenlll...OO shows thu good effect and
desirability from every point of view of some system of maintenance. The chief function of maintenance is to keep YMel' .
out of the road. The effect of its lack is shown in the two
fi~res on plate XIV. The first on. slows a roal'. which is .rdinarily very good, with a small amount of water standing in
very shallow ruts and puddles. As the wheels of the vehieles
pass through these puddles they continually cut them iteep&r
until -the water dries up. When the next shower OOD1e8 de
ruts are cut deeper still, until the water again dries out. AAer
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Fig. 1. Clay road in Calumet county with shallow ruts
filled with water just after a shower.

BULLETIN NO .

XVIII.,

Fig. 2. More heavily traveled clay road one-half mile from
road at left showing effects of allowing water to stand in ruts.

Pl. XIV.
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Pl. XV.

Fig. 1. Sandy road in Trempealeau county covered with shale, in which the sandstone
was left in large pieces.

Fig. 2. Gravel road in Washington county with sod and coarse gravel heaped in the
center with the road machine..
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a "eryfew showers the road gets to be in the condition shown
.. the second figure. But a very few cents expended in using
• split log drag would have sufficed to fix up the road shown
.ia the first figure so that the water could not stand on the surface, and the rapid deterioration of the road to the condition
Ihown in the second figure entirely stopped. The road in the
iOOOnd figure is almost bad enough to require reworking with
1I1e grader at a cost of $15.00 to $30.00 per mile, where a dollar
would hli:ve fixed a mile if it had been done when the road was
.. the condition shown in the first figure.
The two photographs on plate XV show roads which. could
ltue been kept in extremely good condition with a very slight
amount of attention and which were both quite bad on account
0' til.) lack of this attention.
The first ne is a sandy road
w:.i.oh has been Cuvered with Ehale in which large pieces of the
sandstone were left. If a little trouble h2.d .Jeen well in
order to Eecure sbale free from sandstone blocks this would
have made an excellent road.
The second figure shows a road which. was built through a
natural gravel pit. The gravel had been turned up from the
sides towards the center with a road machine, but the sod had
been piled up with the gravel so that it made a bad ridge ahoo.i a foot in height all along the middle of the road. No atttmpt had been made to throw the large loose ston~ off the
r()ad. and as a consequence it was very rough.
It ill a continual surprise to anyone who has never seen any
system of maintenance practiced to see the good effects pro(lUcffl at a very small cost. In the last road described much
hoo.efit would result to the rOlid if while it was moist a split
log drag were used upon it. In some places the sod would be
too tough for the drag to take hold upon it and it might be ne~easary to clean the sod off with a road machine, but if the
ground were thoroughly moist the split log drag, if run so as
t.() drag the material to the side of the road, would clear off
mogt of the sod and all of the loose pebbles. If this were done
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it would be a plea:sure to travel over such a road instead of
being a discomfort.
Politics in road work. One thin~ which hM interfered
materially with good road work in Wisconsin is very well expressed in a letter received from : farmel' by the Maryland
Highway Division. He stated that in his county "they mix
politics and l:;.rge rocks and have no good roads." If this condition were confined to Maryland we should have abundant
reason to congratulate ourselves, but in the blank headed, "Remarks on Local Conditions" in the questions sent out to 2000
farmers of the state, there is a very llirge number of replies
indicating that politics and roads are pretty intimately mixed
in \Visconsin as well as Maryland. St:;.tements of the character of this - 'any good friend of our town chairman can be!lome overseer no matter whether he knows whether the road
is to be made with a spade or a needle'-are common. One
man makes the stRtement that i.1 'lis town 'the o~ce of highway
commissioner is one of the strongest means of working politics
that there is, and th5.t the office of highway commissioner is
given to the strongest workers for the officers elected. By the
cancelling of poll tax, and returning the highway tax to tho
town clerk as worked out, when, as a matter of fact, the tax
payer has worked but a small part of his tax on the road, and
by similar practices, the highway officers are enabled to keep
strong frien,ds for election day.' Sl..ch statements cf conlitions
as the last are not taken from irresponsible people but are sober
sane expressions of opinion of persons who 5.Te interested in a
proper application of their tax monty.
GOOD CONDITIONS.

Previously we have been discussing the bad conditionR in the
Wi:,,,onsin highway situation. It must not be unLerstc )u, from
this howeV'er, that -.leT.') is no ~oo,-. to be found, no high Nay
cOIIuni88ioners who are using proper methods, and no public
interest in the construction of good roads. Many highway
cummissioners are beginning to show a keener interest in pre-
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pet' methods of construction and the people who pay for the
l'O&.ds are beginning to show a public spirit that is very promising for the future.
In several counties of the state the people in the cities and
the surrounding towns are cooperating to build good roads.
The city and town of Baraboo have been doing especially good
work along this line. They have taken advantage of the law
whiM - equires the count: t., pay half of the cost of road onstruction. The following quotation from a letter from the
clerk of the town of Baraboo illustrates the plan which they
have followed:"In 1903 we purchased !II stone crusher and began in earnest the permanent improvement of our highways. Our plan
is to each spring vote an appropriation of $1,000.00 for thiR
purpose, said appropriation to be used with an equal sum
from the ('ounty, as provided by Chapter 312, LIi'Ws 1901.
The section of the road to be improved is decided upon and the
"lxpense of grading provided for by the following condition
which is always attached to this appropriation, viz, 'that it
shall go to the main travelel highwaJ le!lding into the city of
Baraboo that will raise the largest cash subscription for permanent improvement, provided ssid subscription is not less than
a thousand dollars.' So far the subscriptions have run from
%1,500.00 to $2,500.00 per annum.
Enclosed you will find a crude plat of the town which shows
you how our highways center in the city of Baraboo and how
the stone roads are radiating from the city. The city meets us
with macadam when we come to the city limits with a stone
road. All work is done upon a cli;sh basis and usually under
the immediafu direction of the superintendents. The superintendents report to the chairman every week; bills are paid
every two weeks. Some portions of work are sometimes let
by oontract to tl:.e lowest bidder.
Yours truly,
FRANKLIN JOHNSON."
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Other towns in the state are working on plans somewhat
similar to that used in the town of BSiraboo. In Laf..,ette
lOunty one town is preparing to take up a comprebflasi.ve
scheme of road improvement, outlining a certain am..ownt of
work and attempting to accomplish some p6!rt of it ea.cIa. year.
In Racine county one town appointed a special commissioner
to investigate road conditions and determine the best methods
of construction to apply to their town and map out a course
of work that should be followed through Ii: term of yean!. In
Waukesha and Milwaukee counties much good work in building permanent roads has been done and, in fact, froID. Door
county south to the state line some very good roads ha"e been
~uilt with the abundr..nt gravel which is found almost everywhere in that part of the state. Plate XVI shows a: good.
gravel road and a permanent stone culvert bmlt in the eastern
. part of the state.
In concluding this chapter on Wisconsin conditions I would
state as a general fact, true in the main throughout the state,
that the people are not suffering from extremely bad roads, but
they are enduring moderately bad roads when the money which
Ihey are paying is sufficient, if properly handled, to pay for
lJaod roads.

WISCONSIN GEOL. AND NAT. HIST. SURVEY.

Fig. 1.

BULLETIN NO. XVIII ••

PL.

XVI.

A good gravel road in Sheboygan county.

Fig.I2:,\''' Good permanent stone culvert in the town of Wabeka, Washington county.
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n.

ROAD LAWS AND CONDITIONS IN OTHER
STATES.
In any county or state where there is considerable interest
in building good roads or where good roads have been built,
such conditions have been brought about by control of the highways by some large unit of government. In Europe the roads
are for the most part constructed and cared for by the national
and provincial governments, only short local stretehes off the
main lines of travel being left to neighborhood control. In this
country wherever any extensive movement for the construction
of permanent highw5:Ys in rural districts has developed it has
been under sta:te control. At present twenty~two states have
some form of state contz-ol and state aid for road building. The
movement for state control was not started until 1891-15
years ag<r-and flOOt that it has been in this comparatively
short time adopted in nearly half the states of the Union is a
strong indication of the favor with which it has been received.
Wisconsin is the only state north of the Ohio river and east of
the western boundary of Minnesota and Iowa which has not
yet adopted such a system.
In view of the lively interest which the people of Wisconsin
are beginning to take in road matters, and the probability that
this interest will ultimately lead to state control and state aid
for building country roads, digests of the laws adopted by
some of the statee are given in order that their experience may
tot
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be used as a guide. The outlines of the plans of the different
states are largely taiken from Bulletin No. 4 of the Ohio Highway Commission. However oopies of the laws have been directly referred to, particularly in the case of New York, New
Jersey, Michigan, Iowa and Minnesota.
The various provisions of the laws a:re collected under the
following heads in order to facilitate comparisons.
1. Date of beginning of state aid and general duties of State
Highway Officer.
2. Right of petition for state aid.
3. The officer or body petitioned.
4. Total state aid fund.
5. Limitations on state aid.
6. Apportionment of the cost of state aid roads.
7. YS!ttD.er of doing work under state aid.
S. Securing right of way.
9. Duty of making surveys.
10. Repairs and maintenance of state aid roads.
'111. Machinery furnished by state.
r 12. Powers of state highway officer.
--over road supervisors.
--over distribution of state aid fund.
--over maintenance of state aid roads.
--over street railways on state aid roads.
-Qver automobiles, bicycles, etc.
-to compel town and county officers to furnish uniform
detailed accounts of highway and bridge expenditures.
13. County Supervisor for roads.
14. Legal width of roads built by state aid.
15. Wide tire laws.
16. Public meetings of local highwaY' officials.
Where any of these heads is omitted in describing the conditions in any state the inference to be drawn is that there is
no 18JW in regard to this. The la.ws of New Jersey, Massachusetts, N ew York and Maryland are given in spe~iaJ. full-
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n'USS as these are the states which have had most experience
with this plan and whose laws are the outcome of more extended practical knowledge of the problems arisi..J.g in connection with state aid.

NEW JERSEY.
E. C. HUTCHINSON •••••••••••••••••••• • Commis8ioner of Public Road,.
R. A. MEEKEB...•.•••.•..••••••••••••• State Engineer and Supervisor.

In a list of states aiding the building of country roads New
Jersey is given the first plaoo as it was the first state to adopt
such a plan. The movement for state aid was started there
shortly after 1872, due to the efforts of the Board of Agriculture.
In 1891 the first state aid law was passed by the legis~
lature.
It provided for the construction of improved roads
and promised state aid for this purpose to the amount of onethird the cost of construction.
This early law has been
modified by almost every successive legislature and an increasing amount of money appropriated at each session.
Date and duties. In its final form the road law of New
Jersey is the product of the Legislature of 1905.
The right of petition. The right of petition lies in the governing body of any township, toWIi, borough, village, or of any
municipality governed by a board of commissioners.
Such
governing body may be p~titioned by the owners of two-thirds
the linear frontage on any public road asking them to request
state aid for that road.
The office or body petitioned. State highway commission.
Total state aid fund. Since the passage of the state aid law
New Jersey has built roads each year to the amount given in
table below. The total cost given includes state, county and
town money.
1892 .••.••••
1893 .•.•••••
1894 .•••••••
1895 ..••••••

10.55
27.34
32.28
46.33

miles
miles
miles
miles

costing
costing
costing
costing

$61,985.55
218.194.39
224.088.12
320.770.59
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60.82
18,96 .•••• '.' •
66.665
1897 ..••••..
84.564
1898 ....... .
114.4ti
1899 ...... ..
75.782
1900 ....... .
109.376
1901 ....•.••
154.745
1902 ..... '."
1903 .•......
152.92
107.717
~904 ....... .
Total ... " 1,043.529

miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
miles

costing
costing
costing
costing
costing
costing
costing
costing
costing
costing

331,615.78
342,166.68
319,777.64
478,628.39
489,541.20
511,644.96
794,033.86
832,546.38
820,521. 74
5,745,515.28

The cost of roads has ranged from $1,554 per mile (for a
gravel roa:d) to $25,500 per mile, averaging $5,505 per mile.
The cheapest macadam road cost $4.282 per mile.
The annual state appropriation at present is $250,000.00
with $400,000 as the limit to the amount of state funds which
can be appropriated in anyone year.
Limitations on state aid. State aid is extended on the same
terms to all political units in the state excepting cities.
The limitation to the amount of contracts which can be let in
any COlffity depends ~n the tax rate and is 1/2 of 170 of the
assessed valuation for the preceding year.
Apportionment of the cost of state aid roads. The state pays
33%%, the petitioning unit pays 66%70 in case it is not
the land owners who petition. If the land owners petition the
state pays 23%%, the land owners 10% and the town or
county pays 66%%.
Manner of doing wor~ under state aid,. All work is done
by contract, bids being a:dvertised for by the board of county
commISSIoners. All bi.ds are subject to the approval of the
state highway commission.
Duty of making surveys. All surveys ior proposed improvements are made under the direction and at the expense
of the county board of supervisors but no survey is made without the consent of the state highway commissioner. This is
to prevent the making of useless surveys. Oopies of surveys
must be deposited with the state highway commission.
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RepUlirs and maintenance of state aid roads. The county;
board is :required to keep in good repair all roads improved
under the act providing for state aid and can be compelled to
do this by mandamus proceedings instituted by any freeholder.
Powers of state highway officer-over road supervisors. The state commissioner has full
power to appoint whom he sees fit as overseers of construction
for roa:ds receiving state aid. These supervisors were Qriginally to be paid by the county but the law of 1905 requires them
to be paid by the state alone. The state highway commissioner
may summarily dismiss such supervisors whenever he thinks
they are incompetent or inefficient.
-over distribution of state aid fund. The annual state
appropriation is distributed among the counties by the state
highway commissioner in such a manner as to him seems fair
and equitable. When petitions filed ca:ll for more aid than the
annual amount of appropriation, the Governor and the commissioner apportion the sum amongs~ the counties in proportion to the cost of the roads constructed therein for each year.
-over maintenance of state aid roads. The local supervisors having charge of the maintenance of roads built with the
aid of the state- can be discharged by the state commissioner
when their work is not properly done.
Oounty supervisor. After the first state aid road is built
the county board of supervisors must appoint a county supervisor of roads.
Wide tires. A rebate in road taxes may be given by the
town for all tires over 4 inches in width. This reba.te must not
exceed $1.00 for each wheel.
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MASSACHUSETTS.
W. E.
JOH..~

McCLINTOCK. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . }

H.

MANNING.........................

High'WG1I Oommission.

HABOLD PA.BKEa. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Date and duties. In 1892 the legislature passed a law under
which the Governor with the advice and consent of the council
a.ppointed three persons as a highway commission. This commission was to investigate matters of· road construction and
maintenance, find cost of the same, investigate the geology of
the state in relation 'to road materials, and to prepare ma.ps
and plans showing routes recommended for improvement. In
1894 tbe scope of the commission was enlarged by requiring
them to compile statistics relative to roads and to furnish
engineering service and &.dvice to towns and counties desiring it.
Right of petition for state aid. Any city, county, or town
can petition to have a road taken in charge by the state.
Whom petitioned. Starte highway commission.
Total state aid fund. The first appropri&.tion for the state
aid fund was $4,000.00. The next year thi.s was raised to
,$300,000.00 and reached a maximum of $800,000.00 in 1897.
· Since then the annual appropriation has been $520,000.00 to
· $550,000.00.

Limitations on state aid. Any town, city, or village may
· receive state aid. No county may have state· aid in anyone
year for the construction of over 10 miles of highway.
Apportionment of the cost of state aid roads. The state pays
the whole cost but the county must repay one quarter within six
years of the time of construction.
Manner of doing work under state aid. The work is done
under contracts let by th'e sta.te commissioner. The county or
town petitioning for the road has the right to put in a noncompetitive bid on the construction. This· privilege was extended in order that towns might by this means be in:fl.uenced
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to provide themselves with proper equipment, and by building

roads under the supervision of the state commission learn how
to properly construct them and so be in a position to go ahead
independently and build other roads beside state aid roads.
Duty of making surveys. The surveys must be made by the
body petitioning for state aid and copies of the surveys must
be filed with the petition.
Repairs and maintenance of state aid roads. The maintenance of state aid roads is in charge of the state highway
commission. The expense of maintaining state aid roads to a
maximum of $50 per annum is borne by the towns. All costs
above this are paid by the state.
Machinery furnished by the state. Under certain restrictions county commissioners will be furnished. by the state with
such steam roilers, crushers and other road machines as the
commission may doom necessary.
Powers of state highway officer-over distribution of state aid fund. The apportionment
of the amount of road to be constructed. in the different counties rests entirely upon the decision of the highway commission
and is limited. to ten miles in one county unless the governor
and council approve.
-over street railways on state aid roads. The .highway
commission has jurisdiction as to digging up or placing any
structure upon state aid roads.
-over automobiles, bicycles, etc. Authority and jurisdiction as to registration and other matters relative to the use of
automobiles and motor cycles was given to the commission by
the legislature of 1903 and amended in 1905. Annual revenue to the state from this law is about $50,000.00.
-to compel town and county officers to fu1'fllish uniform
detailed accounts of highway and bridge expenditures. Authority to compel the local road authorities throughout the
state to furnish information regarding public roads and
bridges is given to the commission.
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Width of road built by state aid. State roads are built from
12 to 18 feet in width of hard surface.
Public meetings. The commission is required to hold each
year at least one public meeting in each county for the discussion of questions relating to public roads.

VERMONT.
CHARLES W. GATES ••••••••••••••••••••• State Highway

Oommissioner.

In 1892 the general assembly authorized the appointment of
a commission to make li:D. examination of the highway system
of the state and report upon it to the next legislature. One
sentence of this report is quite significant. "A large proportion of the highway tax of this state is expended in repairing
damage done to hill roads by storm wate,rs."
Date and general duties. In 1894 the commission was made
permanent and the duty laid upon them to investigate modern
methods of road building.
Total state aid fund. A state tax of five cents on each dollar of the "grand list" was levied. The "grand list" is about
1 % of the assessed value of the property so that the tax amounts
to about 1/20 of 1%. In 1904 this amounted to $91,795.00.
Apportionment of the cost of state aid roads. Funds are
distributed to the locli!lities in proportion to their road mileage.

Powers of state highway officer-over road supervisors. The state highway commisaioner
has supervision-through the town commissior..er--of expenditures of all state appropriation for highway improvement.
Public meetings. Meetings of local road commissioners are
held throughout the state each year.
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OONNEOTIOUT.
J.ums H.

M&.eDONALD••••••••••••••••••• State Hig1/.1J)(JlI Oommissioner.

Date and general duties. In 1895 the general assembly provided for the appointment of three highway commissioners.
The demands by tile towns for state aid have been so far in advance of state appropriations that in 1905 the requests were
scaled down to 37% of what was asked for in order to bring
them: within the amount appropriated. This large amount of
state aid requested is no doubt due to the fa.ct that the state
pays such a large proportion of the cost.
Right of petition for state aid. Any town can petition for
state aid.
Whom petitioned. The highway commission.'
Total state aid fund. The first annual appropriation in
1895 was $75,000.00. In 1897 it was increased to $100,000.00,
in 1899 to $175,000.00. In 1901 the annual appropriation
was inm-eased to $225,000.00.
Limitat:ons on state atid. Only towns are benefited by state
aid. The limit of state money to be expended in any town
in one year is $4,500.00. The money is divided in proportion
to the amounts requested.
Apportionment of the cost of state aid 1'OOOS. At first the
state paid lh, the county lh and t.he town lh of the cost of
construction. This has been so amended that the state pays
% of the cost when the assessed valuatio- of the town exceeds
$1,000,000.00 and % when it is below $1,000,000.00.
Manner of doing work under state aid. Work is done by
contract and the specifiations are prepared by the state highway commissioner. The town authorities have joint power
with the highway commissioner as to appro"\'al of bids and contr8JCts. All work under a limit of $1,000.00 may be built by
the town without advertising for competitive bids.
Duty of making surveys. The surveys were originally to be
prepared by the town board, but the legislature of 1905 gave
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the authority for making surveys into the hands (}f the state
commissioner.
Repwirs and maintenance of state aid roads. The maintenance of roads constructed by state aid is left to the towns.
Machinery furnished by state. The highway commissioner
is given authority, when he wd the selectmen doom it wise,
to purchase stone crushers for USe in towns remote from railroad facilities.
Powers of state highway of!icers-over road supervisors.
The state highway commissioner has the power to appnint inspectors of construction who are paid by the state.
-over distribuiwn of state aid fund.
The commissioners are given discretion lIS to the granting of
state aid for improvements costing less than $500.00.
-over mlJlintenance of state aid roads.
In case the selectmen of the town neglect to make needed repairs on state aid roads after a month's notice, the highwa:y
commissioner has authority to take charge of the maintenance
of the road and to make the needed repairs.

NEW YORK.
A. VAN ALsTYNE ••••••••••••••••• State Engineer anti S1J,rv~or
EDMmm F. VAN HOUSEN ..••.••• •Deputy State Engineer and Surveyor.
HENRY

Date and general duties. In 1898 the New York legislature passed a bill known as the Higby-Armstrong Good Roalt;
Law. Under this law the state engineer Wli)8 instructed to
investigate methods of road construction and determine the
best methods for the various sections of the state. He Wli)8
required to furnish advice relative to the improvement of the
roads free of charge to highway officers and other interested
persons.
Right of petition for state aid. The right to petition for
state aid lay originally with the board of supervisors of any
county but was laterextl'lnded to III majority of the owners of
linear frontage on any road.
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Whom petitioned. The state engineer.
Total state aid fund. The first appropriation for state aid
was $50,000.00. This appropriation rapidly grew until in
1904 $1,108,265.00 were expended by the state. The counties
met this expenditure with a total expenditure on their part of
$2,032,855.00.
Apportionment of the cost of state aid roads. One-half the
cost of state aid roads is paid by the state. The other halI
is distributed as follows: in case the movement originated with
the county it is required to pay 35%, and 15% is paid by the
township. In case the petition originates with the property
owners the county pays 35% and 15% is assessed upon the
lands benefited. in proportions determined by the town assessors.
The construction of the roads is carried on in the order of receipt of the final resolution of approval.
Manner of doing work under state o:id. Work is done und.eocontracts let by the state engineer. By law 10% of the monthly
estimates is retained from the contractor until the work is completed satisfactorily. It is also provided that after a eounty
board has once passed 81 resolution appropriating money for a
road such resolution can not be rescinded. Any town or county,
through its supervisors, may bid on the construction of any;
piece of road within its territory.
Securing right of way. The county board is required to secure the right of way for the proposed improvement.
Duty of making surveys. Surveys and maps are made by
the stli:te engineer.
Repairs aM maintenance of state aid roads. The maintenance of improved highways is in charge of the supervisors of
the county.
Powers of state highw~ officer-over distribution of strde aid fund.
The state engineer is empowered. to withhold funds due to
the counties when they have not taken proper care of the roads
already built for them with state aid.
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-over maintenance of stale aid roads.
In the event of neglect by the county commissioners to keep
~tate aid roads in proper repair, the state engineer is empowered to cause such repairs to he ma:de at the expense of the
county.
-over street railways on state aid roads.
The use of state aid roads by street railways is under the
regulation of the state engineer.
-to compel town and county officers to furnish uniform
detailed accounts of highway and bridge expenditures.
The state engineer is given authority to demand information
from local road authorities with which to compile the statistics
which he is required to make up.
Oounty supervisor. When state aid roads have been built
in any county the sta:te engineer may at his discretion refuse
to grant petitions for any further state aid until the county
board shall have appointed a county engineer: Such county
engineer must forward to the state engineer reports on the conditions of the highways in each town of his county. He has
charge of the work of repairing roads, constructing and repairing bridges, and is required to make surveys and maps of
the roads in his county.
Width of road built by state aid. State aid roads have an
improved surface of not less than eight feet nor more than sixteen feet.
Public meetings. The state highway engineer is required
to hold at least one public meeting in each county every year
for the discussion of highway questions.
Mter the passage of this law the demand for state aid from
the various counties increased very rapidly. It soon became
evident that no appropriations consistent with the ordinary
revenues of the state would be sufficient to provide the aid requested. As a consequence the . legislature of 1903 passed a
resolution to amend the constitution permitting the issuing of
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$50,000,000.00 in bonds for the purpose of obtaining funds
for highway construction. This was concurred in by the 1905
legislature and approved by the people at the general election
of 1905 by an overwhelming majority. This resolution provides that the bonds shall be issued only as required and also
provides for a sinking fund of !;;t least 2% per annum aside
from the interest. Such an enormous debt imposed upon the
people by themselves by a great majority of the votes cast is
a strong proof of the good which the people of New York conceive to have been done by money appropriated by the state
for highway purposes.

MARYLAND.
Wl:LLI.ut BULLOCK CL.um: ••.•••..•. Superintendent Gnd Sta.te (}eologt8t.
WALTER W. CROSBy ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • Ohief Engineer.

Date and general duties. In 1898 the general assemh~y
passed a la.w providing for the investigation of road construction in 1faryland. The work was placed in charge of the state
geological survey commission.
They are charged with the
distribution of literature and giving of lectures upon road subjects and making of tests upon road materials.
Right of petition for state aid. The right of petition lies
in the county boards of commissioners. The owners of %
the linear frontage on any road of not less than a mila in
length may petition the county commissioners. If these petitioners bind themselves to pay 10% of the cost of the road the
county commissioners are required to petition for state aid.
Whom petitioned. The highway commission.
Total state aid fund. The sum of $200,000.000 is annually
appropriated for state aid in highway construction.
Limitations on state aid. The county commissioners can
not be required to expend on state aid roads more than 25 %
of the road levy of the county.
A pportionment of the cost of state aid roru1s. The amount
of state aid in any county is proportional to the road mileage.
The state pays one-half the cost of construction. If any county
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does not avail itsel£ of its share such share is reapportion~d
among the counties desiring it.
Manner of doing work under state aid. The work is done
under contracts let by the county commissioners, but if bids
are too high they may build in some other manner. All contracts are subject to the approval of the state highway engineer.
Securing right of way. State aid appropriations are not to
be used for the purpose of aequiring the right of way for any
road improvement.
Duty of maldng surveys. Surveys and specifications are
p~ared by the state commission.
Repr:llirs and mainiJenance of state aid roads. The counties
are responsible for the repair and maintenance of state aid
roa:ds. Such repairs must be satisfactory to the state commissioner and the county officers can be compelled by mandamus
proceedings to keep the roads in proper condition.
Powers of state highwU!JJ officer-over road supervisors. The immediate supervision of the
",:ork is in charge of the state commission and supervisors are
paid out of the state appropriation.
-over distribution of state aid fund. The highway commission can withhold sts.te aid funds from counties not complying
with their requirements.
-over maintenance of state aid roads. State aid roads must
be maintained in a manner satisfaetory to the highway commission which is empowered to withhold funds if the work is
not satisfactory.

MAINE.
PAUL D. SAlIGlIIN'l' ......................... • OOfnltn4Brion.er

of Hig71iW1J1l8.

Date and generaZ duties. The first state aid laIW was passed
in 1901. In 1905 a law requiring the appointment of a stl!.te
highway commissioner was passed. This commissioner is
required to compile statistics on roads, ecmduct inveetit{ations
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relative to roads, distribute maps and publications, and by
lecturing and otherwise to disseminate knowledge throughout
the state on the subject of road construction and maintenance
md also concerning bridges and side walks.
Right of petition for state aid. The officers of any city,
town, or organized plantation may pEtition for state aid.
Whom petitioned. Petitions are made to the board of
county commissioners who petition the secretary of state.
Total state aid fund. The first appropriation for state aid
was $15,000.00 in 19-02; in 1903 this wa:s made $20,000.00
and in 1904 it was increased to $40,000.00.
Limitations on state aid. Towns and cities may reoolve
state aid for construction of any piece of work costing more
than $100.00 and less thm $300.00.
Apportionment of the cost of state aid road&. The state
pays lh the cost of im:Qrovments whose cost is within the limits
named in the last paragraph.
M an1ter of doing work under state aid. The manner in
which work shall 00 done is left to the choice of the towns and
counties.
Powers of staie highway officer-to compel town and county officers to furnish uniform detailed accounts of highway and bridge expenditures. All
township and county officers are required to furnish informl1~
tion upon request to the commissioner of highways.
Wide tires. The town may remit not over $3.00 of road
tax to users of 6 inch tires.
Public Meetings. The highway commission is required each
year to hold a meeting in each county of the state for the discussion of questions pertaining to the highways.
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PENNSYLVANIA.
JOSEPH

W.

HUNTER ••••••••••••••••••••••••• • H.ighway

Oommissioner.

Date and general duties. In 1903 the state highway departmwt was formed by the legislature of the state. The depa:rtment was charged with the compilation of statistics and
information as to the mileage, character, and condition of the
state highways. Methods of road construction were to be investigated and standards established. Advice and information was to be furnished free of charge to road officials whenever required.
Right of petition for state aid. The township supervisors
with the approval of the majority of the assessed valuation of
real estate can petition county commissioners and through the
courts compel the county commissioners to petition for state
aid.
Whom petitioned. The state highway department.
Total state aid fund. The total sum of $6,500,000.00 was appropriated at the time of the formation of the highway depart
ment. Of this sum $500,000.00 was avail:;;ble during each of
the first two years, $1,250,000.00 the third year, the same for
the fourth year, and $1,500,000.00 each in the fifth and sixth
years.
Limitations on state aid. State aid is appropriated among
the coun . s in proportion to the road mileage. If any part of
the apportionment for a county is no" applied for within two
years, it is to return to the state treasury and be reapportioned.
State aid is limited to highways outside of the corporate limits
of any city or borough.
Apportionment of the cost of state aid roads. Of the total
cost of the improvement tw<rthird is to be paid by the state,
one-sixth by the county and one-sixth by the township. This
was lmer amended so that the state is required to pay threefourths of the total and the town and county each one-eighth.
Roads which pass through boroughs and connect state aid roads
may receive aid to the extent of three-fourths of th~ cost.
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Manner of doing work under state aid. The state commissioner is empowered to advertise for bids and let contracts
without consulting the local officials. All contracts are to be
signed by the state highway commissioner and approved by
the attorney general
Duty of making surveys. Surveys and estimates of cost are
made by the state highway department.
Repairs and maintenance of state aid roads. 10% of the
total state appropriations for state aid is set aside for maintenance.
Powers of state highway officer-over automobiles, bicycles, etc. The highway department
is charged with the duty of issuing all automobile licenses in
the state.
-to compel town and county officers to furnish uniform detailed accounts of highway and bridge expenditures. The
highway department is authorized to demand reports upon
road conditions from all local road officials.

MICHIGAN.
HORATIO

S. EuLE...••••••....•••... State Commissioner of High-'UXJlIlI.

Date and general duties. An amendment to the sta.te constitution was submitted to the voters in April 1905 and adopted
by a large ma:jority. This amendment enabled the state1:D
appropriate money to aid in highway building and the legislature thereupon passed a law creating a highway commission.
Right of petition for state aid. Towns or counties may
petition.
Whom petitioned. The state highway commission.
Tota~ state aid fund.
The first appropriation for the year
of 1905 was $30,000.00 and $60,000.00 was appropriated for
1906. $10,000.00 of each appropriation is available for running expenses of the office of the commissioner.
S
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Limitations on ,tate aid. The law is intro.ded to benefit
country roads alone. Not less than one or more than two miles
of road in anyone township is eligible for state aid in one year.
Apportionment of the cost of state aid roads. This state has
a unique plan for the application of state aid. Set specifications for different types of roads are drawn up. Any town
or county may go ahead and build such a road and if the
specifications are followed the town or county IS entitled
to iii certain "reward". This "reward" is so -adjusted as to be
approximately one-third of the COIBt of the roa.d. The specifications for the different roads are roughly as follows: maximum
grade 6%, width not less than 18 feet between ditches, properly
drained, and having a hard wagon track not less than 9 feet
wide made in two courses. A road with 5 inches of gravel on
clay and sand calls for a reward of $250.00 per mile. One with
eight inches of gravel applied in two layers calls for a reward of
$500.00 per mile. One with three incnes of gravel on four inches
of crushed stone, or three inches of crushed stone on four .inches
of gravel calls for a reward $750.00 per mile. Macadam roads
not less than nine inches thick laid in two eourses call for a
state reward of $1,000.00 per mile.
Repairs 0Jnd maintenance of state a£d roads. Repairs are
left in the hands of local authorities.
Powers of state highway officers-over distribution of state aid fund. The decision as to
whether a road is built well enough to merit the state reward
is entirely in the hands of the commissioner.
Oounty supervisor. Upon vote of the people any county in
the state can adopt the county highway system. The county
board of highway commissioners, not exceeding five, is eleeted
by the people and the term of office is a certain number
of years proportional to the number of commissioners. 1£
there are five commissioners, one is elected for two years,
one for four yeli:rs, one for six years, one for eight years and
one for ten years and after that each commissioner shall bEl
elected for the full term of ten years. If there are two com-
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missioners the term of office is four years with terIIlS arranged
in a corresponding manner. The board of supervisors fixes
the compensation of such commissiooers. This board of
county commissioners may layout new roads, change the width,
or straighten the line of any road. They may take any road
they choose as a county road upon notifying the township highway commissioner, and are given authority to "grade, drain,
oonstruct, gravel or macadam, or to place thereon any other
form of improvement which in their judgment may be best,
and may extend and enlarge suc.h imprOlVements. They shall
have authority to construct bridges and culverts on the line of
such roads and to repair and maintain such bridges and eulvert.&" They determine the amount of tax to be raised for
oounty highway purposes each year, which, however, may not
exceed a limit of two mills on the dollar tax of the assessed valuation.
This oounty system has been very efficient and useful in
Michigan. The highway commissioner made the statement
that he would be pleased if all counties in the state were under
this law as much better work was done and more interest was
taken in highway questions.
Width of road built by state aid. State reward roads are
not less than nine feet wide.
Wide tires. On affidavit to the effect that all loads over
800 pounds have been hauled on tires of 3 inches or widel', a
rebate is granted of
of the road taxes, the total rebate not
to exceed 3 days of road work to anyone person.
Public meetings. The highway oommissioner is required to
hold meetings in each county at least once each year. The
presence of town and county highway officers at these meetings
is required, and their time and expenses at the rate paid when
they are working upon the roads are to be paid by the towns
which they represent.

*
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IOWA.
A. MAJISTON•••••••••••••••••••• • Dean of Engineering, Ames Oollege.
O. F. CURTISS •••••••••••••••••••• • Dean of Agriculture, Ames OOllege.
F. H. MACDONALD. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • Assistant in Oharge of Roads.

Date and general duties. In 1904 the Iowa legislature
passed a law appointing the State Agricultural College at Ames
as the highway commission.
The duties of the commission
were defined as "the devising and adopting of plans for highway construction and maintenance suited to the several needs
of the different sections of the stSite." For the education of
highway officers and students the commission was directed to
carry on practical demonstrations of road construction, as well
as to disseminate knowledge on the subject in any othm- feasible way. They were also directed to afford supervision by
practical road builders for road demonstration and road work.
Tota), state aid fund. No money is appropriated for state
aid in road building, but $5,000 par year is appropriated for
carrying on the work as defined in the duties of the commission. This commission has been doing some good work although they have been very seriously handicapped by the lack
of Eroper funds.
Wide tires. Persons paying road taxes are entitled to a
rebate of 14 of their total tax not to exceed $5 to anyone
person, upon making affidavit before the town clerk that all
loads of 800 pounds or over have been h:;;uled upon tires at
least three inches wide.
The Iowa highway commission has done some very good
work in making designs for standard forms of concrete culverts
and bridges for use in the various parts of the state. Consid·
erable of their work with reg&'Td to the use of concrete for high·,
way purposes is quoted on other pages.
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ILLINOIS.
lDDMlJND J. J.A.MEs•••••••••••.•••••••• " }
JoSEPH

R.

FuLKERSON.................

State Higl'l'Dall Oom_ftotL

LAFAYETTE FuNK........ ·••••••••••••••

A. N.

JOHNSON •••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••• State

HigA1DtI1I 1JJngiflB«'.

Date and general duties. The Illinois highway commission
was formed in 1905, consisting of three persons who stll-ve for a
term of two years. They are liiuthorized to investigate methods
of construction, materials and other matters relative to the construction of highways in the state and are to furnish advice
to local authorities free of chfLTge.
Total state aid fund. $25,000 was appropriated for the
expenses 01 the office and the construction of a few object lesson
roads in different parts of the state. TIlinois gives aid to locd.
road authorities by furnishing free of charge stone which is
crushed at the state prisons.
Towns having such material
furnished to them must make use of it according to the specifications of the state highway engineer or have their supply cull
off.
Power of state highway officer to compel town and county officers to furnish uniform detailed accounts of highway and
bridge expenditures. All local highway officers are required by
law to furnish the state highway commission with such information as it may ask for regarding locail. conditions.

OHIO.
SA.]( HUSTON.....,. ••••••••••••••••••••• State High1lXli1l Oommusioner.

Date and general duties. The seventy-sixth General Assembly of .Ohio passed an act in 1904: establishing a state
highway department.
The state highway commissioner w~
appointed by the governor for a term of four years. Assistants and office help were also provided for in the law..
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The dutIes of the d.epfllrtment were to investigate road building
throughout the United States and road materials of Ohio, and
to prepare and distribute bulletins and reports on the subject
of road improvement.
Right of petition f01' stak aid. Oounty commissioners (or
land owners through the county oomnu88ioners) ClIl). petition
for state aid.
The officer or body petitioned. The state highway department.
TotaZ state aid fund. No appropriations were made to carry
out the provisions of the act in 1904, but an appropriation of
$16,400 was made for 1905, of which $6,400 was for the office
expen>1e and $10,000 for state aid.
Limitations on state aid. State aid money is dividoo. equally
among the counties.
Apportionment of the cost of state aid rO(z'ds. Of the cost
of permanent roads built with state aid, 25 per cent. is paid
by the state, 50 per cent b.r the county, 10 per cent by the
t.owns and 15 per cent by the property fronting on the road to
be improved.'.
Manner of doing work 'l.l%bder state arid. All work is done by
contrAct, bids being advertised for and contracts let by the
highway department. AU contracts are subject to the approval
of the county commissionrs.
Powers of the state highway officer to compel town and
county officers to furnish uniform detailed accounts of highway and bridge expenditures. Local road authorities are required by law to furnish the highway department data as to
mileage, cost, maintenance, oondition and cha:racter of roads
under their supervision.
Wide tires. It is unlawful to haul more than 2,60(;) pounds
on tires narrower than three incites. Oounty commissioners
are empowered to employ persons to see to the enforcement of
this law.
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M1NNESOTA.
GU8TA~ ScnOLLE, Pre8tdent .••••••••••I
GEOOOE

W.

}

~tate Hight007/ Commi88ioo.

CooLEY, Secretary..•••••••••

Date and general duties. In April 1905 a law was 8.p
proved providing for the appointment of a state highway commission consisting of three members who were to appoint a
8eeretary not one of the three, who was to be a civil engineer
and practical road builder and to be known as the State Engineer. The commission was directed to investigate and determine the location of road materials in the state, ascertain the
most improved methods of construction, investigate the most
improved highway laws in other sta.tes, and make recommendations as to the needs of tne state in regard to roads and highway Jegislation. The commission was directed to prepare
rules for the construction of state roads.
Right of petition for state aid. County boards axe the only
ones empowered to petition for the establishment of a state
road.
:rhe officer or body petitioned. The state highway commisSIon.

Total state aid fund. An annual tax of one-twentieth of a
mill on each dollar of assessed valuation was provided as the
state road and bridge fund. This amounts to about $80,000
at present. Aside from this tax $6,000 was appropriated for
the running expenses of the highway commissioner's office.
Limitations on state aid. It was provided that no county
should receive more than 3 per cent nor less than 1h of 1 per
cent of the total bridge and highway fund in one year. In apportioning the funds the commission was directed to take into
account the area of the county, the amount of money expended
by it in road constructi1>n, and the extraordinary expense COllr
nected with the development of new territory. This last provision is one whieh appears in the laws of no other state, but
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which is very much to be commended, especially in. at state
which has so much undeveloped territory as has Minnesota.
Apportionment of the cost of state aid roads. The amount
appropriated to anyone county was not to exceed % of the
cost of the permanent roads built during the year.
N anner of doing work under state aid. The county board receives bids on all work to be done with state ~d, or may appoint a superintendent to do the work under county charge.
Duty of making surveys. Surveys are to be made by the
state engineer when practicable but if he is unable to do so
the county board may employ the county surveyor or some
other competent man. to make the surveys and report to the
state engineer.
Repairs and maintenance of state aid roads. Nothing is
said in the Minnesota law regarding the ~aintenance and repair of roads built with state aid. In this respect the law is
weMr,as one of the most important features of state aid is
the use of the power to compel the towns or counties to do some
careful maintenance work and thus teach them how to care for
roads in a proper manner.
Powers of state highway officer over distribtdion of state
aid fund. If Mly'road being built under state aid does not
come up to the specifications of the state engineer the state's
proportion of the cost of construction shall be withheld.
By the terms of the law "road" is defined to include all
bridges upon the highway. It is provided that not more than
% of the state money shall be expended for bridges in anyone
year.
WASHINGTON.
CllAltLES W. CLAUSEN, State Au(utor....... }

G. Y. MILLs, State Treasurer ......•......•.

, ..

State H.g,.wa'll Board.

Date and general duties. In 1905 the state of Washington
provided for a state highway board composed of th0 auditor,
the treasure:r, and the state engineer. The latter is appointed
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by the governor for a term of two years at a salary of $2,500
and must be an experienced engineer and surveyor.
Right of petition for state aid. The money for stli.te aid is
not distributed upon petition but according to appropriations
made for specific roads.
Total state aid fund. $10,000 was appropri1i.ted for office
expenses and $134,000 for aid in constructing ten roads which
were specified in the law. These apppropriations were for two
years.
Apportionment of the cost of state aid. The state pays %
and the county %.
Manner of doing work under state aid. Work is done by
contract under bids advertised for by the county commissioners.
Any contract may be rejected by the state highway engineer.
Securing right of way. State aid funds are not to be used
in securing right of way for any state aid road, such right of
way being provided by the county.
Duty of making surveys. Surveys are made by the county
board at the expense of the county and submitted to the highway commissioner.
Repairs and maintenance of state aid roads. The roads are
maintained and repaired by the counties in which they were
located.
Powers of state highway officer over distribution of state
aid fund. When funds are appropriated to build any road the
allotment to each county in which the road lies is to be determined by the state highway board.
GENERAL PROVISIONS.

The laws of all the states having a state highway offic€r !lrovide that he is to have charge of the relocation or construction
of state aid roads.
Most states provide that originally roads
must be laid out by the county or town officers, but when the
state appropriates money for their improvements they must be
re1ocated, if necessary a.ccording to the surveys of the state
officer.
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As a resume of the present stab of the movement for state
contr)I 01 highways, the foJIowing tabI€! has been prepared.
The chief sources of information for this are II: thesis on "'Pendencies in Recent American Road Legislat~on" by Prof. F. G.
Young of the University of Oregon, and Bulletin 4 of the
Ohio Highway commission.

State.

Begin·
ning of
state
highway
depart;.

State highway officers.

Total appro·
priation in

State's shar,.e
of road costs.

manto

Maine. "' ......•.
New Hampshire ..
Vermont ......... .
Massachusetts ••••
Rhode leland ....•
Connecticut ...••.
New york ......•..
New Jersey •......
Delaware ........ .
Pennsylvania ....•
Maryland ........ .
North Carolina I ••
Ohio .........•.•.•
Indiana .......••..
Michigan •.•••••••
Illinois· ....•....•.
Minnesota ..•...••
Iowa· ........•••••
Missouri' ........ .
Calif'ornia ... • •..
Utah· •.....•••.•.•
Colorado .•.••....

1901
1903
1892
1893
1902
1895
IS98

1892
1904

1905
1898
1901
1904
1904

1905
1905
1905

1904

1906
190~

Highway Commissioner .... 1904
$40,~
State Enginee" ............. 1905
125,~~
Highway Commissioner.... 1904
91,795
Highway Commi_sioner... 1905
549,450
Board of Public Roads .... 1905
125,~
Highway Commissioner .... 1904
225,~
State Engineer .............. 11904 1,108,265
Com. & State Engineer. .... 1905
250,000
Highway Commissioner .... 1904
30,000
Highway Commisshmer .... 1905 '6,500,000
Geol. Survey & Engineer.... 1904
200,000
Com'r. of Agriculture &
Hr:~~a~eC~,:::rs~io;;e~:::: . iOO5·· .. ·iT ;400
(4)

Highway Commissioner .... 'iOO5'"
Highway Com. & Engineer. 1905
Highway Commissioner .. ..
Highway Commissioner ... . i~
·iiigh~;;y·Com:&·E,:,gb:..ie~:

........ ~ ......
"35;000 ........ ..... .
~

m:@ ............... .

8~:~!

........ ~ ... .

.iOO4 .... ·25: 000 .B';iidS ..~~~: ..
tain roads.

Washington ...••.
IdadoS •.•••••.••••
1 After 1904 the funds are supplied as needed by a $50,000.000 bond issue, and no appro·
pria tions are made except for support of the office of the state engineer,
• This amount is to be expended in six yea rs.
3 The Commission i" an advisory board and is carryinlf on educational work.
4 A special commission was appointed to study situatlOn and recommend laws to next
legislature. The roads and materials have been studied by the Geological snrvey.
S These commissions are carrying on educational work preparatory to state aid oper·
ations later on. The Iowa appropriation is for two years.
• 1n the summer of 1906 a state conventiou was held at Chillicothe under the auspices
of the state agricultural department to request the coming legislature to appropriate
$1,000,000 for state aid and establish a highway department .
• The state engineer was instructed to prepare plans for state aid .
• The state builds certain roads by direct appropriation, paying part or all the cost
as conditions vary.
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DESIRABLE CHANGES IN THE PRESENT ROAD
SYSTEM.
Larger road districts. The road system of the state of Wisconsin is in some particulars fundamentally wrong in that it
fails to promote a public spirited interest in the general good
condition of the highways. At present the roads of a large majority of the towns are divided into many small districts comprising in some cases, but a mile of road.. This is done with ,the
idea that better work will be 8ICOOmplished-the farmer having
but a short distance to go to his work:~and that he will take a
greater interest in a ros.d which passes his front door. The
result of this minute subdivision of the towns is that those
parts of the town whieh have the best soil and the most prosperous farmers have 6l dis£.roportionately large share of the
road Wx: to work out, while the poorer parts of the town where
the soil is not so rich 8Ild the roads are perhaps hilly and steep
have had to maintain their roads on a considerably smb:ller
tax. This short sighted view that the farmer is concerned only
with what passes his own front door and hag no interest in the
. road which does not, has resulted in a very strong prejudice
against the payment of road taxee in money. As one man stated
to me :-"If we pay our road taxes in cash the town commissioner would go into that other side of the town and use our money
to fix up those fellows' roads. We have worked hard for our
money here 8Ild built eurselves good roads. Let those fellows
over there do the same thing."
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In his apparently just and fair sta.tement of conditions this
man has failed to take account of the fact that his farm was
in a rich level Pli.Tt of the town, while "those fellows over
there" lived in a rocky, hilly place and naturally could not be
.expected to be as prosperous nor to build as good roads as could
be built on the level even if they had as much tax to spend.
This idea that one part of the township is not responsible for
the condition of the roads in another part is not in accord
with the fundamental reason for the existence of governments.
Governments exist in order to protect the weaker members of
society. If a: man through sickness or misfortune is unable
to support his family the government steps in and from the
taxes it has collected from people who are better off than he
keeps that family from starving. On the same principle it
protects the weak against the encroachments of the strong in
innumerable ways. According to the same principle still more
locally applied all the labor in a road district may be used
in any part of that district where the road needs repairing.
The injustice of requiring each farm~r to maintain the road
by his own farm would be promptly appreciated, especi,:lly
by the man who had a steep hill to care for or SI bridge to
put in. For the same reason that the town puts in bridges
and that the road district maintains a steep hill which is all
upon one m::m's farm, should the town also use its road funds as
.a unit which can be expended anywhere within its territory.
In this way only will good roads be secured.
This distribution of funds where most needed regardless
-of who pays the tax is a step in the right direction which is
badly needed and which will bring about a more healthy public
spirit with regard to roads.
Permanence of road officers. The present system under
which road officers are appointed· by the. town board and usually
changed each year makes impossible the proper building &lIld
maintaining of country roads. As the road overseer has no
prospect of remaining in office for more than a single year he
-can have no strong incentive to mak~ a particular stutly of
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the needs· of roads under his charge or to become at &:1l deeply
interested in their welfare. A man will do good or poor work
according as he is interested. in what he is doing. Consequently
the roads of the state are an infallible indication of the degree
of interest which the road overseers have taken in them.
In the list of questions which were sent out to 2,000 farmers
the question was asked as to whether it would be advisable
to hold a road school for iii week each year, in which the highway officers could become acquainted with the best methods
of road building. The replies to this question were in the majority negative because, as was stated, the rOli:d overseers would
not have sufficient interest or incentive to attend. Many of
the replies suggested that if road overseers were to be continued in office for a number of years it would be a profitable
venture for the town to pay their expenses in order to have
them attend such a school, but that under present conditions
jt would be useless.
Another condition which the short term of the road overseer
brings about is that it is impossible for the work of the town
to be adequately planned for a term of years and carried out
li:ccording to this plan. Eaeh man has before him simply the
problem of fixing up the roads so that they will be passable
for a year, without any reference to what will be done the
next season. This is an extremely expensive method of doing
work. In order to produce good results some well thought out
plan must be followed the same in road building as in any
other project.
The present system also makes possible the sorry condition
that when llJ road fixed up by one man according to his ideas
does not agree with the ideas which his successor holds the
successor in too many cases proceeds to tear it up and
rebuild it according to his own notion in order to show
the other fellow how a road should be built in a 're'al
proper' manner. This is a condition of a:flairs which could not
be toler:;,ted in any other business as it entails too great a
waste of money. The situation is well expressed, and in ,ery
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conservative language in the following letter from Mr. Paul
C. Wilson of the Grassland Stock Farm of Menomonie: "I
doubt very much if 50 per cent. of the road overseers are appointed because of any special fitness for the job. I have
seen right here in our own town men appointed as overseers
who, if they had kept the office for a: few years, might have
benefited the roads, but after one year were retired and the
one appointed to fill the place took the same piece of road and
undid all the work of his predecessor, and he in turn let out.
This does not tend to keep up a permanent improvement."
Gash tax. The ca:sh tax system is one which has been voted
upon in practically every town in the state, with the result
that almost all the towns are still paying their highway taxes
in labor. People must be brought to see the value of the cli:sh
tax, however, before they can hope to have roads that are properly built with the money which they can afford to pay. A letter from a road overseer states thlii.t "tax-payers never seem
to want to work when the overseer wants them to, and it often
takes as much money to arrange for the farmers to do the
work as the work itself amounts to when they get upon the
road." It is a strong objection to the labor tax system that
the road overseers have no real authority. If the overseer hli:s
an interest in the work he is glad enough to get the farmers
to come with their teams and men, so that he does not want
to offend them by requiring too strenuous labor. On account of
the political nature of his appointment he does not desire to
create enemies for the one who appointed him by requiring
more work than the farmer is willing to give. Of course there
are many towns in which this is not true and in which the overseer ffiithfully requires a good day's work and the full amount
of the tax to be worked out, but these towns are not so large
a majority as they should be.
Another objection to working out the road tax is the character of the work done. Road work is too often regarded
as an "annual picnic," as one man ca:lled it, and the object of getting the road :fixed regarded as secondary to
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pleasant associations with the neighbors. One town cllairman writes, "We are at present working on the old distri~t plan but we intend the coming season to pay taxes in
money and have one roa.d commissioner for the town. It has
.been my experience as chairman of the town for the last six
years that we can get more than double the work by job work
for cash." Another correspondent writes, "Our town has followed the cash system for several years and I think: we get from
four to ten times the beneficial results from the same tax levy."
Another writes, "We worked on the cash system one year in our
town and accomplished more in th.s.t year than in any two years
before or after."
A last objection to the labor system is that the number of
hours labor required &!l'e less than would be required under ilie
cash labor system. Under the present system only eight hours
of labor make a day, and this eight holU"8 is eus10marily cut
short at both ends and in the middle so that it i. frequently: but
six. One man 'has &I large number of cows to milk and his
hired man has left him,' and another man 'has to go to town to
get a piece of machinery for the next day's work,' arid 80 on
through the whole list of excuses that every road overseer
knows.
The p&'1IDent of highway taxes in cash does away with the
difficulties mentioned. (1) It makes possible the securing of
labor just when it is needed without regard whether any particular fa.rm~r is able to come or not. (2) It gives the overseer
complete authority over his men, as he can discharge them. ff
they do not render satisfactory service. (3) It improves the
ehlill'acter of this service for the simple reason that the men
know they can be discharged. (4) The length of the day can
be mOOe ten hours for road work the same as any other class of
farm labor.
The need ot trained men. Under the present system. road
overseers axe almost necessarily incompetent. This is no reflection upon the intelligence or purposes of these officers, but it is a
·strong reflection upon the system. The building of a country
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road in a proper manner is about as complicated a piece of engineering as is commonly met with and the farmer cannot ordinarily, from the very nature of things, be a man who is specially trained for this type of work. Highway building and
maintenance requires as high an order of skill as railway building and maintenance, and yet there are not many farmers who
hold themselves capable o£ building and maintaining a railroad.
Under the present system it is difficult to secure ::nen who have
had any training in road building. Men who have made any
fJpecial study of this matter are very rare as yet in this country
and in order to make them available they must be educated.
Because the enormous sums o£ money which the people are
expending on roads are entmsted to the management of men
who have no training £01' their work we see the present bad
:results every time we drive over the ordinary country road.
This waste of money is· estimated by replies from the 2000 letters sent out to farmers in the state at from 50% to 90% of
the total highway tax. As seen on page 87 the average estimate is that 58 per cent of the highway tax if paid in cash
'Would do the same work that is being done at present. It is also
evident that of this 58 per cent, which is the real value of the
tax, a considerable part is wasted by poorly directed efforts. As
this tax at present amounts to over $2,000,000.00 the lowest
estimate of the w!;,ste, which seems to be very conservative,
would make the annual loss to the farmers of the state over
$1,000,000.00. The need for trained men and the present
results due to not having them is stated very well in the following letter from Mr. Schinoldt of Taylor county :-"1 emigrated from Germany, made a farm here, and have lived on
this farm twenty-three years and one half. I have seen in
these years hundreds of thousands of dollars of tax payers'
money expended on the roads in town and county, but after all
our roads are still as bad as ever. Not the scarcity of money, but
the system is to blame for this state of affairs. We need men
in charge of road building and road maintenance who are
trained for this sort of work and understand what to do in a
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proper way, and who should hold their positions for a succession
of years. Take the road business from the town boards newly
elected every spring and make a thoroughly state and county
institution. Let us have a state road commissioner, county
and town road engineers all well trained men and not elected
but appointed from the state, and then let them work systemat
iClilly. Not money alone makes good roads 01' makes the roads
better, but sl;;iU in plans and labor."
Road accounts. From the replies to the lettcs sent out to
wwn clerks it is evident that the accounts o£ the highway
expenditures of the towns are kept in very poor fashion.
In
few instances were the books so kept that the total cost of
any plirticular piece of macadam or gravel road could be given,
to say nothing of giving any detailed account of the other expenditures. So long as the accounts are kept in this way it
is of course impossible to tell whether money is being expended oarefully or thrown away with an extrli:vagant hand. If
there is a certain amount of money available and it is spentwhich, is about the extent of the record of expenditures which
is kept at present-no complirison of costs can be made, and
one road overseer may take ten times as much to do a piece of
work as the overseer in the next district uses on a similar job.
The importance of careful accounting in even a sm&:ll business
does not need to be emphlisized, but in a large undertaking such
as the highway business of the people of Wisconsin has become,
in which over $2,000,000.00 is expended annually, the accounting becomes of much greater importance. If a highws.y department is established in the state it should be one of its functions
to: see that town highway accounts are kept in some good form.
Section, system. In no place in the state, 80 far as I have
been able to learn, is there any provision for continuous care
for roads. The laws should be so modified as to very strongly
encourage this as there is no single change which will effect
such a saving of people's money as the llpplication of some
such system as that described in the chapter on maintenance.
9
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County road system. The aavantage of having a large
unit of road control, such as the county, lies in the fact that it
has a larger amount of money to expend and can therefore afford to have men who are trained in their work and can keep
these men continually busy and get better results cheaper than
is possible in the ordinary town. It is the same principle as
that upon which the wholesale dealer works. By securing hi,
goods in large. quantities he is able to get them much cheaper
than the retail dealer and can therefore sell them at a lower
price. In case an engineer is hired to do a single piece of
work in a town he may charge ten to twenty dollars a. day,
whereas a competent man could be obtained by the county for
about haH the smaller sum. This county system has been used
in New Y orks:nd Michigan for a number of years and in these
states has given the very best of satisfaction. The highway
commis~ioner of Michigan stated that much more and better
work ~ould be done under the county system than under the
township system.
A utom obiles. There is a very strong, and one must confess,
to some degree justifiable prejudice in mr.ny parts of the state
ap:ainst the building of good roads because of the fact that as
80011 as good roads are built autom()biles drive the farmers off
and compel them to use the back roads. The automobile is
here to stay, and before many years will undoubtedly be s:dopted by farmers themselves the same as the bicycle has been.
Most drivers of alltomobiles are very considerate when they
meet a frightened team, but there is unfortunately too large a
proportion of "ro~d hogs", f,;S they are well called, who think
it is a good joke to scare some staid farm horse into jumping
the fence and smashing the farmer's rig. These few thoughtless automobilists have brought strong disfavor upon all owners
of automobiles. Something must be done by the sts:te to protect the farmers R() that the roads will be safe for them to travel
wpon after they are improved before any comprehensive program for improvement can be successfully carried out. How-
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·'ver this is not a problem which can properly be discussed in
this plaee. It is snfficicnt IJere to mention the fact that something should be done.
State aid. The working of the phnof state aid in othel
parts of the conlltry is given in Chapter II, Part II, and th1
fact that without exeeption it has been successful and is entlm
siastically supported by the people wherever adopted is th.
strongest argument for its adoption in Wisconsin. The Legif
lature of 1905 passed Ii: joint resolution to amend the constit11
tion, making possible the appropriation of money for state aid
in road building. This joint resolution must be considered b.'
the legislature of 1907 and if passed by them must be voted
upon by the people' before any money can be appropriated iL
Wisconsin to aid in building roads.
The effect of the adQption of such a system in Wisconsin can
be judged by its effect in other states. Where the plan haf
been adopted the public spirit of the citizens has been aroused
and their interest in the good condition of the roads excited tll
such an extent that large sums have been spent in improving
the roads. According to most careful estimates the people havi
had more returned to them in the increased value of the lano
than the improving of the roads has cost. The investment 01'
these sums has therefore been amply justified, even though the
roads had had to be built without state aid, and directly by th{
('('untr:- districts through which they passed.
Railroads in many states have been so keenly interested in th{
building of roads that they have sent ont experts and trains oj
machinery to build sample roads in dilJicts along their line~
As a railroad official said at the buildng of one of these objec1
lesson roads, 'his railroad served the country for not over five
miles ou each side of its track [it was a southern railroad] and
if good roads were built in the country it would serve the peop]e
within c.: di~tance of 25 or 30 miles. This would mean to hi~
railroad an increase in business of several hundred per cent.'
In the sanle way are cities interested in the building of good
country roads. The merchants of the citice in several parts of
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the state have given ample subscriptions for the purpose of aiding in building roads to attract the trade of the country districts to them. While they ha:ve done this partly from philanthropic motives, no doubt there has been also back of their giving, the knowledge that they would receive this money back in
the profits on increased sales of goods. It may at first sight appear to the ordinary dweller in a city who is not in trade that he
is in no way benefited by the expending of taxes raised upon his
property for the building of country roads, but this is entirely
wrong a:s a moment's consideration will show.
During the
National Good Roads Oonvention at the St. Louis World's Fair
one speaker computed for the benefit of his audience that the
city of St. Louis paid each year in excess freight upon goods
delivered to them from the surrounding country in farm wagons fioi sum of $250,000. He stated that this sum was paid by
the city rather than by the farmers because of the well known
fact that the consumer pays the freight. In other words, the
farmer must make a. living and if it costs him a dollar more to
haul a lor.;d of potatoes to town over a bad road than it would
over a good road the persons who buy those potatoes must pay
a dollar extra. in order to give the farmer that which he has a
right to demand for his labor. For these reasons, therefore,
the application of state money to road building is justified, even
in the- consideration of actual cash returns to the cities and railroads as well as to those by whose farms the roads pass
The giving of state aid is also justified for the reason that
it educates the farmer in the value of good roads and teaches
him to build them for himself. This ha:s been the case in
every state where such a course has been pursued. State aid
has not been sufficiently extensive to pay for ita share of all
the roads which the farmers desired and as a consequence aiter
once experiencing the benefits of good rOlids they have gonv
ahead and built them at their own expense without waiting
for state money.
Nowhere in the United States have good
marls been built to my extent where the rotal cost has been
borne br the farmers themselves. Some such means as state or
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(,,ounty aid has been necessary to get up sufficient interest so
that people will build good roads, but after once started they
have almost al ways gone much farther than state aid could follow.

The present situation in Wisconsin with regard to money for
state aid is different fr()m that. in any other state in the Union.
For several years it has been fonnd to be possible to pay all the
expenses of the state government from the general fund and
consequently no state tax has been levied. It is highly probable that this will be continued in the future and therefore, if
the system of state aid is adopted, the money thus made available would be in effect a gift from the state to the local com'nunities. So far as known in no other state do such conditions
exist.
From this statement of conditions it is at once evident that
the people of Wisconsin are losing a most excellent opportunity
if they do not demand of their legislators that laws be passed
,.dopting the plan of state aid in this stata
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CHAPTER IV.

ADVANTAGES OF MAKING SOME OF THESE
CHANGES IN THE PRESENT HIGHWAY SYSTEM OF THE STATE.
In conclnsinn tIlel.,> is here given a short sum~ary statement of the advantftges to be gailled by the adoption of some of
the changes mentioned in the last chapter.
Town highway comm-issioners. If ,he plac_ is adopted
whereby a single highway commissioner in each town is chosen
for some cnnsiderablylonger term to have charge of the rOhd
work and all expenditure of road funds, the following advant
ages will be gained. His term of office will be so lenb-thened
that it will pay him to familiarize himself with the bes1
methods of rns.d building. He can make adequate plans fOJ
the improvement of all the roads in the town, and be securf'
enough in his position so that he can carry them out without
interruption By his long term of office he will be sufficiently
removed from politics so that he will be able to demand mott
and better labor from the fli:rmers who may be engaged, and in
these ways he can save to the town a considerable percentage
of money w!:ieh they are now expending by applying it in li
way which will give them the good roads which are at presenl
being paid for but not received.
Highway accounts. If the expenditures for highway pUT
poses are requil'ed to be kept in more detailed form compal':
sons between the results heil!g obtained by the highway com
missioner in one town and those obtained by the commissiOlw!
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in the neig:lboring town working under simiJr.r conditions can
be readily made by any tax payer 1£ reports of such expenditures are published, as they should be every year, the tax pay&"
,,·ill be in a position to know definitely whether his money is
being wasted or expended in a careful manner.
Cash tax. If road ta.ws are naid in c!l.sh it will permit thE'
application of better methods of road work. Road gfi,ngs can
be kept together long enough so that they become familiar with
their work and highly efficient, with no need of changing tlJem
and substituting untrained men and teams for those which hf.ve
more experience. Under the cash system roads can be main·
tained; men can be hired at any time needed, or continufi,l1y,
if desired, to look after certain stretches of road and prevent
their becoming so bad as to need any extensive repairs or reo
building.
Oounty system. Under the county road system, which from
the experience of other states is undoubtedly the best one that
can be adopted, each particular piece of road machinery can be
placed in charge of Ii: man who has had experience in using it
and can therefore secure better results and do more work than
the ordinary inexperienced operator such as we have u~der the
present system. Roads running in heavily travelled lines
through the county can be constructed and maintained, and
uniformity of plan purslled throughout so that the road will be
uniformly good instead of being, as at present, good in one overscr's district, bad in the next and impassaKe in "'he third] and
so on, depending on the interest of each loc&.l overseer and th~
difficulties he bas to meet.
In the vicinity of large towns the traffic sometimes becomeii
so great that the taX(>fl of a single road district are not sufficipnt to keep the roads in repair. This is beginning to be noticed in some parts of this state r..lready. The road district ·£.nd~
it impossible to keep its roads in as good condition as it used
to before the traffic became so heavy. rnder the county system the cost of constructing and maintaining these roads is
placed where it belong'S, upon tbe shoulders of the whole county,
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for it is the whole county which uses the road and which therefore should pay for its construction and maintainance.
Under the county system, also, a competent, higll\vay engineer can be hired to devote all his time to supervision of
county roads and planning and constructing bridges and other
improvements which the county may have in hlilld.
State aid. The benefits of state aid are ,-0 many and so
important that it is difficult to make a satisfactory SIUHmal'Y
-:tutmllent. State aid is of incalculable benefit in creating a
proper public sentiment concerning the highways. Under it
the people are moved to demand that they have the good roads
to travel over which they are entitled to, but which they know
very little about in the conditions prevailing under our present system. State aid will be useflilto the farmers of the
state in furnishing object lessons of proper road construction
and maintenance, for if state aid is granted the maintenance
of ~uch roads should be placed in direct charge of the county
and good regulations for their care rigidly enforced by the
~tate.

A final advantage of state aid in Wisconsin is that the revenues of the state are in such condition that the money could
come from the general fund and would not neces2urily call fo!'
an increased state tax levy.
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Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Surrey.
The publications of the Survey are issued as (1) bulletins, which are
nUILDered consecutively, (2) biennial reports, and (31 hydrographic maps.
These publications are independently paged and indexed, no attempt being
made to group them in volumes.
1. BULLETINS.
The bulletins are issued in three series:
Scient(/ic ,series.-The bulletins so designated consist of original conuibutions to the geology and natural history of the state, which are 01
scientific interest rather than of economic importance.
.kwmUJldc Ser'ie8.-This series includes those bulletins whose interest
is chiefly practical and economic.
Edll('utional Series.- The bulletins of thia aeries are primarily detli~ed tor use by teachers and in the schools.
The following bulletins have been issued:

Bulletin No. 1. Economic Series No.1.
On the Forestry Conditions of Northern Wisconsin. Filibert Roth,
l:lpedaJ Agent, United States Department of Agriculture. 1898. Pp. vi,
78; 1 map. Out oJ print.
'

Bulletin No. II.

Scientific Series No.1.

\

On the Instincts and Habits of the Solitary Wasps. George W. Peckham and Elizabeth G. Peckham. 1898.
pp. iv, 241; U plates, of
which 2 are colored; 2 figures in the text. Sold at the price of *1.50 in
paper and $2.00 bound.

Bulletin No. III.

Scientific Series No. f.

A Contribution to the Geology 01 the Pre-Cambrian Igneous Rocks of
the ''''ox River Valley, Wisconsin. Samuel Weidman, Ph, D., Assistant
Geo,ogh,t, Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey. 1898. Pp.
iv, 63; 10 plates; 13 figures in the text. Out of print.

Bulletin No. IV. Economio Serie8 No. I.
On the Building and Ornamental Stones of Wisconsin. Ernest Robert>!on Buckley, Ph. D., ABSistant Geologist Wisconsin Geological and
Natural History Survey. 1898. pp. xxvi, 544; 69 plates, of which 7 are
colored, and 1 map; 4 figures in the text. Sent on receipt of 30 cents.
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Bulletin No. V. Eduoational Serie8 No.1.
The Geography of the Region About Devil's Lake and the Dalles of the
Wisconsin, with some notes on its surface geology. Ro'lin D. Salishury,
A. M., Professor of Geographic Geology, University of Uhicago, aud Wallace W. Atwood, B. S., Assistant in Geology, University of Chicago. 1900.
38 plated; 47 figures in the text. Out of print.

pp. x, 151;

Bulletin No. VI. Economic Serie8 No. S. Second Edition.
Preliminary Report on the Copper·bearing Rocks of Douglas county,
and parts of Washburn and Bayfield counties, Wisconsin. Ulys.'les Sherman Grant, Ph. D., Professor of Geology, Northwestern Univer!lit). 1901.
pp. vi, 83; 13 plates. Sent on receipt of lO cents.
Bullp,tin No. VI I. Economic 8,1'1(;8 NO.4.
The Clays and Clay Industries of Wiseon~in. Part I. Ernest Robt'lrt:
Bon Huclilt'~. Ph. D., Gpolo(!ist. Wisconsin Geological and Natural History
Survey. 1901. Pp. xii, 301; 5G plates Sent on receipt of 20 cents.
Bullptill No. VIII.

Edu(,rdionc ..

:'ie1"'ie,~

No.2.

The LllkeH of Southeastern Wisconsin. N. M. Fenneman, Ph. D., I' ,
f(,8sor of General and Geogmphie Geology, Vniversity of Wisconsin. 1l1vi.
Pp. xv, 178; 36 plates; 38 figures in the text. Out of prittt.

Bulletin No. IX.

Economic 8erie8 No.5.

Preliminary Report on the Lead and Zinc Deposits of Southwestern Wisconsin. Ulysses Sherman Grant. Ph D., Professor of Geology, Northwestern University. 1903. Pp. viii, 103; 2 ma.ps; 2 plates; 8 figures in the
text. Out of print.

Bullet'in No. X. Economic Sf /';'81'1'0. (].
Highway Construction in Wiscon~in. Ernf'st Robertson Bncklpy, Ph. D.,
State Geologist of Missouri, formerly Geologist. Wisconsin Geological and
Natural History Survey. 1903. Pp. xvi, 3:39; 106 plates, including 26
maps of cities. Sent on receipt of 30 cents.
Bulletin No. XI.

Economic Series 1vo. 7.

Preliminary Report on the Soils and Agl'icultural Conditions of North
Central Wisconsin.
Samuel Weidman, Ph. D" Geologist, Wiseonsin
Geological and Natural History Survey. 19m. Pp. viii, 67; 10 plat.es,
including soil map. Sent, paper bound, on receipt of 10 cents; cloth bound,
20 cents.

Bulletin No. XII.

SCientific Series No.3.

The Plankton of Lake Winnebago and Green Lake. C. Dwight Marsh,
Ph. D .• Professor of Biology, RIpon College. 1\)03. Pp. vi. 91; 22 plates.
Sent, paper bound, on receipt of 10 cents; cloth bound, 25 cents.

Bu1letin No. XIII. Economic Series No.8.
The Barabou Jronbeal"ing' Distriet of Wisconsin. Samuel Weidman,
Ph. D.. Geologist. Wisconsltl Geological anei Natural History 8m'vAY
1904. Pp, x, 190; 2:~ plates. mcluuilJg O:'eologll:al map. 8ent. pap'll' bO!ln I
on receipt of 10 couts; clot11 buu"d, 20 cems.

Bulletin No XIV.

Economic Series No.9.

Report on Lead and Zinc Deposits or Wisconsm. Ulysses Shermaa
Grant, Ph. D., Professor of Geology, Northwestern University. 1906.
Pp. ix, 100; 8 plates; 10 figures in the text; and an atlas containing 18
maps. Sent on receipt of 20 cents.

Bulletin No. XV.

Economic Series No. 10.

The Clays of Wisconsin and Their Uses. Heinrich Ries, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economic Geology, Oornell University. 1906. Pp. xii,
259; 30 plates, including 2 maps; 7 figures in text. Sent on receipt of 18
cents.

Bttlletin No. XVIII.

Economic Series No. 11.

Rural Highways of Wisconsin. W. O. Hotchkiss, B. S., Instructor in
Geology, University of Wisconsin; in charge of Economic Geology, Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey. 1906. Pp. xiv, 135; 16
plates; 2 figures in the text. Sent on receipt of 10 cents.

In Press.
XVI. The Geology of North Central Wisconsin. Samuel Wt'idman,
Ph. D .. GeologiHt, Wiscnnsin Geological and Natural History Survey.
XVII. The Raised Beaches of Eastern Wisconsin. J. W. Goldthwait,
Ph. D., Instructor in Physical Geography, Northwestern University.
2. BIENNIAL REPORTS.
The Survey has published four biennial reports. which relate to administrative affairs only and contain no scientific matter.
First Biennial Report of the Oommissioners of the Geological and NatIlral History Survey. 189H. Pp.3t.
Second Biennial Report of the Commissioners of the Geological and
Natural History Survey. 1901. Pp.44.
.
Third Biflnnial Report of the Commissioners of the Geological and Nat·
llral History SllJ"vey. 1903. Pp.35.
Fourth Biennial Report of the Oommissioners of the Geological and
Natural History Survey. 1904. Pp.42.

3.

HYDROGRAPHIC MAPS.

There have been prepil.red hydrographic maps of the principal lakes of
southern and eastern Wi;lconsin. This work is in charge of L. S. Smith,
O. 1il.. Assistant Prof1s30r <>f Topographic and Geodetic Engineering,
University of Wisconsin.
The ma 1'3 are as follows:
Size of Plate,

No.1.
No.2.
:-10. 3.
:-10. 4.

No.5.

No.6.
No.7.
No.8.
Xo. 9.
,,"0.

10.

Lakp Gen~va..... . .......•••.•••...
Elkhart Lake ...................... ..
Lake "euJah.. ................... .
Oconomowoc-Wanke51ba Lakes .... .
ThA Chain of Lake., Waupaca ... ..
D~lavan and Lauderdale Lakas .. ..
Gr~en Lake ....................... ..
Lake Melldota .................... ..
Bill' Cedar Lake .................... ..
Lake Monona ...................... .

Inches.
17 '.xlO.8
lCUixlH.l

Seale. Inches Contonr Inper mile. terval. Feet.

22 ox2O 0
29.8xI9.1

21. 7x20 6
22. xl6 8
26 Ox17.8
23 7x19 5
1~.OxlH.5

17 .6x17.3

Z

10

5
6
2
6

10
10
10
10

4,

10

3.2
6
2.9

2(1

5
10
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In all of these maps the depth of the lakes is inoieah>d by contour
lines, and by tints in all except No. 1. Thpy are sent on receipt of 15 cents
each, except Nos. 4 and 8, for which 20 cents are required. They may be
'lad either mounted in a manilla cover, or unmounted.
All correspondence relating to the Survey should be addressed to

E. A.

BIRGE. j)l1'I'd"r.

Madison, Wis.
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